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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the escalation rates and intensity levels of US/ 

USSR post-WW II confrontations in relation to the number of strategic nuclear 

weapons available to these nations to determine if a relationship exists. That 

is, have strategic nuclear weapons effected the rate of escalation or peak level 

of intensity of the post-WW II US/USSR confrontations. The study concludes that, 

while the role of strategic nuclear weapons has been insignificant in effecting 

either the intensity level or escalation rate of US/USSR confrontations, stra- 

tegic nuclear weapons are an important factor in the pursuit of confrontation 

avoidance politics by the US and USSR since 1962. However, once a US/USSR con- 

frontation becomes unavoidable and is enjoined, strategic nuclear weapons become 

a tool of force employed within the conceptual framework of a confrontation 

strategy. As this strategy involves ever increasing measures of escalation with 

the goal of persuading the opponent to concede and begin the de-escalation pro- 

cess, there is the ever present danger of miscalculation or misperception by 

the actors and a resorting to the use of nuclear weapons with catastrophic re- 

sults. Herein, lies the danger of nuclear weapons and the necessity for under- 

standing their role and bringing them under control. This study provides the 

reader with a better understanding of the role of nuclear weapons. Hopefully, 

it will influence others to accelerate effotts to bring nuclear weapons under 

effective control. 
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INTHODUCTION 

This research study represents an examination of the effect of nuclear 

weapons on the escalation rate and intensity level of United States (US) and 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) post World War II (WW II) confron- 

tations. The conceptual idea for this research developed out of the author's 

interest and concern with the value of nuclear weapons as a component of the 

nuclear deterrence equation. The destructiveness of nuclear weapons is well 

known, but their usefulness has been a matter of acceptance with little critical 

analysis of their worth being conducted. 

The study will endeavor to trace the historical evolution of tve nuclear 

deterrence theory, illustrate the effect of nuclear weapons as a component of 

the nuclear deterrence equation and measure the effectiveness of these weapons 

in deterring the US and USSR from increasing the intensity levels of confron- 

tations involving these nations. Chapter on« is being devoted to an under- 

standing of the historical development of nuclear deterrence as a strategic 

defensive policy. The research problem is stated in chapter tuo and the rea- 

sons for the problem being considered worthy of research are included. 

Chapter three presents the hypotheses to be tested and chapter four 

contains the research methodology and definitions. A summation of the research 

results is discussed in chapter five and the study conclusions are presented 

in chapter six. In an effort to maintain ease of reading for the main study, 

the detailed research is included as annexes. 

Annex A illustratea the effect of nuclear weapons as an active variable 

in the nuclear deterrence equation and is considered by the author to be an 

vi 
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important part of the research effort. An ur.der8tanding of the material con- 

tained in this annex is a prerequisite for grasping the problem being studied. 

The escalation rates and intensity levels of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations 

are researched in annexes B - J with the number of strategic nuclear weapi^a 

and delivery systems available to the US and USSR during each confrontation 

being developed and summarized in annex K. Lastly, annex L contains the com- 

puter operations used to compute the study results. 

The ensuing study has been conducted from a careful study of numerous 

sources. As far as can be ascertained, it is an original idea and, in this 

sense, represents an effort to break new ground. It is, therefore, susceptible 

to the dangers normally associated with a "first" try. These dangers, though 

admittedly great, are not such that the study should be aborted. The need to 

understand the effects of nuclear weapons is critical at this juncture of his- 

tory and justifies encountering the dangers of breaking new ground. 

The reader may find the material contained in the study detailed and 

very technical at times.    This fact is acknowledged, but defended on the grounds 

that the subject matter itself is very complex and exceptionally difficult to 

simplify. An earnest effort has been made to present the material in as simple 

form as possible. It is the expressed hope that, after reading the study, the 

reader will have a greater appreciation for the subject material and be moti- 

vated to conduct further study/research on the subject matter. If this occurs, 

the sacrifices and efforts required to research, develop and compile the study 

have been justified. 

vi i 
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Bernard Brodle, The Absolute Weapon. New York: Harcourt, Brace. 
19li6, pp. 88.90. ^ ' 

CHAPTER I 

Nuclear Deterrence Theory Development 

A' Introduction. A necessary prelude to meaningful research in the function- 

ing of nuclear deterrence is an understanding of the historical development 

of the theory. Knowledge of the underlying causes and events which affected 

the nature and timing of nuclear deterrence theory development is necessary 

to place the research effort in perspective and connect it to United States 

(US) and Union of Soviet Socialist Republic (USSR) post-war confrontations. 

This chapter is devoted to establishing the necessary historical background 

upon which the research effort will be based. 

Throughout history, weapon research and development has conducted a 

search for the ultimate weapon which would provide unquestionable military 

supremacy over an opponent. During their times, men thought that gunpowder, 

the crossbow, machinegun and airplane represented the ultimate weapon. So, 

it is not surprising when the US developed the atomic bomb and demonstrated 

its effectiveness, as well as its destructiveness, at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, 

that it was thought to be the ultimate weapon.  Furthermore, its technical 

complexity and the materiels required to manufacture it were so scarce that 

it was widely believed that only the US possessed the ability to produce it. 

It was, therefore, not likely that the USSR could develop and use the atomic 

bomb in the foreseeable post-World War II (WW II) time frame. 

,s. 
mptzpiHQffä " 
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B- "5^1„USSR Actions in^the Immediate Post^ U Period. The poll tic H, 

economic and military strength of the pre-WW II ^ropean powera wa3 greatJy 

reduced during the course of WW II.  Aa a result, a political vacuu. was ere- 

ated and the US and USSR emerged as competitors to fill it.  Aa a practical 

matter, post-WW II Europe waa divided into US, French, British and Soviet 

spheres of influence.2 , 

The USSR uaed its large land army to fill the political vacuum and 

consolidate/integrate its share of Europe into satellite nations.  The US used 

its smaller land army to maintain law and order in its share and its economic 

strength to facilitate economic recovery and to establish governments favor- 

able toward the US. The US air capability, with the atomic bomb and means 

of delivery, was thought to be an effective deterrent to further USSR expan». 

slon.' 

However, the immediate post-WW II actions of the USSR to consolidate 

control over its ahare of European nations and expand its influence beyond 

(i.e., Iran..19U6, Greece-. 191.7, Czechoslovakia-19^8 and Berlin-19UÖ) made 

it apparent that the WW II policy of US/USSR collaboration no longer existed 

and a more aggressive US policy vis-a-vis the USSR was required. 

C* Th* T^^ Administration and fW.«   The Triman Adjniniatration 

adopted a policy of «Containment" in 19h7  to counter the perceived expansionist 

threat of communism (used during the immediate poat-WW II period as being 

Press, 195rpp!h2-°8: ^W ** ^?*» abridge, Harvard University 

3 
Thome» K. Pinl«tt«r, Foreign Policy. The Next Ph««« K™  V~ U 

Harper and Brothera, 1958. pp.^'l-gg and BSbnT ST!!' >+      '<?**  York! 

New York. Harcourt.' Brace £ LpL^ ^^r^jf^ ^ ^ POliC^ 
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related to the USSR).  The Containment Policy envisioned the firm use of US 

military and economic strength anywhere in the world to check Soviet probing 

attempts to expand ita influence. The policy received the moat persuasive 

justification from Oeorge K. Kennan, who aupported the theory as an appropriate 

response to USSR expansion and hostility toward non-communist nations. Kennan 

argued that the successful Implementation of containment would not only check 

Soviet expansion, but in doing so, would also bring about a mellowing in USSR 

attitudes and policies toward the outside world. Therefore, Kennan continued, 

since communism is necessarily expansionist in theory, its containment will 

eventually result in a less dogmatic ideology and the rise of less despotic 

political leaders in the Soviet Union.14 

Under the Containment Policy, the Truman Administration conducted the 

Greek-Turkish Aid Program, the Marshall Plan, the NATO Pact, the Mutual De- 

fense Assistance Program and the Mutual Security Program. Simultaneously, 

the US also encouraged increased political, military and economic integration 

among the western European nations. The primary goal of these efforts was to 

make Europe impregnable against threats to its security from USSR expansion 

efforts, whether these efforts were the direct application of USSR military 

power or communist intrigue from within the national 

The US military strength was linked to the defense of Europe by sta- 

tioning of US military forces in Europe under the NATO agreement. Maintaining 

these forces in Europe represented an effort to -sounter & theory which sug- 

gested that WW II had begun because Hitler did not think the US would enter 

r*  « n?f0rge f* Kennan'J American Diplomacy. 1900-19,^0. Chicago: The Univer- 
sity of Chicago Press, 1953, pp. 107-120.     t—*-i~ 

5 
T -.V    Dexter Perkins, The Diplomacy of a New Age. Bloomington and London: 
Indiana University Press, 196B, pp. wfW$t  

3 
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the war. The US force8 were, therefore, a trip-wire m^mim  which would 

ensux-e Mediate US .ilitary involvement in Europe should the USSR invade 

with conventional forcea.6 

The USSR detonated its first known atomic device in Auguet, 1^9. 

This event came as a surprise to US officials and resalted in: 

- A realization that the cold war would not be 
teminated in the near future and greater mili- 
tary strength was required to enforce containment. 

' ÜSTT? nUJnberS 0f nUClear weaPons ^ develop- ment of larger yield weapons by the US. 

" Si ^^^/e^oP^nt of a theoretical argument 
for conducting war with less than total victory 
as an aim. J 

- A realization that the possibility of US forces 
engaged in a war with nuclear armed USSR forces 
was a reality and that it was necesnary to to* 
crease US military strength to meet this possi- 

' ^LeÄfed civilian interest in nuclear war and 
initial stages of developing a civil defense 
theory.' 

S. Korea and Aftermath. The Soviet sponsored invasion of South Korea by 

North Korean forces represented the second real test of the US containment 

policy (the m  BerUn Blockade is considered to be the first test) and ap- 

Plication of limited war concepts. Nuclear weapons were not used, nor was 

the tnreat to use them made by the US Government despite arguments for their 

use by General Douglas MacArthur. There was considerable argument within the 

US that the attack in Korea represented a strategic feint by the USSR to draw 

1950, P. 151. 

Perkins. Op. 01^,.. pp. 79,80. 

7John Foster Dulles, War or Peace, New York: The MacMillan Company, 
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planning.8 

US military forces/strength into Asia, thus weakening the defense of Europe, 

while preparing for an attack in Central Europe, US counter-action» to this 

possibility took the form of a substantial Increase in US forces in NATO, cre- 

ation of a Supreme Allied Commander for Europe and naming General Dwlght D. 

Eisenhower to that position, obtaining a commitment of other NATO nations to 

increase their forces and the adoption of a "crisia year" concept for defense 

The concept of defense planning via "crisis year" justified an increase 

in the annual defense budget on the assumption that the years 1951/1955 would 

be years of peak US/USSH crises and, that in order to prepare for these «crises 

years," increased defense expenditures were required. 

E- Z&LMSSSfeSSäS.  "New Look". The Eisenhower Administration entered office 

in January 1953 committed to ending the Korean War and taking a "new look" at 

US military strategy. The "new look" replaced the "crisis year" approach to 

defense planning with a "long-haul" approach which Justified reduced annual 

defense expenditures on the assumption that these expenditures would continue 

indefinitely,9 

Reduced defense expenditures represented a priority issue for the 

Eisenhower Administration to permit channeling capital flow into US economy 

rejuvenation efforts. Reduced defense expenditures necessarily required a 

reduction in US land forces which were reduced from 1,53i<,000 in 1953 to 

900,000 in 1958,10 In an effort to offset the land force reduction, the 

Acheson, Op. Clt.. 35-1J6. 

T1 + n  «MOrt0n "^P^1"' Contemporary Military Strata^. Boston and Toronto: 
Little, Brown and Company, 19o7, pp. U-ll,         

10Acheson, Op. Cit.. SÜ-62. 
t 
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administration sought  to continue to contain oomrnim  (primarily  the USSR, 

but also included  the  People's Republic of China in A.ia) via nuclear deter« 

rence. 

The British Government had accepted the concept of nuclear deterrence 

aa the baals for its military policy in 1952.    The concept was baaed on the 

assumption  that the manned bomber,  capable of delivering nuclear weapons on 

Soviet cities,  would deter the USSR from aggression in Europe.11     Thus,   a 

precedent had been established which the Eisenhower Administration could and 

did follow.     Accordingly,  the US Air Force's capability  to deliver nuclear wea- 

pons and  to defend the continental US against Soviet bomber attack was  increased 

as rationale to offset the army's manpower reduction. 

f.    MaseUve Retaliation.    The Eisenhower Administration's policy vis-a-vis 

the communist world was formally described by Secretary of State John Foster 

Dulles on 12 J^ary 1951. as being one of «Maa5ive Retaliation« with nuclear 

weapons at a time and place of US choice,    ^phasizing the need for a «maslmum 

deterrent at a bearable cost," Mr. Dulles stated: 

The Soviet Communists are planning for what thev 
call  "an entire historical,  era," and we should do the 
SS« -Ml seek    through many types of maneuvers, 
gradually to divide and weaken the free nations bv 
overextending them in efforts which,  as Lenin put it 
are  "beyond their strength,   so tnat'they come to prac- 
tical bankruptcy."    Then said Lenin,   "our victory is 

trSctiVb^r1* St^'  ^ ^  ^ -m-t 'or 

a ^ÄUÄrÄÄ^rfree natio- 
The way to deter aggression is for the free community 

co^j£tT.£T™:\9w. Pw.of ^ R"im' •'•"York •"<' ^' 
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to be willing and able to reapond,  vigorously at 
places and with means of its own choosing,^ 

The massive retaliation doctrine was based on the assumptions that 

the US was invulnerable to USSR nuclear delivery means and that it would deter 

USSR expansion/aggression at all levels of intensity.    During the course of 

discussions concerning the doctrine,,  serious questions were raised as to US 

intentions and credibility^  e.g., 

- At what level of Soviet aggression would the US 
initiate a nuclear attack on the USSR? 

- Would the US endanger its own population in re- 
sponse to an attack on India, Germany, Korea or 
any other nation? 

The deployment of the first intercontinental strategic bombers in the 

Soviet military inventory in 1956 raised questions about the vulnerability of 

11 the US population centers.  ■*    The destructivo power and technological advance- 

ment of US nuclear capability vis-s-vis the USSR was further challenged when 

the USSR detonated a thermonuclear bomb in August 1953.1i4 

G'    griticism of Massive Retaliation.    The feasibility and practicality of mas- 

sive retaliation came under challenge from the democratic party,   the army and 

navy, because of the Air Force's dominant rolö,  and an emerging group from the 

academic world.    The emergence of a group in the academic world to challenge 

I kj 
Extracted from a speech given by then Secretary of State John Foster 

Dulles on January 12, 195Ii before the Council of Foreign Relations. Speech is 
published in Department of State Bulletin,  30,  No.  791, dated January 25,  195Ii., 

l3The TU-95  (Bear) bomber, with a range of 7,800 miles,  and the M-U 
(Bison),  with a range of 6,050 miles were first deployed as operational in 1956. 
The Military Balance.   1973-197it.  London:    The International Institute for Stra- 
tegic   Studies,  1973,  p.  70. 

II 
Arnold Horelick and Myron Rush,  Strategic Power and Soviet Foreign 

Policy,  Chicago and London:    The University of Chlcngo Press,  1966, p.  17. 
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the strategy is  significant  in  that it marked  the first time  the intellectual 

world had concerned  itself on a large scale in the use of nuclear weapon«.     The 

emergence was  accompanied with a flourish of debates,  articles,   essays and  book, 

to explore the  implicationa of the doctrine and to develop alternatives. 

Bernard  Brodie published one of the first critical  essays in November 

1953 :.n which he argued that It was not rational  to think of conducting only 

an unlimited nuclear war and that limited war,   conducted with less than all- 

availabie nuclear  forces or with non-nuclear forces,  has a place which must be 

considered in developing foreign policy.1? 

A collection of essays prepared by the Princeton Center of Interna- 

tional Studies was published in  1956 under the  title of Military  Policy and 

National Security.     Included in these essays m* one by Willis W.   Kaufmann 

which  supported  Brodie's earlier line of thought  that the US needed a capa- 

bility to deter.aggression at all levels and should develop deterrence forces 

accordingly.1       Among these essays,  Roger Hilsmann examined the actual con- 

duct of nuclear war and b«gan one of the first academic attempts to distinguish 

between counter-value and counter-force targets  (counter-force targets being 

the enemy's nuclear capability,   to include the delivery means,  and counter- 

value targets being the population in the enemy's homeland) and to look at the 

tactics applicable for conducting ground war fought with nuclear weapons, 17 

Bernard Brodie,   "Unlimited Weapons and Limited War  * örltfirümv 
published in The Reporter on November 1871951..    R^rinted'n Morto^ H    L- 

ZTsl  n&^lm '     ^ WUClear^ N- Y-k -d ^on:    John'wney 

Prin,.^     Sam ?*  Kaufmann, ed., Military Policy and National giettylty 
Princeton:    Princeton University Press,  Wfc, pp.  2H-3Ö, Et — ?' 

17 
Mi*» PP* 53-57, 60-72. 
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The applicability of strategic nuclear w. s-ms trv  i^er local aggression 

in periphoral  areas *aa challenged by Robert Osgood and Henry Kissinger.l8 

These authors stressed   the requirement for the US to possess military forces 

appropriate for a response to aggression at all  levels and supported the argu- 

ment tnat  tactical nuclear weapons have an applicable role in less than genera. 

nuclear war.    Kissinger went even further in considering the applicability of 

tactical nuclear weapons in his effort to examine how they might be used and 

controlled to prevent a  tactical nuclear war from expanding into  a general nu- 

clear war.    He concluded that it might be possible to gradually escalate con- 

flict intensity with acceptable risks and conduct simultaneous negotiations 

toward concluding the conflict. 

Bernard Brodie challenged the view that tactical nuclear weapons were 

appropriate for all  levels of war,   arguing that too many people had concluded 

that nuclear weapons  should be used in local wars.19    While Brodie did conclude 

that nuclear weapons may be appropriate in some local wars after careful and 

thorough consideration,  Thomas Schelling .argued that the tacit agreement of bel- 

ligerents to refrain from introducing tactical nuclear weapons into local con- 

/flicts  repreoents a natural threshold wMlch facilitates keeping the conflicts lo- 

cal   and  bringing about a nuccessful negotiated conclusion acceptable to both sides.20 

The wealth of criticism launched against the theory of massive retaliation 

and the debatea created by it had an effect on the Eisenhower Administration. 

Robert Osgood,  Limited War;     The Challenge  to American Straterv 
Chicago:     University of Chi^TP^^TlWTjrltn and ^nr^üssinge^' Nuclear 
^£E£nijeL^^^ New York;     Houghton Mifflln,   19^, pp!  m^ofr^^ 

20 
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The requirements fc- tactical nuclear warheads,  a strategy for conducting local, 

wars and a larger conventional military force were acknowledged by Eisenhower. 

The  1957  Soviet launching of the first earth aatellite  (Sputnik) was viewed 

by many in the US as  a technological advancement which challenged the US bomber 

delivered deterrent and could conceivably place the continental US within range 

of nuclear warheads delivered by missiles.    As a consequence,  the vulnerability 

of the US population once again occupied a center arena of concern,   and a debate 

concerning civil defense requirements b^gan to take place with renewed intensity. 

As queationsi were being asked about population vulnerability and the 

US launched an accelerated program to overcome the  alleged missile gap,  it was 

becoming apparent that  the nuclear strength relationship of the two  superpowers 

was not constant and that the world was becoming increasingly vulnerable as 

nuclear power and delivery means increased and became more efficient.     Several 

conclusions became apparent: 

' nLrUld n0t be P088^!« to halt the spiral, without 
UäbK cooperation/participation. 

- The US population was becoming increasingly vulnerable. 

- Both aides possessed the capability of conducting a 
pre-emptive strike in an attempt to disarm the other: 
therefore, an assurred second strike capability was 
needed. 

- The danger of a miscalculation or accidental launch/ 
detonation raised to an acute stage the possibility 
of unintentional nuclear war. 

- The vulnerability of the US nuclear force to a USSR 
pre-emptive strike was directly related to the 
stability of the "balance of terror. "^I 

T!  
T< ++T    t.    Mort0ü ^P«1"11^  Contemporary Military Stratapy.  Boston and Toronto: Little, Brown and Company,   1^?, pp.  l^L^J * "^ ioronx,o. 
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At this time,  the focus of strategic thought criented on stabilizing 

the balance of terror as a mechaniam of achieving a peaceful world.    Albert 

Wohlatetter described the requirements of an invulnerable retaliatory force as: 

... a stable steady-state peacetime operation 
within feasible budgets;  the capacity to  survive 
enemy attacks;  to make and communicate the decision 
to retaliate;  to reach enemy territory, penetrate 
all defenses,  and destroy the target; with each phase 
demanding technical preparations of very considerable 
complexity and expense." 

Wohlstetter's theory was followed by Oak&r Morgenstern, who argued 

that it was  in  the interest of the US for both the US and USSR to have invul- 

nerable  strategic nuclear  forces.    He further auggested that the development 

and deployment of seaborne missiles represented the most logical weapon system 

for this purpose.2^ 

Bernard Brodie presented the requirements for an invulnerable retali- 

atory force as: 

A real and substantial capability for coping 
with local and limited aggression by local application 
of forces;  and provision for saving life on a vast 
•scale if the worst came to worst.2« 

Herman Kahn's book.  On Themonuclear War,  took the diacussion one  step 

further and looked at what should be done in  the event of nuclear war.     Kahn 

concluded that: 

* There would be a significant number of survivors 
in a nuclear exchange and that the number is 
directly related to the type of attack and avail- 
able protection. 

 ^—,  

Albert Wohistetter,   "The Delicate Balance of Terror " printed in 
Foreign Affairs.   January  1958. '    prxnuja an 

23 
Osfcar Morgenstern,  The Question of National Defense. New York: 

Random House,  1958, p. 75. * 

2h 
' Rrodie»  Strategy in the Missile A^e. Op. Cit..  pp.  29i4-297. 
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- That the US should develop the capability  to 
choose among its range of options in res'ponse 
to a nuclear attack and not be confined to a 
pre-detennined reaction. 

Kahn'8 theory emphaaiaed that it ia possible  to control nuclear 

strategy and  to suit a nuclear  force to de3ired enda.     This could well be to 

influence the enemy rather than destroy hin,.25    In approaching the use of nu- 

clear power  as he did,   Kahn attempted to bring the   "unthinkable" down to and 

examined it in "thinkable" terms. 

K-    The Kennedy ^Administration and Flexible Reaponse.    President Kennedy's 

Administration aS3umed office in 1961  with the benefit of the theories dis- 

cusaed above being available for consideration and use.     President  Kennedy 

selected  Robert S.  McNamara as Secretary of Defense and  solicited  and received 

the active  support of the academic community in developing his foreign policy, 

Kennedy had campaigned  for the Presidency on a platform of correcting  the 

shortcomings in US conventional military capability and the alleged   "missile 

gap" with the USSR.26    Accordingly,   the  administration immediately initiated 

efforts to build a credible conventional  force with particular emphasis being 

placed on unconventional warfar..    Concurrently with this,  an invulnerable second 

strike nuclear force was established to ensure that a condition of minimum nu- 

clear deterrence existed.    The goal was to develop nuclear forces capable of 

selectively retaliating against enemy nuclear forces rather than against his 

cities after withstanding a nuclear first atrike.    In theory,  it was hoped to 

 ^  

Press,  WmT^ 3^30°? Therwonuclear W^ Princeton:    Princeton University 

and Row tiluZ^lZ'p^^tlty ^ ?W*'  ^ ^ ^ ^^     "^ 
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give the enemy a strong incentive for not attacking US cities.27 

McNamara realized that submarine launched nuclear misalles repreaented 

the most practical means of achieving an invulnerable mlnimu« nuclear deter- 

rence rspabillty and accelerated deployment of the «Polaris« aubmarine for 
OR 

this purpo3e.   The adminiatration wrapped its military policy into a strategy 

of «Flexible Response," which is «sentially what Herman Kahn had discussed 

in his book, On Thermonuclear War. In regard to nuclear weapone, the flexible 

response strategy argued that strategic nuclear functions were not limited 

only to that of deterring war, but must include the ability to fight and es- 

tablish military superiority In any war in which they are being used. The 

forces necessary to support flexible response must be designed to permit their 

controlled use in retaliating against selective targets during a nuclear war. 

The object being to select the target (i.e., missile bases, population, Indus- 
I 

trial capability, etc.) to force the opponent to end the conflict on terms 

favorable to the US.29 J 
i 

This represents one of the more advanced strategies for prevention 

and conduct of nuclear war developed to date and is based on the premises that-, 

- Deterrence may fail, 

- The number of lives lost in a nuclear war will 
vary depending on the targets attacked, type of 
weapons used and the availability of adequate 
protection and sufficient warning to permit the 
use ol the available protection. 

17 
19614 fu^l™ Kaufinann'  The McNamara Strategy.  New York:     Harper and Row, 

29 
iQAn ^ff^l  Taylor'  The Uncertain Trumpet.  New York:     Harper and Row, 
1960,  pp.   1l6-1lt7. — ^ ' 
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- The need to limit damage would constitute a 
major wartime objective.    This can best be 
achieved by attacking the enemy's nuclear 
delivery means and providing active/civil 
defense. 

- By avoiding nuclear strikes on the enemy 
population and holding a nuclear reserve 
for this purpose,  should the enemy strike 
the US population,  an incentive is provided 
for him not to attack US citiea. 

- The US will have an interest in a post- 
thermonuclear world and,  therefore, it is 
desirable to terminate such a war on terms 
favorable to the US.30 

McNamara described the strategy to the House Armed Services Committee ai 

.   .   .  the Unitsd States has no alternative but 
to ensure that at all times and under all circum- 
stances it has the capability to deter.    In this 
age of nuclear armed intercontinental missiles, 
the ability to deter rests heavily on the existence 
of a force which can weather a massive nuclear 
attack with little or no warning,  in sufficient 
strength to strike a decisive counter-blow.    This 
force must be of a character which will permit 
its use,  in event of attack,  in a cool and 
deliberate fashion and always under the complete 
control of the constituted authority.31 

McNamara remained as  Secretary of Defense in the Johnson Administra- 

tion until 1968.    The two additional factors he added to deterrence strategy 

were the employment of Multiple Independently-Targeted Re-entry Vehicles  (MIRV) 

and recommendation that a limited anti-balliatic missile  (ABM) system be de- 

ployed as a deterrent against a possible nuclear threat from China.32 

15  
Kaufmann,  Op.  Cit.. p.  $1-52. 

31 
»i + ^        f:xtr*cJ;ed from » statement made by McNamara before the House Com- 
SSU4II lr"#Jk

S#fviC88 on February 23,  1961  printed by the House of Repre- 
J!^?     ;* Authoriginf Appropriations for Aircraft. Missiles,  and Naval 
Veosels, Washington:    USÖP0,   19^2. ' * =• 

32 
Kaufmann, Op.  Cit..  pp.  156-158,  162. 
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^« The Nixon Adrolnistratlon and Roallstlc Deterrence. The Nixon Administra- 

tion entered office in January 1969 committed to the pursuit of an enduring 

peace based on a strategy for peace which was structured on three interrelated 

principles; (1) strength, (2) partnership and (3) a willingness to negotiate.33 

The military policy was explained by Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird as 

one of "Realistic Deterrence." The goal of realistic deterrence is to dis- 

courage and ultimately to eliminate the use of military force as a means for 

one nation to impose its will on another. 

Whereas President Kennedy's flexible response strategy included the 

capability for effecting assured destruction on an enemy even after an all- 

out surprise nuclear attack? realistic deterrence developed this thought one 

step further in the concept of strategic sufficiency. President Nixon ex- 
;  I 

plained this concept in his 1972 report to congress as: 
; I 

Our forces must be maintained at a level 
sufficient to make it clear that even an all-out 
surprise attack on the United States by the USSR 
would not cripple our capability to retaliate. 
Our forces must also be capable of flexible 
application. A simple "assured destruction" 
doctrine does not meet our present requirements 
for a flexible range of strategic options. Ho 
President should be left with only one strategic 
course of action, particularly that of ordering 
the mass destruction of enemy civilians and 
facilities.^ 

1 
I ^ 

33 
Richard Nixon,  US Foreign Policy  for the T970's.  Shaping a Durable 

Peace, Washington:    USGPO,   1973, pp.   5-13. * 

Extracted from Richard Nixon,  US Foreign Policy for the  1970's:    The 
jfaggiSg Structure of Peace. Washington:    USGPO,  1^72, p.  1,^8.  

15 

In his discussion of strategic sufficiency before the Senate Armed 

Services Committee in 1973, Mr. Laird described the objectives or the concept 

as including; 
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Maintenance of an adequate second-strike 
capability to deter an all-out surprise attack 
on  the US strategic  forces. 

Providing no incentive for the USSR to 
strike the US In a crisis. 

Preventing the USSR from gaining  the ability 
to cause considerably greater urban/industrial 
destruction thah the US could  inflict on  the 
USSR in a nuclear war. 

Defense against damage from small  attacks 
or accidental  launches. 

Force design to permit strategic alternatives 
available for use depending on the nature or 
level of provocation.    This means having the 
capability  to  carry out an appropriate response 
without having to necessarily resort to mass 
urban and industrial destruction,^ 

When the Ford Administration entered office in August  197I4,   President 

Ford committed his administration to continue the foreign and defense policies 

of the Nixon Administration.36    As far as can be determined,   the Ford  Adminis- 

tration has not altered any of the Nixon defense policies.    There has not? been 

any  announcements to the contrary,  nor has the administration's actions indi- 

cated otherwise.    This,   then,  concludes the development of US nuclear deterrence 

theory developments as of August  197U.    A follow-on refinement of realistic 

deterrence appears to be occurring in the fom of the present Secretary of De- 

fense James R.  Schlesinger's retargeting program.    However,   this concept is 

in  the formulation phase and it has not been  "operationalized" as strategic 

55   !      " 
*      ^  *      Statement of Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird before the Sen«t*. 
Armed Services Committee on the W3 Defense Budget Sd fT    9^.1977 S^ram 
Rational Security Strategv of Ra«! r.t.^ n^.^L,  SahSgion,    U^PO    f^ 

Nixons LVX^ S^r^Sf 9f 1^, r^ W111 ^^ 
16 



37 
policy.   For these reasons, It is not being included in this study. 

37, 
For a discussion of this development see the September  11,   197h re- 

port presented by Mr.   Schlesinger to'the Committee on Foreign Relations.    Thi^ 
report  Is printed in,  Committee on Foreign Relations,  Briefing on Counterforce 
Attacks, Washington:    USGPO,  1975, pp.  21  and 22.    Also see tlcts on Mle.  
Vol.  3a, No.  1733,  January 26,  197li, p. 50 for further discussions. 
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CHAPTER II 

Statement of the Problem 

A-  Introduction. Whereas Chapter I discussed the historical development of 

US nuclear deterrence strategy, this chapter is devoted to: 

- A discussion of the functioning, components 
and phenomenon of nuclear deterrence 

- A brief review of the development of confron- 
tation strategies 

- Stating the research problem 

- Summarizing the need for this research effort 

In this manner, this chapter serves as a transition from historical develop- 

ment to the present and orients the reader on the specific problem to be 

researched. 

B- I^tioninß of Deterrence. As inferred in Chapter I, the concept of de- 

terrence represents the present US strategic defense strategy in relation to 

the USSR. Deterrence essentially means to discourage a potential opponent 

from pursuing a course of action by presenting him with a very high probability 

of counter-actions, which will effect him in a negative manner to a greater 

degree than will the gains he can expect to achieve by continuing to pursue 

the action. US Secretary of Defense Clark Clifford explained the use of de- 

terrence by the US in 1969 ass 

. . . the only realistic policy we can pursue 
at this particular juncture is one of deterrence. 
In other words, we must be prepared to maintain 
at all times strategic forces of such size and 
character, and exhibit so unquestionable a will 
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to use them in retaliation if needed,  that no 
nation could ever conceivably deem it to its 
advantage to launch a deliberate attack on the 
United States or its allies.1 

this means possessing the capability of absorbing a coordinated,  sur« 

prige nuclear first strike and having a sufficient number of nuclear weapons 

survive to  inflict unacceptable damage on  the attacker.    In theory,   this will 

preclude a rational,  deliberate,  pre-planned attack.    Thus,  it is important 

to note that deterrent forces prevent undesired actions and are offensive in 

this respect.     Conversely,  defensive forces function to reduce the enemy's 

capability   to inflict damage.     The differences between nuclear deterrent and 

defensive  forces are further discussed by Glenn Snyder in his book.   Deterrence 

andjtefense.2    For purposes of this research work,   it is sufficient  to note 

that deterrent forces are offensive means u3ed in a defensive modus operand! 

to deter a potential attacker by threatening him with a credible capability 

of inflicting unacceptable damage. 

It follows that nation A can expect to possess a deterrent capability 

in relation  to nation B,  if nation A has: 

- any form of control over nation B'a present 
or prospective value inventory 

- the capability to communicate a credible threat 
or promise to decrease/increase the value 
inventory 

- the ability to convince nation B of the intent 
to fulfill the threat or promise if nation B 
undertakes an undesired action 

TQVA/'/I   ri
3|:ateine^ of Secretary of Defense Clark M.  Clifford,  The Fiscal   Year 

M^fff^fi^f^ &teS  Mm. Washington:    u.a. Government 

^itv Pre«le?Q^*  ^^V^ Deterrence and Mm**  Princeton:    Princeton Univer. aj.zy iress,   lyol, pp.  3-Ö. 
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As stated earlier, deterrence is a function of cost versus expected 

gains.  Then, the object of deterrence is to reduce the probability of an 

enemy attack, by convincing the potential enemy that his losses will he greater 

than expected gains. 3 

i!?> 

Ci ^Ponenta of Nuclear Deterrence.  Strategic nuclear weapons constitute 

but one part of the full deterrence equation. Deterrence includes the ability 

to communicate a credible intent, will and capability to the opponent, the 

perceptions of both nations toward each other, national values, the level of 

unacceptable damage, risk versus the expected gain, ideologies, and restraint. 

A conceptual model of nuclear deterrence is illustrated in Figure 1. 

This model depicts the major components of nuclear deterrence as con- 

sisting of conventional military forces, a command and control system, nuclear 

hardware and nuclear software items.  These components are discussed below. 

^1^ Nuclear Software. Nuclear software consists of the unac- 

ceptable damage threshold level and available passive defensive measures.^ 

Both of these variables are affected by the vulnerability of the population 

and the national will and intent of a nation. In discussing national will 

and intent. Lieutenant Colonel Robert B. Strain, U3AF, stated: 

The image of a nation and the degree of 
firmnesa it might evidence are derived from 
national character and psychology, the per- 
sonalities of the leaders, the past conduct 
of the government, its position on the use of 
weapons, past decisiveness and public support 
of governmental policy. Seriousness of intent 
or determination can be measured by the content 

Snyder, Op. Cit.. pp. 12-16. 

See Annex A for an in-depth discussion of unacceptable damage. 

. 
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Figure 1 

A Conceptual Model of Nuclear Deterrence^ 
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In addition to the discussion contained in this chapter, the dis- 
cussion in Annex A provides the reader with additional information on the 
dynamic effects of these variables. 
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of the threat and the extent to which the 
issue behind the threat is vital to the 

| threatener.1 

National ideologies and perceptions will affect the manner in which 

nations view and interpret the actions of each other.  In his essay, "Soviet 

Risk.TakinK and Crisis Behaviour:  From Confrontation to Coexistence," Hannes 

| Adomeit concludes that the competing "Communist" versus "Democracy" ideologies 

!  ' has had a major influence in US/USSH interpretations, actions and counter- 

actions. Adomeit states "that policies have been based on perceptions of the 

opponent as much, if not more, than on actualities."7 

Ralph White reviewed USSR actions in the post-WW II period from a 

Soviet point of view and concluded that most would have to be considered as 

being defensive in the Kremlin. He further concludes that these s«ne actions 

are considered very offensive from a Westarn point of view.8 In his study of 

"Soviet Reactions to Changes in American Military Strategy," Kenneth Whiting 

concludes that the "Soviet reactions to US changes and innovations has been 

to develop weapons to neutralize the US advantage."9 The USSR actions 4re, 

therefore, considered defensive in the Kremlin and offensive in the West. In 

concluding, it is sufficient to state that what appears to be a plus for one 

opponent normally represents a minus for the other opponent. 

T 
M        TT   .J

H0b!rt Strain»   "Deterrence and Arms Control:    Toward a Common Goal   " 
Maxwell Air Force  Base:    Air War College,   Wh,  p.  Ü3. ' 

rroniu^lT^l ^l^'   "W? RisK-Taking and Crisis Behaviour:    From Con- 

SXr^ S^Xs^:1^^!!:  NO'   l01j  ^    ^ National 

Ralph White,, -The Genuineness of Soviet Elite Fee;- of US Aeeression  " 
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National values are affected by Ideologies.    Communist  "Marxist" 

ideology stresses the importance of the state over the individual and the 

eventual,  inevitable conflict with capitalist imperialism.10    Soviet leaders 

have frequently voiced an intent to overcome the West.     These actions have 

emphasized the eventual domination of communism over democracy and resulted 

in considerable mutual suspicion and mistrust. 

The risks of an opponent's reaction,  as compared to expected gains, 

is an important variable which must be considered in the nuclear deterrence 

equation.    In discussing this variable, Glenn Snyder stated: 

The problem for the deterrer is to make 
sure that his military posture and threats pose 
greater costs than gains for the aggressor,  and 
make sure that this threat is believed.12 

In discussing threat, risk and credibility,  Robert Strain stated that, 

"for the threat to be effective, it must be credible in the eyes of the de- 

terred,   and he,  in turn,  must calculate that the risk of loss in a particular 

venture exceeds the gain he might accrue."1^ 

Population vulnerability directly affects the national will and intent 

of a nation.    In considering this variable,  it is useful to visualize population 

vulnerability as existing on a continuum with invulnerability at one extreme 

and complete vulnerability  at the other end.    A nation that is invulnerable 

10 
For a discussion of the role of ideologies see,  the collection of 

readings contained in,   "Impact of Ideology on National  Strategy," printed by 
the Command and General  Staff College,  Leavenworth,   I97I4. 

11 
For a discussion of USSR discussion of communism versus democracy, 

see Kenneth Whiting, Op.  Cit.. pp.  1-26. 

12 
Glenn Snyder, Op. Cit.. p. 29. 

13Robert Strain, Op. Git., p. 11, 

^rt*<*1**,™*f«9mmmt^i33&ipiw 
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in relation to another nation can normally  be expected  to demonstrate a strong 

will   and  intent during any conflict with the opponent.     Thin  has been quoted 

in  the  Kremlin as one of the reasons accounting for US firmness during  the 

1961   Berlin confrontation.1^ 

At the other end of the population vulnerability continuum where a 

nation  is completely vulnerable,   there appears  to be two courses of action 

that may be taken during conflict with an invulnerable nation.     A nation could 

either resist and hope to achieve favorable results despite the relative vul- 

nerability or it could capitulate to the stronger nation.    The degree of 

vulernability existing between these extremes can be expected  to result in a 

similar variation in the demonstration of national will and  intent. 

From this discussion,  it becomes painfully apparent that one cannot 

quantify or predict the direction that national will may take with a high assur- 

ance of accuracy.'       However,  it is possible to argue that this variable is de- 

pendent on the efficiency of early warning,  dispersion and available civil 

defense programs.     As a population becomes more dispersed and  the effectiveness 

of its civil defense programs and early warning increases,  its vulnerability 

to an enemy nuclear attack decreaees.    Vulnerability is further decreased if 

the number of incoming nuclear warheads can be reduced.    This factor is directly 

related  to the effectiveness of the available air defense system. 16 

^ T *      F0Lm fxcellent analysis of this,  aee Urs Schwarz,  Confrontation 

mo,  p^lttT MOdern WOrld''  ^^ Ferry:     0ceana P"b^ations,  Inc., 

1 ^ 
'   For a discussion of national will and its role as an element of na- 

tional power,  see the collection of readings prepared by the Strategic Studies 
Committee at the Command and General Staff College entitled,   »National Will- 
Key Element to Power," 1971t, 

Prea,,   wtT mlioL  r>M""'nml^ ""■■  •«'-*'"=     «»«*» diversity 
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(2) Command and Control System. The ability of a nation to 

receive a surprise nuclear attack and respond with unacceptable damage on the 

attacker represents a basic US assumption of nuclear deterrence. Unless the 

response is pre-planned and automatic, this requires that a functioning com- 

mand and control system, capable of assessing the situation and developing/ 

executing a measured response, survive any surprise attack. Henr.an Kahn dis- 

cussed the importance of the command and control role in nuclear deterrence 

in hin book, On Thermonuclear War, and concluded thai, the presence of an effec- 

tive system is not only essential, but, that its absence detracts from nuclear 

stability.17 

(3) Conventional Military Forces. One of the basic criticisms 

of the "Massive Retaliation" theory was that it failed to provide for a less 

than nuclear response to Soviet aggression. This would permit the USSR to 

"nibble" at US interests with the US being forced to do nothing or respond 

with nuclear weapons. The presence of a credible US conventional military 

response functions to deter the USSR from sponsoring/pursuing aggression at 

the lower levels. The presence of a credible USSR conventional military force 

haz  a similar effect on US policies.  Both nations recognize that a local con- 

ventional conflict involving US and USSR military forces could very easily 

escalate into a nuclear war.  In discussing the role of conventional military 

forces for deterrence, Secretary of Defense Melvin Laird stated: 

. . . our general purpose forces must be such 
as to convince potential enemies that they 
have nothing to gain by launching conventional 
atttcks. 

... To deter conventional aggreosion, we 
and our allies together must be capable of 

f? 
Kahn, Op. Cit.t pp. 187-100, 16,3, 171, m, 182, 
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posing unacceptable risks to potential 
opponents. We must not be in a position of 
being able to employ only strategic weapons 
to meet challenges to our interests. On 
the other hand, having a full range of options 
does not mean that we will necessarily limit 
our response to the level or intensity chosen 
by an enemy. Potential enemies must know that 
we will respond to whatever degree is required 
to protect our interests,18 

Glenn Snyder states it as: 

. . . the modern balance of power takes a 
"mixed" form. Any conventional military 
attack by one nuclear power against the 
interests of another nuclear power creates 
a risk of nuclear reprisal of some kind . 19 

(li) Nuclear Hardware.  This variable consists of the available 

strategic nuclear warheads and delivery means; i.e., ICBMs, SLBMs and strategic 

bombers. These are affected by vulnerability to the enemy's weapons and effec- 

tiveness of the command and control system. Weapon vulnerability is affected 

by early warning, mobility, site hardness (protection), dispersion, camouflage 

and effectiveness of the air defense system. This variable will be fully 

developed and its effect on nuclear deterrence discussed later in Annex A. 

D- .^clear Deterrence Phenomenon. The use of nuclear deterrence as a national 

defense policy has required the US to avoiJ pursuing goals or objectives which 

conflict, with those the USSR considers vital. Conversely, the USSR had been 

required to adopt a similar policy toward the US, The adoption of the theory 

has also required constant US vigilance and aggressive response to USSR actions 

before feh^üfÜffS a f*4*«*1** ^ Secretary af Defense Melvin Laird 
F? ?971 fovf n!? Armelbervices

r Committee on the H 1973 Defense Bodget and 
m  19n~1?77 Defense Program. Washington: USGPO, 1972, p. 8l.   

19 
Snyder, Op. Cit.. p. kl. 
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that might be considered as encroachments on US areas of interest. The efforts 

of both nations to communicate its concern, intent, will and capabilities has 

resulted in barrages of charges, counter-charges and periods of extreme ten- 

20 
siona.   Such antics have also been used in the US to justify defense develop- 

?l ments and expenses and involvements in the Korean and Vietnam Wars. 

The actions and counter-actions used by the US and USSR during their 

post-WW II relationships have not resulted in a nuclear exchange, to date. 

However, there have been periods of extreme tests of wills and credibility; 

such as the Berlin blockades, the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Arab-Israeli 

Wars. The actions of both nations have been influenced by their perceptions 

of each other. A great deal of mistrust and suspicion has been generated, but 

neither of these have gone beyond acceptable limits with a resulting "hot" 

war.  Yet, the very cornerstone of nuclear deterrence rests on the uncertainty 

or certainty that an aggressive act will result in a counter act involving the 

use of nuclear" weapons. 

This phenomenon has resulted in an apparent necessity for the US and 

USSR to continually probe each other in an effort to determine/test each other's 

will find intent. These actions and counter-actions have resulted in an inevi- 

table spiral in weapon technology, destructiveness, and numbers. Thus, the 

policy of nuclear deterrence has not created a stable situation for it is 

dynamic in nature and, therefore, invariably results in actions and counter- 

actions as potential opponents maneuver for advantageous positions. This 

2$ '  
For a discussion concerning this aspect of US/USSR post-WW II re- 

lations, see Richard Nixon, U.S. Foreign Policy for the 1970'a:  A New Strategy 
for Peace. Washington: USGPO, 1972, pp. 1-13. ' 

21 
Samuel F.   Huntington,  The Common Defense;     Strategic  Programs in 

National  Politics, New lorki    Columbia University Press,  1961. 
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process la commonly referred to as the psychology of deterrence.?? 

Africans normally prefer to think of these actions as being defensive 

on the part of the U3 and offensive in regard to the USSR; however, this may 

or may not be true, depending on the perception of the observer.  At any  rate, 

tne actions have resulted in numerous acute levels of confrontations in which 

a misjudgement or irrational act could have resulted in a nuclear exchange and 

the development and use of a confrontation strategy. 

E* IlüJJ£ISJ£g£gt 21 a Confrontation Strategy and It. U«*.  A confrontation 

strategy involves engaging an opponent with carefully designed and calculated 

actions to escalate a conflict (in order to achieve desired national objectives) 

to a level just below the threshold where it is thought that the opponent con- 

siders it necessary to use military force in counter-actions/'3 Herman Kahn 

describes the world situation as: 

The existing permanent alert of US and 
Soviet strategic forces in an almost continual 
global confrontation. Tensions can build up 
further, and there may be limited but dramatic 
military confrontations, either local or global. 
Such confrontations are the direct tests of 
nerve, committtl, resolve and recklessness. 

However, the main purposes of such con- 
frontations is to indicate clearly that reason- 
ably large acts of violence are possible.^* 

The strategy of confrontation has been used as a mechani sm for bar- 

gaining. Thomas Schelling described this process as: 

7? 
196 

23 

Pre-,   ^rChXT"*'  Arm3 and &teS£*>  New Haven:     Yale University 

Urs Schwarz, Op.  Clt..  Chapter 1. 
2h 
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that might be considered as encroachments on US areas of interest. The efforts 

of both nations to communicate its concern, intent, will and capabilities has 

resulted in barrages of charges, counter-charges and periods of extreme ten- 

20 
sions.   Such antics have also been used in the US to justify defense develop- 

ments and expenses and involvements in the Korean and Vietnam Wars.21 

The actions and counter-actions used by the US and USSR during their 

post-WW II relationships have not resulted in a nuclear exchange, to date. 

However, there have been periods of extreme tests of wills and credibility; 

such as the Berlin blockades, the Cuban Missile Crisis and the Arab-Israeli 

Wars. The actions of both nations have been influenced by their perceptions 

of each other. A great deal of mistrust and suspicion has been generated, but 

neither of these have gone beyond acceptable limits with a resulting "hot" 

war. Yet, the very cornerstone of nuclear deterrence rests on the uncertainty 

or certainty that an aggressive act will result in a counter act involving the 

use of nuclear weapons. 

This phenomenon has resulted in an apparent necessity for the US and 

USSR to continually probe each other in an effort to determine/test each other's 

will and intent. These actions and counter-actions have resulted in an inevi- 

table spiral in weapon technology, destructiveness, and niunbers.  Thus, the 

policy of nuclet'ir deterrence has not created a stable situation for it is 

dynamic in nature and, therefore, invariably results in actions and counter- 

actions as potential opponents maneuver for advantageous positions. This 

201    j: 
For a discussion concerning this aspect of US/USSR post-WW II re- 

lations, see Richard Nixon, U.S. Foreign Policy for the ^TO's;  A New Strategy 
for Peace. Washington: USGPO, 1972, pp. 1-137   

21 
Samuel  P.   Huntington, The Common Defense;     Strategic  Programs in 

National  Politics. New York:    Columbia University Press,   1961.   
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proeeaa lg commonly referred to as the psychology of deterrence.^ 

tmmrtoms  normally prefer to think of these actions as being defensive 

on the part, of the US and offensive in regard to the USSR; however, this may 

or may not be true, depending on the perception of the observer.  At any rate, 

the actions have resulted in numerous acute levels of confrontations in which 

a misjudgement or irrational act could have resulted in a nuclear exchange and 

the development and use of a confrontation strategy. 

S' Ihe Development of a Confrontation Strata^ and Itg n™  A confrontation 

strategy involves engaging an op. ^nent with carefully designed and calculated 

actions to escalate a conflict (in order to achieve desired national objectives) 

to a level just below the threshold where it is thought that the opponent con- 

siders it necessary to use military force in counter-actions.23 Herman Kahn 

describes the world situation as: 

The existing permanent alert of US and 
Soviet strategic forces in an almost continual 
global confrontation. Tensions can build up 
further, and there may be limited but dramatic 
military confrontations, either local or global. 
Such confrontations are the direct tests of 
nerve, comraital, resolve and recklessness. 

However, the main purposes of such con- 
frontations is to indicate clearly that raason- 
ably large acts of violence are possible.^" 

The strategy of confrontation has been used as a mechanism for bar- 

gaining. Thomas Schelling described this process as: 

Press. ^ITX^rT**'  ^  *"' ^^^ ^ "^  ^ ^^% 

23 
Urs Schwarz, Op. Clt.. Chapter 1. 

Frederic. A^g^glffi«^ ^'V'""'" '"* 'r'mTU'-''  NM Y°rk! 
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The final outcome rmisi be a point from 
which neither expects the other to retreat; 
yet the main ingredient of this expectation 
is what one thinks the other expects the first 
to expect. , .25 

An example of this strategy in action can be found in President Ken- 

nedy's description of US counter-actions to Soviet actions in West Berlin in 

1961. He stated: 

West Berlin has now become as never before, 
the great testing place of Western will and 
courage, a focal point where our solemn commit- 
ments and Soviet ambitions now meet in basic 
confrontation. ?6 

The theory of confrontation also involves carefully measuring the 

limits of acceptable actions from the opponent's point of view and not esca- 

lating the conflict or adopting a position which goes beyond these limits, 

thus, tieing the opponent's hands and restricting his room of maneuver to 

de-escalate the conflict without suffering unacceptable loss of prestige or 

power.  President Kennedy considered this in his selection of a more moderate 

response (naval blockade) to extreme direct actions such as an invasion or a 

surgical air strike during the Cuban Missile Crisis.  He did not consider it 

advantageous for the US to present extreme positions to the Soviet Union.27 

In concluding this discussion, it can be accurately stated that the 

US and USSR have used a strategy of confrontation as a component of nuclear 

deterrence to test each others resolve, will, intent and capabilities during 

25 

26 

Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict. Op. Cit.. p. 70. 

Statement by President Kennedy, quoted in Schwarz, Op. Cit.. p. ]li. 

?7 , 
for an in-depth discussion of President Kennedy's concern for adopting 

a moderate US position on this issue,   see Robert F.   Kennedy,  Thirteen Days 
New York:    Norton and Company,  1969,  pp.  147-56«        ' 
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their post-WW II relations. The military forces of the US, particularly the 

strategic nuclear forces, have been developed to deter first and if deterrence 

fails, to force a favorable conflict settlement 28 

F-  Problem Statement. In considering the use of nuclear deterrence as a 

strategic defensive concept, several questions surface as to the wisdom and 

validity of developing and employing such a potentially dangerous policy. 

The concept has resulted in weapons of tremendous destructive power being 

produced and development of a strategy for confronting an opponent with cal- 

culated escalation as a means of obtaining/pursuing national objectives. 

This paper has established the purpose of deterrent forces as being 

to prevent an opponent from pursuing a course of action. Taken in this re- 

spect and assuming that the purpose has been to prevent a US/USSR war, then 

it appears that the use of nuclear deterrence, as a strategic defensive con- 

cept, has been successful since there has not been a US/USSR war. However, 

would there have been a US/USSR war if nuclear deterrence weapons and forces 

had not been in existence? 

This is a haunting question that almost defies answering. However, 

it seems logical that if nuclear deterrence has functioned, as its supporters 

suggest, then a direct relationship between the intensity peak levels of US/ 

USSR confrontations and the existing state of nuclear deterrence should be 

29 
observed. -  That is, as a state of mutual deterrence is achieved, it would 

TF 
Snyder, Op. Cit.. Chapter 2. 

29 
Intensity peak level refers to that point at which confrontation 

events complete intensity escalation and begin to decline on the intensity 
fCSe*x ?*? Ch»Pter IV for a discussion of the intensity scale (escalation 
ladder; being used to support this research effort, 
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appear to be in the interests of both nations to maintain their confrontations 

at lower levels of intensity. 

Earlier,  the components of nuclear deterrence were Identified as: 

(1)    conventional military forces,   (2)    nuclear hardware {available strategic 

nuclear weapons),   (3)    nuclear software and  (h)    the existence of a command 

and control system.    It is obviously beyond the scope of this research effort 

to incorporate and study the total effpct of all these components on confron- 

tation intensity peak levels.    Therefore, it is proposed to isolate the stra- 

tegic nuclear weapon variable and determine if a relationship exists between 

US/USSR post-WW II confrontations Intensity peak levels and the number of 

strategic nuclear weapons possessed by these nations at the time of the con- 

frontation. 

It is recognized that the other nuclear deterrence variables are 

important and are worthy of research.     However,   it is strategic nuclear weapons 

that have the capability of such mass destruction and need to be brought under 

control.    Therefore,  it is vitally important to understand the effect that 

they have had on US/USSR confrontations, i.e., have strategic nuclear weapons 

raduced,  increased or failed to have any effect on the intentisy peak levels 

of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations? 

This research study will examine the intensity peak levels of U3/USSR 

post-WW II confrontations in relation to the number of available  strategic 

nuclear weapons in an effort to determine if a relationship can be established. 

If it is concluded that the number of available strategic nuclear weapons has 

not had an effect in reducing the intensity peak level of US/USSR confrontations, 

then the validity and wisdom of using  this variable of deterrence as a strategic 

defensive concept must be questioned and additional study will be needed. 
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Conversely,  if a relationship is  found which indicates that nuclear weapons 

have  reduced the intensity peak level of US/USSR confrontations,   then  It must 

be concluded that they  are valuable.     Efforts,   then,   should be directed  toward 

controlling, rather than eliminating,  nuclear weapons. 

G'     ^ed  for this Research Effort.     The relationship is vitally important. 

The US post-WW II military  force developments and relations with  the USSR have 

been based on the validity of nuclear deterrence as a strategic defensive con- 

cept.     Enormous resources and efforts have been dedicated to developing and 

deploying present strategic nuclear weapons.    Justification for these weapons 

and  their continued development is based on the assumption that,   since there 

has not been a US/USSR armed conflict,  nuclear deterrence must be working. 

The cost,  destructiveness and inability  to stop the inevitable upward spiral 

of further nuclear weapon development and deployment has been established. 

Rirther,  this paper has addressed the dangers of misjudgements,  irrational 

acts and misperceptions.    The necessity for nuclear weapons to deter Soviet 

aggressivenesa is widely accepted among the American people today without 

questioning their worth.    An examination of their effectiveness in deterring 

is deemed both timely and necessary. 
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CHAPTER III 

Conceptual  Prawework, Hypotheses and Definitions 

! 

A.     Dependent and  Independent Variables.    The stated purpose of the research 

study is to examine the relationship between US/USSR post-WW II confrontations 

and the number of strategic nuclear weapons available to these nations.    The 

study will determine if the number of available nuclear weapons has affected 

the actions of either the US or USSR in escalating the intensity level of post- 

WW II confrontations.    Therefore,  the dependent variable being examined  is the 

intensity peak level  of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations.    That is,  at what 

level of intensity,  ranging from cold war diplomacy at the lower end of the 

scale to a condition of nuclear war at the upper end, did the confrontation 

peak and begin to de-escalate.    This is graphically illustrated in Figure  1 

(letting 0 * cold war diplomacy and zero time,  X ■ nuclear war and T ■ time). 

Figure 1 

Confrontation Intensity Peak Level 

X 

intensity 
Peak Level 

Peak Intensity 

Time 
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The  independent variable affecting  the intensity  peak level of US/ 

USSR posum II  confrontations  is the number of strategic nuclear weapons 

possessed by theSe nations.     The consents of nuclear deterrence were  iden- 

tified and diScu33ed in Chapter II.    Strategic nuclear hardware items  (weapons) 

were identified  as ICRMs,   SLBMs and strategic bombers.     Air defense, mobility, 

site hardness,   dispersion,  early warning and camouflage were  identified  as 

items affecting  the vulnerability of these weapons to an enemy first strike. 

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship of strategic nuclear weapons and confron- 

tation Intensity peak levels,   as held by  advocates of nuclear deterrence  as  a 

strategic defensive concept. 

Figure 2 

Strategic Nuclear Weapons and Confrontation Intensity Peak Level 

Nuclear 
War 

Intensity 
Peak Level 

No.  of Strategic 
Nuclear Weapons 

Equivalency 

Letting 0 - cold war diplomacy,  as the number of strategic nuclear 

weapons available to both nations move toward a condition of equivalency,  the 

intensity peak level of confrontations should decrease.    Thi. car» be expected 

to hold true as long as each side possesses roughly the same number of strategic 

nuclear weapons.    If one nation achieves a clear numerical advantage,  then that 
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nation m^ assume a less flexible, more demanding attitude toward the other. 

The need to maintain an equivalent niunber of strategic nuclear weapons has 

led the US Government to accept a policy of maintaining parity  (equality in 

numbers of strategic nuclear forces and their destructive capability) with 

the USSR.     In discussing parity,  the Brooking Institute commented: 

Selective protests notwithstanding,  there 
seems to be a broad consensus within the execu- 
tive and legislative branches that strategic 
planning should be based on the assumptions 
(1) that the USSR has reached a position of 
strategic parity with the United States and 
(2) that regaining strategic  superiority would 
not be practical for the United States and 
would not contribute to U.S.   security.    Hence, 
the administration's goal of strategic suffi- 
ciency commands widespread support.    The same 
is true,  although to a lesser extent,  for the 
principal tenet of the administration's strategic 
doctrine -  that deterrence depends on the main- 
tenance of secure retaliatory capabilities.1 

In his  1973 report to Congress,  President Nixon indicated that it is 

in the best interests of both the US and USSR to maintain nuclear equivai'-ncy 

and that imbalances result in dangerous policies/actions.    He stated: 

In the nuclear era, both the United States 
and Soviet Union have found that an increment 
of military power does not necessarily represent 
an increment of usable political strength,  be- 
cause of the excessive destructiveness of nuclear 
weapons in relation to the objective. 

The accumulation of strategic power offered 
no guarantee of achieving a decisive military 
advantage,   since neither the United States or 
the Soviet Union would passively accept a change 
in the overall balance.    Moreover, with modern 

Quoted in Hubert  Strain,   "Deterrence and Arms Control:    Toward a 
Common Goal," Maxwell Air Force Base:     Air War College,   197U,  p.  ^2. 
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weapons,  a potentially decisive advantage 
require^ a change of such magnitude that the 
mere effort to obtain it could produce a 
disaster.2 

B.     Hypotheses.    From the discussion thus far, one  is able to draw some pre- 

liminary  conclusions and suggest several hypotheses  for testing.     First,  the 

notion of parity suggests that as the number of strategic nuclear weapons ap- 

proaches equivalency,   it is in the interest of both the US and USSR to  reduce 

the chances of a dramatic confrontation which may  force a nuclear exchange. 

Parity  further suggests  that both nations should assist in maintaining a rough 

equivalent balance in the strategic nuclear weapon equation.     This discussion 

suggests the following hypothesis for testing: 

- Hypothesis f1.    As the available number of 
US and USSR strategic nuclear weapons approach 
a condition of equivalency, confrontations 
between these nations will peak at a lower 
level of intensity. 

Second,  the stated purpose of nuclear deterrence is to prevent/deter 

a potential opponent from taking a particular course of action by convincing 

him of the high probability of having to accept costs that exceed his expected 

gains.,    This suggests that as tha strategic nuclear weapon arsenal of opponent 

nations approaches equality,  these nations will be careful  to avoid pursuing 

a course of action/policy which is considered vital  to the other.    It also 

suggests that whenever the decision to confront the opponent is made,  restraint 

«ill be used in escalating the intensity level.    The aggressor will use a series 

of carefully calculated measures in confronting the opponent.    One naturally 

approaches an opponent of equal or near equal strength with more caution than 

2, 
P ,, Ru?hard Nixo". U»S.  Foreign P?l^y for tha 1970'«;    ghaplne a Durable 
Peace, Washington:    USOPÖ,  Wj, p.  ]9h. U 0,aPin« g '"'rame 
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one of obviously inferior resources. Following this line of thought, the fol- 

lowing hypotheses are developed for testings 

Thus far, the discussion has proceeded along the lines of equivalency. 

What happens if a condition of equivalency does not exist? Until the late 

1960«s and early 1970's the USSR did not possess nuclear parity with the US, 

therefore, an unbalanced nuclear relationship has been in. effect much longer 

than equivalency and must be considered for this study to have meaning. When- 

ever a nation finds itself with obviously inferior strategic nuclear weapon 

forces vis-a-vis its opponent, there appear to be five courses of action that 

may be taken. 

- It may accept the relationship and carefully 
avoid conflicts with the superior opponent. 

- It may try to neutralize the advantage by 
developing alliances with other nuclear armed 
nations. 

- It may increase the number of available strategic 
nuclear forces to achieve equivalency or parity 
with the opponent. 

- It may assume a rigid stance vis-a-vis the 
superior opponent and use bluffs to neutralize 
his advantage. 

- A combination of courses of action 2,  3 and U. 

This discussion permits the following hypotheses to be developed for 

testing: 

37 

" Hypothesis #2.    The intensity level of US/USSR 
confrontations will rise at a slower rate, 
measured in time, as the number of available 
strategic nuclear weapons approaches a state 
of equivalency. 

•* Hypothesis #3.    As the number of available 
strategic weapons approaches equivalency, the 
US and USSR will avoid challenging policies/ 
actions considered vital to the other nation. 
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" Hypothesis ffh.     If either the US or USSR 
perceives Us strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior to the other,   it will 
increase its strategic nuclear forces to 
neutralize the perceived advantage. 

- Hypothesis M,    If either the US or USSR 
perceives ita strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior,   it will assume a less 
flexible attitude/policy toward the other. 

- Hypothesis #6.     If either the US or USSR 
perceives Its strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior,  it will adopt an aggres- 
sive attitude/policy toward the other and use 
bluffs to neutralize the perceived numerical 
advantage. 

A hypothesis is not being developed from course of action 2 because, 

to date, this availability of other nuclear armed nations with which to form 

alliances has not been a factor. This may not be true in the near future as 

more nations obtain nuclear arms. 

C    Definitions. 

Available strategic nuclear weapons/fore^ ia being defined as the 

sum total of strategic nuclear warheads that can be delivered on the opponent's 

homei^d by available strategic delivery means;  i.e..  bombers.  ICBMs  and SLBMs. 

Henceforth,   the number of deliverable strategic nuclear warheads will be re- 

ferred to as NW.d.    This definition recogni.es that it is the deliverable nu- 

clear warhead that constitutes the strategic nuclear equation and the role of 

the delivery system.    The definition is consistent with that published in the 

US Department of State News Releaae of August 1,  1972.3 

Aconfrontation is being defined as a situation which involves both the 

"Peace   ll!?L!.?*ÜÄf 0f ihif* 8,e the US D-P^^nt of State, News Release. 
P»ace, National Security, and the Salt Agreements," dated August 1.   19?j>. ' 
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US and USSR with some form of overt force (or threat of overt force) being 

used by one of these nations to pursue a policy or achieve an objective which 

is being resisted by the other with similar actions.    Lieutenant Commander 

Charles W.  Koburger defined confrontation as the: 

.   .   .   opposing of one or more elements of power 
with other elements of power,  usually including 
tome increment of military power,  the object being 
to prevent the first party from succeeding In 
whatever it set out to do without actually applying 
violence.    Confrontations aim is to prevent an 
undesired action,  by threat.^ 

The various levels of confrontation intensity Indicators will be des- 

cribed in detail in the following chapter when an escalation ladder will be 

developed.    Therefore,  a detailed discussion of intensity indicators is deferred 

at  this time. 

Perception almost defies definition, but it is necessary to define it 

for this study to have validity. In discussing this subject, William Dember, 

stated the requirements for perception to have occurred as being: 

- An output stimulus must occur 

- The stimulus must be detected, received and 
considered by the receiver 

- The receiver must interpret and respond to 
the received stimulus.^ 

Following this line of thought, then perception can be defined as 

occurring if the US transmits a stimulus (either intentionally or uninten- 

tionally), and the stimulus is detected, received and considered by  the USSR 

" j - 
Lieutenant Commander Charles Koburger, dr., "Komer's War. The In- 

dlrert Strategy in Action," Military Review. Volume k9,  Number 8, Fort Leaven- 
worth, 1969, p. 19, 

'William Dember, The Psychology of Perception. New York: Holt, 
Rinehart and Winston, I960, pp. 1-26. 
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and the USSR responds to its interpretation of the received  stimulus.    The 

reverse ma, occur with the USSR tranSmitting  the stimulus  and the  US in the 

detecting,  receiving,  interpreting and reaponding role.     It is not necensary 

for the tran3mitted stlmulu« to be accurate  and  reflect factual information. 

In fact,  it may he completely  inaccurate md represent a false 3ituation. 

Stimuli occur in any interaction of minds and may take numerous forms 

such as;  deeds,   actions,  speeches,  letters,   inferences,  pictures,  etc.     As 

mentioned earlier,   the sender of a stimulus may '.e unaware that he is trans- 

mitting and he certainly may be unaware of how it is being received and inter- 

preted.    Assuming that the sender does desire to transmit  a stimulus to a par- 

ticular receiver,  he cannot be certain if the intended receiver will detect, 

receive,  consider and respond  (in a manner desired by the sender) to the trans- 

mitted stimulus.    The sender may anticipate,  but he cannot be sure.    This 

represents the danger of misperception and subaequent undesirable actions/ 

reactions of two opponents involved in competing roles. 

Strategic nuclear weapons equiv.l.n^ is defined as existing whenever 

the number of US NW,d equals the USSR NW,d plus or minus five percent.    The 

Plus or minus five percent is an arbitrary figure developed  to facilitate the 

conduct of controlled research study.    If this  factor was not included and it 

was determined that the US NW,d equaled 95 and  the USSR NW.d equaled  100,   then 

the hypotheses would be tested on the basis of the USSR possessing superiority 

vis-a-vis the US.     It is highly unlikely that fi*,   NW,d would have a signifi- 

cant impact on the intensity peak levels of US/USSR confrontations.    Robert 

Strain defined parity a8 meaning "a rough equality in numbers of strategic 

nuclear forces and destructive capability.«    Plus or minus five percent seems 

Robtrt Strain, Op.  Cit.. p. 67. 
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to represent a reasonftble degree of "rough equality" and is,  therefore, being 

used in this study. 
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CHAPTER JV 

Reaearoh Methodolopj/ 

A,  Introduction. This chapter is devoted te developing a research methodology 

that will support a scientific study of the relationship of post-WW II US/USSR 

confrontations intensity peak levels and the number of deliverable strategic 

nuclear weapons (NW,d) possessed by these nations.1 The methodology will be 

developed in three distinct, but interrelated steps. These are: 

- Construction and explaining a confrontation 
escalation ladder. 

- Selection of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations 
for study. 

- Description of the computer programs being 
used to compute the research results. 

B. Escalation Model (ladder). An escalation ladder is being used as a tool 

for measuring the intensity level at which US and USSR post-WW II confrontations 

peaked. This device is, therefore, crucial to the validity of the research 

and must be carefully constructed. Ideally, an escalation ladder would contain 

a series of evenly spaced, sequential rungs along a continuuin ranging from 

normal diplomatic actions at the lower end to general thermonuclear war on the 

upper end. This would facilitate determining which actions are taking place 

between belligerents, placing these in the appropriate place on the ladder, 

predicting the next probable level and making plans accordingly. 

For an in-depth discussion of the effect of strategic nuclear weaoon^ 
aa an active variable of nuclear deterrence, the reader is ?oferred ^ Sx I. 



Unfortunately, nations do not normally follow an orderly, sequential 

process in escalating conflicts. Herman Kahn described a typical escalation 

situation in his book, On Escalation. Metaphors and Scenarios, as "competition 

in risk taking." He argues that normally a nation can expect to achieve its 

objective via a carefully calculated aeries of risk steps moving upward the 

intensity scale until the other side decides to use counter-actions to negate 

further increase." 

It has been established that the US and USSR have used a strategy of 

confrontation to achieve desired ends during their post-WW II relations and 

that each nation apparently has been quite concerned about the reaction of the 

other to any increased risks. This implies that confrontations are orderly 

affairs in the control of the constituted authority. This may or may not be 

true, but it does infer that one can expect confrontations to increase via a 

series of sequential levels of ever increasing intensity. 

Normally a nation will not declare war on another without first con- 

ducting a series of sub-war level actions. These actions will normally vary 

in each case, but a tool to measure or indicate an expected progression is use- 

ful in conducting a comparative study of confrontation intensity peak levels 

and an escalation ladder will be constructed and used for this purpose. 

In developing an escalation ladder consisting of forty-four rungs 

(levels), Herman Kahn described it as: 

. -  a linear arrangement of roughly increasing 
levels of crisis.  Such a ladder exhibits a 
progression of steps in what amounts to, roughly 
speaking, an ascending order of intensity through 
which a given crisis may progress. Any particular 

Herman Kahn, ün Escalation. Metaphors and Scenarios. New York- 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, p. 3.       ' 
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ladder Is intended  as  an archetype that can serve 
cl^PorteiT 8nd "ontext fo1"  ^e study of a certain 
class of international crisis  ...   the escalation 

lltnT fr"6* a USefUl  lVamewor-k t™ the systematic study of these possibilities,  both realised  and 
unrealized.3 =« »™ 

The ladder developed by Kahn is,  unfortunately,  not adaptable  for the 

purpose of this search.    His ladder moves from cold war disagreement to a 

condition of large conventional war in twelve rungs with nuclear „ar occurring 

at number fifteen.     Since the US and USSR, have not engaged each other in a 

direct military war,   an escalation ladder to measure US/USSR confrontation 

intensity peak levels must necessarily be expanded and in more detail in the 

lower rungs to be useful.    Accordingly,   a ladder with twenty-three rungs below 

a conventional war involving US and USSR military forces against each other 

has been developed and is illustrated in Figure 1.    This ladder  is an original 

creation and is not expected to represent a final, best-form until it is tested. 

*a  US/USSR poat-WW II confrontations are examined,  it may become obvious  that 

certain rungs are out of sequence,   should be eliminated or perhaps others in- 

eluded.    If this occurs, necessary changes will be effected and  suggestions 

made  in the final chapter for developing a more appropriate ladder for future 

research purposes. 

1 
Kahn, Op. Cit.. p. 38. 
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Figure 1 

Escalation Ladder 

RunS j Actions 
*MlM|l|lHHip«Mi4HiMP 

0 Normal inter-nation diplomacy. 

1 .  Cold war diplomacy. 

National leader advisor group focuses on potential  conflict 
to assess impact and develop possible courses of action. 

Conflict issue becomes an item of increased interest/concern 
and discussion among national government circles. 

i4 News media focuses on issues surrounding the conflict. 

Hardening of positions,  solemn declarations ard re-siatements 
of national interests. 

Providing of military aid in the form of material,   but not 
combat  troops to a threatened ally. 

7 National  government officials explain the conflict issues to 
the national populace. 

Meeting of nations,  reaffirming of positions regarding the 
conflict and efforts to develop a multi-national position. 

Threats to taice the issue in dispute to the United Nations or 
to take unilateral action against the other superpower. 

Direct diplomatic confrontations or legal harassment directed 
against the other superpower or provocative actions directed 
against an ally of the other superpower. 

11 Rejection of a United Nations resolution. 
12 , Hroviding military support in the form of material,   but not 

men»  ^0 an ally engaged in a military war. 
13 Providing limited military support in the form of armed forcer 

to an ally.    May include advisors and/or airpower,  but not 
ground combat troops. 

10 

15 

16 

Alert and/or deployment of conventional ground military forces. 

Overt support to an ally involved in a military war against 
the other superpower. 

Mobilization of national reserve and/or guard forces. 

Conventional ground forces militarily engage an ally of the 
other superpower in combat. 

Conventional military forces invade and/or attack targets 
located in the homeland of an ally of the other superpower. 

Deployment of conventional forces to directly oppose/confront 
each other. 

18 

19 
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20 

21 

22 

23 

2h 

25 

26 

27 

UnummJ,  provocative acts or demonstrations directed  against 
the other superpower. 

Return of civilian population  from the opposing  superpower's 
homeland  as part of official  policy. w    l u   .r  . 

Strategic nuclear forces brought  to a high state of readiness 
and are deployed. 

Conventional military  forces actively engage each other  in 
non-nuclear limited war. 

Diplomatic relations are broken. 

General war declared;   conventional non-nuclear military   forces 
oxixy * 

Civilian populations are evacuated from cities that are pro- 
bable nuclear targets. 

War with nuclear weapons being used. 

HunU..     Cold War Diplomacy.    US and USSR post-WW II diplomacy has been charac- 

terized by  an attitude of caution and  suspicion.    Military forces and  strategy 

has developed from an analysis of the other's intentions/capabilities.     The US 

and USSR openly acknowledge each other as opposing nations and normally consider 

a gain by  one to represent a loss for the other.    Rung  1   represents  the normal 

intensity level of US and USSR post-WW II diplomacy. 

Rung^.    On this level of the ladder,   a potential crisis is identified  and 

designated government officials or advisors begin to focus on the issues in- 

volved  to  assess the impact and develop possible counter-actions.     The possibil- 

ity of a conflict need not be public knowledge at this time, but the executive 

and a group of close advisors are concerned and are developing alternatives 

for use in a possible confrontation« 

RunjU.     At rung 3,  the conflict issues begin to become more apparent and know- 

ledge/concern expands from a group of select inner-government official/advisors 

to the national government at large.    At this level,  the issues would become 

items of debate/discusaion in Congress and the Politburo. 

he 
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forces. 

—^ .?.' At this level, one or the other superpower would threaten the other 

with taking the issue in dispute to the United Nations or to take other uni- 

lateral actions unless satisfaction is received. 

tegJt'  At th1s Le^"1 of intensity, the probability of a confrontation and 

the issues Involved are published by the news media; i.e., television, news 

papers and radio. The issues and the possibility of a confrontation become 

public knowledge, but the issues are not explained to the population by govern- 

ment officials. 

Rungju The governments involved assume positions that are less flexible con- 

cerning the confrontation issues. The'governments make official declarations 

of intent not to make concessions and link the issues to national interests. 

At this level, the communication is via established government channels and 

standard news media announcers/writers, 

Rung_6.  At this level, the US and USSR would provide military aid in the form 
i 

of material to threatened allies. The material provided may be war supporting 

materials and military equipment, but would not include any military personnel. 

Runfi I* Officials of the national government explain the issues involved and 

make a direct appeal to the national population in an effort to mobilize support 

for the government's position. Usually the appeal will be made via television, 

radio or newspaper. 

Run^. The involved nations meet with traditional allies and other nations 

that may b« sympathetic with their position in an effort to gain international 

support.  At this time, the involved nations would seek to have the alliances 

reaffirm their positions, resolve and intent to stand firm. Actions would be 

taken to review and update alliance war plans and review the status of military 

K;r:»,:,; 
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.^aS-lS-    The U3 and USSR ^gage In direct diplomatic confrontations in the 

nlted Nations,   legal harassment of the other  or provocative actions directed 

against an ally  of the other superpower.    The direct confrontations in the UN 

may  take the  form of debate,  vetoes,   filibusters,  etc.     Legal  harassment could 

take the  form of closing airports to aircraft of the other nation, refuging 

overflight rights,   influencing allies to take similar actions,  etc. 

läSUl«    At  this level,  a confronted superpower would publicly reject a UN 

resolution directed  against its actions in a confrontation. 

J&SUi.    Providing of war supporting materials and equipment,  but not person- 

nel,   to an ally involved in a military war with an ally of the other superpower. 

Run^ii.    The US and/or the USSR provide limited military support in  the form 

of armed forces to  an ally.     This support may include advisors,  naval and/or 

air support, but would not include any ground combat troops. 

Run^ja.    Active duty forces are alerted and preparations for deployment are 

made.    Selective forces may be deployed to forward staging areas. 

R^&Jl.    At this level,  either the US or USSR would provide overt military 

support in the form of war supporting materials and equipment,  but not per- 

sonnel,  to an ally engaged in a conventional war with the other superpower. 

Rung^.    National reserve and/or guard forces are mobilized. 

MmJl*    Either US or USSR ground forces militarily engage an ally of the 

other superpower.     The attack may be in the form of naval bombardment or air 

strikes. 

ÄLiö.    At this level,  either US or USSR military forces invade the homeland 

or attack targets located in the homeland of an acknowledged ally of the other 

superpower.    Targets attacked may be by any means;  e.g., air, naval bombard- 

ments, etc. 

ii8 
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R^£ 19t    Conventional military forces are deployed to locations that placed 

them in direct opposition of the opponent.    Forces deployed will be combat ready 

and may carry tactical nuclear weapons. 

Run^iO.    US or the USSR conduct unusual provocative acts or demonstrations 

against the other  superpower as a matter of official policy.     Actions may in- 

clude blockades,  overflights,  crossing of recognized boundaries by small military 

forces,  firing of weapons into area occupied by opponent's military forces,   etc. 

MUi-    l-'S and/or  USSR announce that they can no longer ensure the safety of 

civilians located in the homeland of the other superpower and direct that civil- 

ians,  so located,  depart as a matter of official policy. 

%mJl'    Strategic nuclear forces are brought  to  the highest state of readiness 

and are deployed to fire on designated targets. 

m&M'    US ^ "SSR military forces engage in a limited conventional war. 

Both  sides acknowledge a desire to maintain the limits of the conflict, 

%mjk'    Diplomatic  relations are terminated and embassy personnel are recalled. 

JÄJÜ1"    A condition of general conventional war is declared,  however,   there 

is a tacit agreement between the US and USSR not to use nuclear weapons. 

%iB&M*    Civilian populations are evacuated from cities that are probably 

nuclear targets, 

j&MgJl'    Nuclear weapons used;  nuclear threshold is crossed.     A distinction 

is not made whether  the weapons being used  are tactical or strategic and it is 

not considered necessary  to do so for purposes of this paper. 
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C- ^^^MJmmj^MM  Confrontation, fgy St^r  The problem of 

selectxn, which US/U3SR confrontations to examine U  crucial to the validity 

of this paper. Urs Sehwar. irentifxes twenty-three po.t-WW II situations which 

reaulted in confrontations between nations. Of these, the US and USSR became 

directly involved in only 5,ix; 191*8-191,9 Berlin Blockade, I960 U-? incident, 

1959 Berlin Ultimatum, 1961 Berlin Wall, I962 Cuban missile crisis and the ^67 

and 1973 Arab-Israeli Wars> The remaining confrontations were interactions 

between other nations with no direct US/USSR participation. 

Hannea Adomeit discusses risk and crisis in US and USSR relations and 

develops the following list.3 

Figure 2 

Risk and Crisis in Suoer-Power Relatinn^ 

Initiatives by local actoryi 
or weslT 

19il? Greek Civil War 
1951* Indo-China conflict 
1956 Suez crisis 
1957 Syrian crisis 
1958 Middle East crisis 
1958 Taiwan Strait crisis 
I960 Congo crisis 
1960-1961 Laos crisis 
1965-1972 Vietnam War 
1967 Arab-Israeli War 
1969 Nigerian civil war 
1970 Jordanian civil war' 

Initiatives by the Soviet 
Union 

19W> Iran crisis 
19U8 Czechoslovakia coup 
19U8 Berlin blockade 
1950-52 Korean War 
1956 Hungary intervention 
1961 Berlin Wall 
1962 Cuban missile crisis 
1970 Egypt (expansion of 

USSR military 
presence/funoy ions) 

Tor.: Oo^^tLCt^ro! f*®**^ * ^ *°'*™ ^' *»> 

Strategic Studies,   1973,  p]  g^"BXPn:L ^«pera,  101_,  London:    The Institute for 
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The accuracy of this research effort is predicated on careful exmin- 

ailon of US and USSR post-WW II confrontations to correctly measure the intensity 

peak levels and the time required to attain the peak level in these confronta- 

tions. The bi-polar structure of the world resulting from the US/USSR cold war 

has resulted in only a few conflicts in which the US and USSR failed to support 

one side or the other.  The problem is one of selecting confrontations which 

lend themselves to researching/determining the Intensity peak level and tijne 

required to escalate to the peak level of intensity. 

To facilitate these measurements, the confrontations must meet the 

following criteria to be selected: 

- First, the US and USSR must assume opposite 
positions; that is, either actively oppose each 
other or support opposing nations. 

- Second, the confrontations must contain escala- 
tion actions by both the US and USSR. 

- Third, the US and USSR must be overt in their 
actions. 

- Fourth, the US and USSR must link the confron- 
tation to national interests. 

From this discussion, it is possible to develop and use the matrix 

illustrated in Figure 3 as a tool for selecting US/USSR confrontations for 

study. 

An  examination of the matrix reveals that the following confrontations 

meet the criteria established in Figure 3 and are,  therefore,  selected for stud,/. 

19I46 Iran crisis 
19i48 Berlin blockade 
1950-52 Korean War 
1959 Berlin ultimatum 
1961  Berlin Wall crisis 

'1962 Cuban missile crisis 
1965-72 Vietnam War 
1967 Arab-Israeli War 
1973 Arab-Israeli War 

51 
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Figure  3 

Post-WW II  Confrontations 

that have  involved the  US and/or the USSR 

Confrontations 

191*6 Iran Crisis 

19li7 G-eek Civil War 

l^B Czechoslovakia Coup 

19ii8 Berlin Blockade 

1950-52 Korean War 

!95it Indo-China Con- 
flict 

1956 Sues Crisis 

1956 Hungary Inter- 
vention 

1958 Middle toast Crisis 

1958 Taiwan Crisis 

1959 Berlin Ultimatum 

1960 Congo Crisis 

I960 U-2 Incident 

1960-61 Laos Crisis 

US/USSR 
assumed 

opposite 
positions 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Ideological 
diff only 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

Escalation 
involved 

yes 

yes 
(by US only) 

yes 
(by USSR only) 

yes 

yes 

no 

US/USSR 
used overt 

action 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 
(limited 
for USSR) 

yes 1961 Berlin Wall 

1962 Cuban Missile Crisis      yes 

1965-72 Vietnam War yea 

1967 Arab-Israeli War yes 

yes 
(but not in 
opposition) 

yes 
(but limited 
for US) 

yes 

US/USSR 
interests 
involved 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

limited 

yes yes 
(but not by 
US or USSR) 

yes 
(by USSR 
only) 

yes 

(by US only) (by US only) (llmitirfor US) 
yea        yes yes 

(by US only (by US only) (limited for USSR) 

yes 
(but very 

limited for US) 

yes 

yes yes 

yes        «-es 
(by US only)  (by US only) 

no        yes 
(USSR only) 

yes        yes 
(by US only)  (by US only) 

yes 

yes 

yes 
(limited 
for USSR) 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

yes 

no 

yes 

limited only 

yes 

yes 

yes 
(limited 
for USSR) 

yes 
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Figure 3 (continued) 

h« 

1969 Nigerian Civil War 

1970 Jordanian Civil War 

1970 Egypt 

yes 

no 

yes 

no 

no 

yes 

no 

yes 

yes 
(USSR only)  (USSR only) 

no 

yes 

yes 

yes y-js 1973 Arab-Israeli War     yes       yes 

The selection of these confrontations for »tudy ensures that the re- 

search effort considers the actions of the US and USSR under conditions of US 

NW,d monopoly (prior to 1956), during a period of uncertainty (1956 - mid ^öO's) 

and a period of approximate NW,d equivalency (late I960's and early 1970's). 

This provides a good cross section for study and permits the testing of each 

hypothesis advanced. 

The inclusion of the Vietnam War requires further discussion. This con- 

frontation represents a conflict extended over a considerable time period and 

contains periods of relatively calm interfaced with acts:that resulted in in- 

creased tension/intensity. It is proposed to determine those actions which 

created increased tensions and to examine the intensity peak levels of US and 

USSR actions as a result of these acts. To examine this extended conflict as 

one confrontation would not serve a useful purpose and would detract from the 

ability of the research effort to test the relationship of NW,d and time re- 

quired to attain the intensity peak level of US/USSR confrontations. These 

things considered, then it is more useful to isolate and examine selected actions, 

as discussed above, than the conflict as a whole. 

D'  Oonduci. of the Research. The dependent variable being studied is the 

intensity peak levels of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations. The primary inde- 

pendent variable being examined is the number of nuclear weapons and delivery 

means (NW,d) available to these nations. A secondary variable being considered 
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la the time required for the confrontation to peak and begin a decline in in- 

ienrüty.  The research effort to accomplish these purpose, will be conducted 

in three separate, but interrelated steps. 

St^SJi consists of collecting the data required to test the hypotheses. 

This includes determining the NW,d possessed by the US and USSR and measuring 

the intensity peak level of selected US/USSR post-WW II confrontations.  It 

must be emphasUed, at this point, that the intensity peak level of both US 

and USSR actons are being measured and recorded. Also, that the NW.d relation- 

ship will be expressed as a 1:100 mathematical ratio, as opposed to using actual 

numbers.  This has a significant advantage in that it permits using data which 

would otherwise be classified and, therefore, avoids the decision of either 

classifying or aborting the. study. 

Ste^ involves compiling, correlating and analyzing the collected 

data. Compiling and correlating the data is being accomplished thru the use 

of a simple data matrix. Computation, however, is more complex and requires 

elaboration. The nuclear deterrence model developed in Chapter II clearly 

illustrates that there are several variables which influence the functioning 

of the nuclear deterrence theory. Further, it is acknowledged that there is 

not an experimental technique available to absolutely control the effect of 

these variables. In this case it is preferable to speak of variable relation- 

ship or association than of cause. 

The problems being addressed here are: (l) what proportion of the 

variation in the intensity peak level of US/USSR post-WW II confrontations can 

be attributed to the number of NW,d possessed by these nations and (2) does 

th» number of NW,d possessed by the nations affect the escalating rate (time 

required to attain a peak) and if so, how much can be attributed to NW.d? 
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The study is concerned about the relationship of these variables occurring in 

a number of confrontations, but during a common period of time. 

A technique which permits examining this relationship ia the use,of 

regresaion analysis and computation of a coefficient of determination. This 

technique provides a method of differentiating between black and white and 

measuring and expressing the gray area in mathematical form.  "Description 

becomes a task of indicating numerically differences of degree rather than of 

categorization."  In discussing the use of this technique, V. 0. Key, Jr. 

stated that: 

... it may be said that a change of degree in 
B follows or is associated with a change of degree 
in A. The nature of such an association between 
changes of degree in A and B may be shown graphi- 
cally in a scatter-diagram. Characteristics of 
the association may be measured by the line of 
regression, the standard error of estimate, and 
the coefficient of correlation.-7 

Substituting confrontation intensity peak levels for B and the number 

of NW,d for A, one can easily see the applicability of this technique for the 

purposes of this study. It will be necessary to conduct two separate compu- 

tations to test the hypotheses statsd in Chapter III. The first computation 

will determine the relationship of confrontation intensity peak levels and 

NW,d with the second computation examining the relationship of time required 

Tor the confrontation to peak and the number of NW,d possessed by the USSR and 

US. 

it is possible to manually compute coefficients of determination using 

 ~7r 
V: 0*  ,KfyA Jr-'  A Primer of Statlatios for Political Science.  New York: 

Thomas Y.  Growell Company,  ]961, p.   108.  

hpid.. PP.  108-109. 
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the scatter-diagram technique to develop regression and median lines and to 

m&sure x and y variances.8 This technique is laborious and susceptible to 

mathematical mistakes. For these reasons, it is preferable to use computer 

programs whenever possible to determine coefficients of determination. 

The computer system available to the Command and General Staff College 

has a program, designated «LINPLOT," which fulfills these requirements.  Using 

x and y values, the program will determine the regression line formula, regres- 

sion correlation, coefficient of determination and print a graphical plot of 

the regression line. Whenever possible, this program is being used to determine 

the coefficients of determination necessary to evaluate the hypotheses being 

tested.  Annex L contains the computer computations used to analyze the  compiled 

research data. 

The .third and final step involves drawing conclusions from the study, 

Eummarizing and making recommendations for future research.  Conclusions drawn 

will be based on the computed coefficient of determination and a subjective 

evaluation of collected data. This is useful, in that it will permit a com- 

parison of the mathematically computed and subjective conclusions which Increases 

the research validity. 

For an illustration of the procedures and steps involved in manuallv 
comput ng coefficients of determination, see Key, Op. 01^ pp 78-95 S" 

\lltl*\JntlW+TrQfi fi±m  be co"sulted forr^TIcussion of'this sub- 
^?L   iJ? ^^V*  Polltimetrics An Introduction to Quantitative Macro. 
£olitlcs, Englewood Cliffs; Prentlce-Aall, Inc., iy^, pp. rj?-llÖ LI^:2- 
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Chapter V 

Conduct of the Research 

A- Introduction. Annexes B through J contain the detailed research associa- 

ted with determining the intensity peak levels and escalation rates of post- 

Vti  II US/USSR confrontations. Annex K consists of the research condur + M in 

measuring the US and USSR strategic nuclear relationships during tteaff con- 

frontations. This chapter summarizes and analyzes the data developed during the 

research to determine if the study supports or fails to support the hypotheses 

advanced earlier in chapter three. 

B- The Intensity Peak Levels and Escalation Rates of US/U3SR poat-WW II Con- 

i'rl
ontaUon3 are summarized below in tables 1 and 2. 

Table 1 
■ 

US and USSR Intensity Peak Levels 

US to USSR Intensity Peak Intensity Peak 
l-™(r:ontai1

l?.II    Nuclear Relationship    Level of US Actions    Level of USSR Actions 

19146 Iranian 
I9J48 Berlin 
I952 Korean War 
1959 Berlin 
1961 Berlin 
1962 Cuban Crisis 
1965; Viet Nam War 
1967 Arab-Israeli 
1972 Viet Nam War 
1973 Arab-Israeli 

War 

War 

US Monopoly 
US Monopoly 
US Monopoly 

9.62:1 
10.19:1 
10.26:1 
7.23:1 
5.89:1 

h.78:1 

9 
22 
18 

8 
19 
22 
18 
10 
18 

10 
20 
15 
10 
19 
22 
13' 
10 
15 
111 
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185 h9 
501 571 

5 11 
35 0 

11*6 I)i6 
71 72 

118? 1515 
11 16 
5 0 

22 22 

Table 2 

US »nd USSR E3calat.ion Rut^ 
(Expressed in Days) 

19ii6 Iranian US Monopoly 
mn  Berlin US Monopoly 
1952 Korean War US Monopoly 
1959 Berlin 9.62s1 
1961 Berlin 10,19:1 
196? Cuban Crisis 10.26^1 
1965 Viet Urn  War 7.23:1 
196? Arab-Israeli War 5.ä9:1 
1972 Viet Nam War kMfi 
1973 Arab-Israeli War ii.78:1 

As illustrated in these tables and discussed in Annex K, the US pos- 

sessed a nuclear monopoly in relation to the USSR during the 19^6 Iranian, 

191.8 Berlin and 1952 Korean confrontations. However, during the remaining 

confrontations, the USSR did possess the capability of striking the US with 

nuclear weapons launched from the Soviet Union and a nuclear relationship 

did exist. Therefore, these latter confrontations are being empirically 

analyzed using linear regression techniques and the first three are being 

objectively studied to determine if a significant variance exists between 

the two methods. 

(1) ^ effect that the number of daliverablp strategic nuri^r  w0a- 

mßJMl  has had on the Intensity peak Igvg^ 0f us/USSR poSt-WW II confrnn, 

-ions ki  l3 computed using the computer system at the Command and General 

Staff College.  A copy of the complete computer program (LINPLOT) is included 

at Annex L. 

As computöd, the coefficient of determination for US intensity peak 

leyels (y) is hMmM.    This means that i;.683575t of each unit of change in 

f  can be attribute to a unit variation of x (number of deliverable strategic 
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nuclear weapons). The coefficient of determination computed fo'? USSR Intensity 

peak levels is .137009. This may be further expressed as meaning that 13,7009$ 

of each unit change in the y value is the result of a unit variation in x. 

These are very low values, but the validity of these results becomes 

rather obvious during a careful examination of Table 1. Even though the US 

possessed a monopoly of deliverable strategic nuclear weapons during the 19U6 

Iranian, I9I48 Berlin and 1952 Korean confrontations, the Soviet Union's actions 

reached intensity peak levels of 10. 20 and 15 respectively. Conversely, US 

actions attained intensity peak levels of 9, 22 and 18 during these confron- 

tations. During the remainder of the confrontations, the US possessed a clear 

numerical advantage in the number of available, deliverable nuclear weapons, 

yet, the USSR's actions either matched the intensity levels of US actions or 

were within three rungs. As a matter of fact, Soviet actions during the 1959 

Berlin confrontation exceeded US actions by two rungs despite a 9.62 to 1 US 

advantage in deliverable strategic nuclear weapons. This emphasizes the low 

effect that deliverable strategic nuclear weapons has had on the intensity 

levels of US and USSR actions. 

(2}    The„effect that the number of deliverable strategic nuclear wea- 

pons (x) has  had on th* Sgeg^^g ^tes of post-W II US/USSR confrontations (v) 

is computed using the same system and techniques discussed above in paragraph 

B (1). The coefficient of determination for the escalation rate (time required 

for UG actions to reach a peak level of intensity) is computed to be 1.22170E-3 

or each .122171« unU change of y is caused by a unit variation of x.  Conversely, 

the coefficient of determination computed for the USSR escalation rate is 

1.ÖOO$3E-2. This can be further expressed as meaning that each l.ßOO^ of a 

unit change in y is caused by a similar change in x. 

S9 
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As wore the values computed for the effect that the number of deliver- 

able nuclear weapons has had on intensity peak levels, these, also, are very- 

low.  A review of Table 2  confirms the vei^ low relationship in that, although 

the US possessed a nuclear monopoly during the first three confrontations. 

Soviet actions attaineu peak levels of intensity in two of these at a faster 

rate than US actions. During the remainder of the confrontatione examined. 

Soviet actions peaked in 1959 and 1972 before US actions, in the same number of 

days in 1961 and 1973 and were very close to matching the time required for US 

actions to peak in 1962 and 1972. 

C* Research Results Compared to the Study Hypotheses. 

^ The study fails to support hypotheses numbers 1 and ?. These 

hypotheses are restated below for the purpose of convenience. 

" jJBS^Bfejy • As the available number of 
US and USSR strategic nuclear weapons approach 
a candition of equivalency, confrontations 
between these nations will peak at a lower 
level of intensity. 

Although a state of equivalency, M defined, does not and has not 

existed in the US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship, the equation has moved 

from a condition of US monopoly to a iu6ii to 1 advantage for the US in 1972. 

Gonfrontations intensity peak levels have not decreased in a similar manner. 

The coefficients of determination computed for the US U.68357!« and the USSR 

13.7009$ and an examination of Table 1 serve as the basis for this finding. 

" Hypothesis #2. The intensity level of US/USSR 
confrontations will rise at a slower rate, measured 
in time, as the number of available strategic 
nuclear weapons approaches a state of equivalency. 

As discussed above, a state of nuclear equivalency has not and does 

not exist in the US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship. Yet, there has been 

■ 
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definite movement in that direction without a similar increase in Ue time 

required for US and USSR actions to reach a peak level of intensity.    The basis 

of the finding is the coefficients of determination computed for the US {k.26%) 

and the USSR (3.07$) and an examination of Table 1. 

(2)    The study supports hypotheses numbers 3, k and 6.    Once again, 

for convenience,  these hypotheses are restated below. 

- Hypothesis | %,    As the number of available 
strategic nuclear weapons approaches equivalency, 
the US and USSR will avoid challenging policies/ 
actions considered vital to the other nation. 

The basis for this finding is a study of Tables 1   and 2.    Although a 

state of nuclear equivalency has not and does not exist,  there is a definite 

trend after the 1962 Cuban missile crisis to avoid confrontation in sensitive 

areas.    Although Berlin is acknowledged as a sensitive area of interest by 

both the US and the USSR, before 1962 there was almost continual friction be- 

tween the two nations over Berlin.    This issue gave rise to three direct,  high 

intensity confrontations. 

It appears that the 1962 Cuban confrontation,  from a US point of view, 

represents  the most acute US/USSR confrontation.    It is necessarily speculative 

to suggest that this crisis is viewed by the Soviet decision makers as the most 

dangerous also,  but post confrontation actions suggest this.    At any rate,  the 

areas of post  1962 confrontations have moved from previous,  acknowledged sen- 

sitive areas to peripheral areas of lesser sensitivity:    the Middle East being 

an exception. 

Both the US and the USSR have acknowleclged interests in the Middle East 

which are in conflict, in view of the Arab-Israeli dispute.    However,  although 

there are conflicting Interests, the US and USSR also have common interests in 

that each wants to maintain its position in the Middle East and for this, 
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.lability rather tha^ conflict,  is more desirable.     Although the Middle East 

wars have involved acknowledged allies of both superpowers,  it appears  that  the 

US and  the USSR have acted together to preclude a superpower Showdown during 

these wars.    This is interpreted as further evidence of superpower efforts to 

avoid the dangers of an escalating confrontation over issues considered vital 

to the other. 

- Hypothesis äl).    if either the US or USSR per- 
ceives its strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior to the other,  it will 
increase its strategic nuclear forces to neu- 
tralize the perceived advantage. 

A common feature of post-WW II US and USSR behavior has been a concern 

about the number of nuclear weapons possessed by the other and vigorous efforts 

to overcome any perceived advantage.    In the US.  this concern gave rise to a 

strategic bomber gap in W6 and a missile gap in 19S6.    Although neither of 

these gap3 represented reality,  the US perceived them to be as such and ini- 

tiated extensive programs to overcome the non-existing gap.    On the  Soviet side, 

the USSR has never achieved nuclear equivalency with the US.    Therefore,  its 

efforts have involved extensive nuclear development programs designed to in- 

crease its strategic nuclear forces to neutralize the US advantage. 

- Hypothesis jf6.    If either the US or USSR per- 
ceives its strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior,  it will adopt an aggres- 
sive attitude/policy toward the other and use 
bluffs to neutralize the perceived numerical 
advantage. 

It is not possible to determine if US actions in these circumstances 

would support or fail to support this hypothesis since this condition has never 

existed.     However,  this condition has existed for the USSR and Soviet actions 

support this hypothesis.    The USSR was very hostile and aggressive toward the 

US up to and including the 1962 Cuban confrontation.    Soviet actions have 
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included the use of bluffs in boasting about the missile gap, establishing 

unacceptable ultimatums and threatening war in Europe over Berlin and other 

provocative acts like the buzzing of aircraft in the Berlin air corridor, 

blockading Berlin, building the Berlin Wall, etc. Although it is not possible 

to state unoquivocably that such Soriet actions were driven by the inferior 

strategic nuclear relationship with the US and there certainly must be other 

contributing factors, available evidence does support the theory that blu.ff 

has been used by the USSR in an attempt to offset the US nuclear advantage. 

^ The study failed to develop evidence sufficient to either support 

or not support hypothesis #5. This hypothesis is restated below for convenience 

purposes. 

" Hypothesis #S.    If either the US or USSR per- 
ceives its strategic nuclear forces to be 
numerically inferior, it will assume a less 
flexible attitude/policy toward the other. 

It is not possible to evaluate what actions the US might take if it 

perceived 03 strategic nuclear forces to be numerically inferior to the USSR 

since this condition has never existed. Although it does appear that Soviet 

attitudes aha policies toward the US were less flexible before the nuclear 

equation began to move in the direction of equivalency during the 1963-1965 

time frame, it is not possible to determine the effect that nuclear weapons 

had on this apparent moderation in Soviet behavior because of the presence of 

other possible influencing factors. For example; the Cuban Missile Crisis, 

with its sobering after-effect, preceded the movement toward equivalency, a 

Washington-Moscow hotline was established in 1963, the Soviet leadership changed 

in October 196^, Strategic Arms Limitation Talks began in I969, Mutual Balanced 

Forces Reductions negotiations began in 1973 and a policy of detente is receiving 

support in  both capitals. For these reasons, it is beyond the scope of this 
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research effort to meagre the effect of the nuclear weapon relationship in 

fostering these moderating factors. This relationship would oerve as an Inter- 

esting area for detailed research and is so recormnended. 

D. -Measurement Error. Before moving to a presentation of the study conclu- 

sions, a few comments concerning meaaurement error appears to be appropriate. 

It is acknowledged that it is virtually impossible to eliminate all measure- 

ment error. Therefore, a more logical approach is to concentrate on measure» 

ment error reduction and this has been attempted to the maximum extent possible. 

In this regard, the more critical areas for this study arej the selection of 

confrontations for study, construction of an escalation ladder, computation 

of the strategic nuclear relationship, selection of confrontation starting 

dates, measuring the intensity levels of confrontation events, source selection 

and author bias. 

It can truthfully be stated that this study has been conductea with 

an attempt to control author bias. The research effort grew out of a genuine 

desire to understand the dynamics of nuclear deterrence, hence the reason for 

Annex A, and the effect that nuclear weapons has had on US/USSR post-WW II 

relations. There was not. and is not, an evangelistic need to pro.e this or 

that point. 

The selection of confrontation starting dates, which is necessary to 

permit measuring the time required for confrontation events to attain a peak 

level of intensity, has proven most troublesome and is somewhat arbitrary in 

this regard. It is simply not possible to determine a definitive, absolute 

starting date upon which there is universal agreement. Confrontations do not 

Just start one day and suddanly temlnaf at a later date. They can be better 

viewed as a continuum along Which an event occurs which raises the intensity 
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level of the issue to a higher plan«, hence a confrontation is born.    Events 

continue above a higher than normal plane until a terminating event occurs at 

which time subsequent events return to a less than confrontation level, but 

the continuum is still in existence.    In acknowledgement of this discussion, 

efforts have been directed toward determining a significant event which raised 

itself and subsequent events to a higher than the normal continuum plane.    This 

has been possible. 

A third area of concern for measurement error is the computation of 

US/USSR strategic nuclear relationships.    The relationships computed are based 

on the assumption that each nation has had 100% of its delivery vehicles avail- 

able for launch against the other superpower with 100$ of its nuclear payload. 

Although 100% operational availability is not the normal state, by applying 

the same criteria against both US and Soviet delivery systems this error is 

incorporated into each,  and thus, nullifies itself.    The assumption is being 

made that both the US and USSR possess as many nuclear weapons as can be trans- 

ported by the available delivery vehicles.    In view of the pientifulness of 

rmcleal  fission materials,  this assumption is not considered unrealistic. 

Also,  by applying it against both nations any error that is present is incor- 

porated and should nullify itself. 

Source selection and measuring the intensity level of confrontation 

events has proven challenging, hut manageable. The primary sources used for 

determining confrontation events has been Facts on File. New York Times and 

official US Government publications. Although other authoritative sources have 

been used sparingly, none of the confrontation events included in the study 

have been utilized unless it was verifiable by more than one primary source. 

In this manner,  the authenticity of the study has been maintained. 

6$ 
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In regard to the assigning of intensity levels to confrontation events, 

the original  intent was  to u3e a twenty rung escalation ladder with normal 

cold war diplomacy occurring at rung 2,  conventional war at rung 16 and nuclear 

war at rung 20.    However,  it became quickly apparent during the research of 

confrontation «rents,  that some of the events did not neatly fit on the original 

lalder and a choice of either assigning an arbitrary,  not so realistic intensity 

level to events or reconstructing the ladder had to be made.    In the interest 

of scientific procedure,  the latter choice was made and after three revisions 

the escalation ladder being used has proven adequate. 
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Chapter VI 

Study Summary 

A. Introduction. This chapter contains the conclusions developed from the 

research effort, discusses the study contributions to scholarly knowledge in 

the subject area and recommends areas for additional study. 

B. Conclusions. This study can only conclude that the number of deliverable 

strategic nuclear weapons has had very little effect on the intensity peak 

levels of US and Soviet actions during post-WW II confrontations: US - U.683S7* 

USSR - 13.7009?. Further, these weapons have had an even less impact on the 

rate with which these nations have escalated their actions to a peak level of 

intensity: US - .122175«, USSR - 1.80053^. 

Although these conclusions point out the insignificant effect of nuclear 

weapons once a confrontation is in progress, it does not mean that their con- 

frontation avoidance role is equally insignificant. On the contrary, as the 

strategic nuclear equation moves in the direction of equivalency, there is a 

definite trend in the efforts of the superpowers to avoid a confrontation in 

acknowledged "sensitive areas.« This seems to indicate an increased awareness 

of, and desire to avoid, the dangers associated with engaging in a superpower 

confrontation in which the number of available strategic nuclear weapons will 

have little influence in the escalation rate or the peU level of intensity. 

Until the strategic nuclear balance began a definite movement in the 

direction of equivalency, which follow«! the "sobering effects" of the Cuban 

Missile Crisis, the Soviet Union's policy and basic attitude toward the US can, 

without exaggeration, be described as hostile and aggreaeive. Soviet leaders, 
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Khrushchev in particular, wre prone to mak, boisterous comments about Soviet 

capabilities and inteutions in an apparent attempt to neutralize the US numeri- 

cal  advantage until ihe USSR could "catch-up."    These actions,  complemented by 

western suspicion and Tears,  further intensified the anns race as the Soviet 

Union attempted to etch up and the US sought to maintain its nuclear advantage 

during the 1950's and early 1960's. 
8 
: 

What, then, can be concluded concerning the role of nuclear weapons? 

There appear to be two significant conclusions that can be made. First, since 

1962, strategic nuclear weapons have been a primary factor in the US and USSR 

j pursuing confrontation avoidance policies. Although it is not possible to 

unequivocally conclude that the sobering after-effects of the Cuban confron- 

tation and the movement of the strategic nuclear balance in the direction of 

equivalency are the sole reasons for more moderate policies, reduced tensions 

and an apparent willingness of both superpowers to cooperate with each other 

to avoid confrontations, these factors have had a measurable effect. Post- 

1962 statements of Soviet officials indicate that they may have indeed "blinked" 

during the Cuban confrontation and are intent on avoiding the dangers of war 

with the US.1 

Second, when the superpowers become engaged in a confrontation that 

involves national interests, strategic nuclear weapons have not prevented rapid 

intensity escalation bslow the conventional war level (rung 23). On the con- 

trary, it appears that once a confrontation becomes unavoidable, the practice       ' j 

has been for both the US and USSR to escalate their actions in an attempt to 

^mu^M^,^^_^_____  
1 
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force the other to concede and begin the de-eacalating proceee. Herein, liee 

the underlying dangers of miclear weapons and the preaeing need to »cap the 

volcano.«  If the superpowers become involved in a confrontation in a sensi- 

tive area, nuclear weapons become a tool of force and are employed as such 

within the tactical maneuvers of a confrontation strategy. Nuclear weapons do 

not exert a significant influence over the escalation rate or the intensity 

peak level attained below rung 23. Thus, there is the ever present danger of 

an out-of-control confrontation escalating into, or even above, the conven- 

tional war intensity level with catastrophic consequences. 

The second conclusion was necessarily developed from an examination 

of the confrontations studied. It can reasonably be argued that while, yes, 

nuclear weapons have had little effect below the rung 23 conventional war level, 

there has not been a US/USSR military war and, perhaps, nuclear weapons have 

been significant in the reluctance of the superpowers to pursue confrontation 

actions into or above the level of a US-Soviet "hot" war. This certainly seem3 

logical, but since this has never occurred, we simply do not know if any of the 

post-WW 11 confrontations would have escalated into the higher rungs (rung 23 

or above) if nuclear weapons had not been present. One would hope that the 

conflict avoidanco role would continue to function in the higher intensity 

levels of war, but to conclude such would necessarily be speculative in nature 

and unscientific, 

C* Contributions of the Study to the Field. The conclueions developed within 

thia study scientifically demonstrate the role of strategic nuclear weapons within 

Mi-, r  ♦fhrS8? "^„^P the Vo3cano« is taker from McOeorge Bundy's article 
"lo Cap the Volcano" printed in the October 1969 issue of Foreign Affairs. 
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the conceptual framework of a nuclear deterrence strategy. Heretofore, this 

role has been the subject of controversy and speculation, rather than the result 

of a careful examination. The results of this study clarifies this role and 

will undoubtedly be challenged by some of those who are unsure of the conclu- 

sions. This is understandable and is, in fact, encouraged if this will, as 

stated in the introduction, stimulate further research and a better understanding 

of the subject area. 

Beyond the concluaions, this study makes an exceptionally valuable con- 

tribution in its compilation, in one document, of the following: 

- the historical development of nuclear deterrence 
strategy 

- an illustrated discussion of strategic nuclear 
weapons as an active variable of nuclear deterrence 

- an in-depth examination of the escalating events 
for post-WW II US/USSR confrontations 

- a detailed discussion of the US/USSR strategic 
nuclear weapon and delivery system relationships 

Heretofore, it was necessary to read a large number of varied publi- 

cations, as indicated by the footnotes and bibliography, to obtain the infor- 

mation contained 1« this study. The convenience, alone, of this study should 

motivate others to read it and, in this manner, will serve to expand the general 

awareness in the subject area. This, in itself, is a worthwhile contribution. 

^ Mmmmm  fQr l^feSS I 1 ma  study concerned itself only 

with strategic weapons available to the US and USSR and the escalation events 

associated with post-WW II confrontations. For those who may wish to conduct 

additional research in the subject area, the following appear to be logic«! 

and useful extension» of this research effort and are so recommended: 
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the effect of the total nuclear equation, both 
tactical and strategic 

the effect of the total military force} i.e., 
tactical and nuclear weapons plus the availability 
and projectability of conventional forces 

a study of confrontation escalation stabilisation 
and/or de-escalating events/processes. 
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Annex A 

Effect of Strategic Nuclear Weapons 

as an Active Variable of Nuclear Deterrence 

A.     Introduction.     The components of nuclear deterrence were  identified and 

discussed earlier in Chapter II.     This annex is being devoted  to an  in-depth 

examination and illustration of the manner in which deliverable nuclear wea- 

pons effects the nuclear deterrence equation.     Since an understanding of the 

dynamics of nuclear weapons is  necessary to develop an appreciation of nuclear 

deterrence,   this annex is particularly meaningful to a student of relations 

and  strategies involving the US and USSR. 

B*     Nuclear Deterrence Illustratad.    Nuclear deterrence is a function of the 

number of strategic nuclear warheads  (NW,d) available,  or perceived  to be avail- 

able by a potential opponent,   for delivery on the opponent's homeland or valued 

things.     Assuming that  the US and USSR threshold for unacceptable damage is 

equal.   Figure  1  illustrates a state of nuclear equality and,   therefore, mutual 

deterrence. 
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Figure 1 

Nuclear Deterrence of US and USSR 

E 

Number of USSR (NW,d) 

0 

^ .. A 

X 

i > 

Number of US (NW,d) 

Figure 1  has two axes;  a horizontal axis representing US  (NW,d) and 

a vertical  axis representing USSR (NW,d).     If the US (NW,d)  - OB and USSR 

(NW,d)  - OC,  then OB » OC and a condition of equality and mutual deterrence 

exists at point A.    However,   should  the US (NW,d)  » OD and the USSR (NW,d)  - 

ÜG,   then OD is greater than OC and the US deters the USSR.    This may be ex- 

pressed  as OD-OC * X (the amount of unilateral deterrence).    A similar condition 

of USSR unilateral deterrence of the US would exist if USSR  (NW,d)   - OE and the 

us (m,6} • OB.1 

C'    lte£IE^||Ü DjSigg Illustrated.    As discussed above,  X represents uni- 

Jateral deterrence.    However,   this  is  true only if X is greater than the. damage 

considered unacceptable by the opponent (UD).    Unacceptable damage is defined 

See Thomas Saaty, Mathematical. Models of Arms Control  and  Disarmament. 
«ew  fork;     John Wiley and Sons,   I960,  pp.   19-3^ for a discussion of nuclear  
deterrence mathematically expressed. 
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a. the leve] of damape which, when inflicted on a nation is considered unac- 

ceptable and „in T%mlt  in that  nation not pursuing a ^^^ of ^^^ ^  ^^ 

to prevent it being inflicted.2 The threshold that represents unacceptable 

damage is vague and undPfinable.  A search of available literature Indicates 

that there is no common agreement on what constitutes unacceptable damage for 

either the US or USSR. 

Mr. McNamara testified (as Secretary of Defense) in 1968 that: 

In the case of the Soviet Union, I would 
judge that a capability on our part to destroy, 
say one-fifth to one-fourth of her, population 
and one-half of her industrial capacity would 
serve as an effective deterrent.3 

Mr. McNamara went on to state that, 

hOO  thermonuclear warheads would kill 30 
percent of the population and destroy 76 percent 
of the industry, while 800 thermonuclear warheads , 
vould increase these figures to 37 md  79 percent.U 

•Secretary of Defense Laird testified in 1970 that the figure presented 

by Mr. McNamara may have been insufficient and that exact figures are classi- 

fied.-^ m discussing the adequacy of the Polaris submarine launched missile 

as a sufficient second strike, he stated: 

2 
See Herman Kahn, On Thermonuclear War. On. Git  nn l.n os r„v » 
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...  we have some I420O strategic nuclear weapons 
in our strategic force today.    Only about 15$ of 
those weapons are carried by the POLARIS SLBM 
force .  .  , we are fully confident that the SLBM 
force at aea is invulnerable to surprise attack 
today .  .  . but is that fraction of the force 
enough to insure that the Soviet Union would be 
deterred?    I do not believe  that we can afford 
to take this kind of a ri&k with our national 
security. 

Thus,  Mr.  Laird is saying that 630 missiles (15$ of i4,200) does not 

constitute an adequate deterrent force. 

In a statement before the Subcommittee on Arms Control, International 

Law and Organization of the Committee on Foreign Relations, Dr.  Jerome B. 

Wiesner,  Provost,  Massachusetts Institute of Technology,  stated that: 

I am firmly convinced  that the probability 
that a nation was likely to have six out of ten 
of its largest cities destroyed and a substantial 
fraction of their residents killed will function 
as an effective  deterrent  .   .   .  The lower limit 
to a deterrent then, might be the force which 
clearly could deliver six modern nuclear weapons 
on city targets.' 

Dr.  Herbert Scoville,  Jr.,  Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 

stated before  the same committee that! 

Only a small fraction of the Polaris sub- 
marine force, each of the Ul submarines having 
16 missiles would be required to devastete the 
Soviet Union.^ 

In an article printed in Foreign Affairs, McGeorge Bundy stated that: 

Relations on May  18,   1970,  ABM. MIRV.   SALT and  the Nuclear Race. Washington: 
USGPO,   1970,  p.  U02. " 

8 
Statement of Dr. Herbert Scoville, Jr., Ibid.. p. 226. 

^Statement of Secretary of Defense Laird,  Op.  Cit..  pp. 288-289. 

Statement of Dr.  Jerome B. Wiesner before the Committee on Foreign 

m 
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Think-tank analysts can set levels of accept- 
able damage well up in the tens of millions of 
lives.  They can assume that the loss of dozens 
of great cities is somehow a real choice of sane 
men.  They .are in an unreal world.  In a real 
world of real political leaders - whether here 
or in the Soviet Union - a decision that would 
bring even one hydrogen bomb on one city of one's 
own country would be recognized aa a catastrophic 
blunder; ten bombs on ten cities «re unthinkable.9 

General Andre Beaufre of France describes a study conducted at the 

Institut Francasis d' Etudes Strategiques in which it was estimated that a 

Joss of 2 to 10 or 15 percent of a nation's resources would encompass the d 

age that would be considered unacceptable.10 In another study, H. Afheldt 

and P. Sonntag estimated that 100 nuclear warheads represented an unaccept- 

able damage level for both the US and USSR.11 

The beforementioned authorities represents a collection of western 

perceptions of unacceptable damage for the USSR.  A meticulous search of mater 

iel for a Soviet point of view has been unfruitful. Soviet leaders do not 

discuss unacceptable damage openly. Khrushchev discussed the destruction of 

nuclear war as follows: 

Of course, in the event of a new world war 
all countries would ultimately suffer in one way 
or another. We, too, would endure great misfor- 
tunes; we would have many losses, but we would 
survive. Our territory is immense and the popu- 
lation is less concentrated in major industrial 

Number 1, ÄfÄ-T^ ^ ^^^  ^^ ^^ ^ ^ 

1965  . 35°^ Be*Ufre'  Deterrence and Strategy. London- Faber ^ Faber> 

N«w Y« . H: ^r1^ fV* Sonnta«' "Stability and Strategic Ngclgar frmgJ 
New York: World Law Fund, 1971, pp. luTf.    ~~--  
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centers than jn many other countries. The West 
would suffer incomparably «or«,'* 

Other Soviet writers echo this theme. The belief that; yes, the USSR 

would suffer great losses, but the West would suffer more and that the size of 

the USSR with its population dispersion provides the USSR a distinct advantage 

11 
over the US prevails. 

No indication has been found to indicate what constitutes unacceptable 

damage for the US. This appears to have been carefully avoided. Suffice to 

state at this point that it is not possible to quantify unacceptable damage, 

but It is possible to illustrate its effect on nuclear deterrence. 

Figure 2 

Unacceptable Damage Effect on Nuclear Deterrence 

USSR {NW,d) 
D,C A            K  1 

1 

J 
D B 

US  (NW,d) 

£ 

1 O 

'Statement by Premier Khrushchev,  quoted in A.  L.  Horelick,   "Deter- 
rence" and Surprise Attack in Soviet Strategie Thought.  Santa Monica:    The 
Rand Corporation,   I960,  p.   18. 

n. 
Ibid.,  tmd Thomas Wolfe,  Soviet Strategic Thought in Transition. 

Santa Monica:    The Rand Corporation,  196ii,  pp.  U-21. '""      ~ 
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As iUustrated in Figure 1 , if OB - OC a state of equality/mutual deter- 

rence exists. However, if US (UD) - 0 represented at point D, and the USSR (UD) 

^0 as repreaented at point E, then the USSR deters the US. That is, OC * on 

whereas OB is less than OE, the number of US (NW,d) necessary to deter the U3SH, 

This can be numerically stated as OB - OE - ?, with P representinR the Increased 

number of NW,d the US must have to restore mutual deterrence at point K.]li 

U'    The Ramies of Nuclear Deterrence. Thus far, it has been established that 

a condition of mutual nuclear deterrence exists when US (NW,d) equals USSR 

(NW,d ♦ UD). Chapter II discussed the fact that the strategic nuclear balance 

equation was not constant, but rather is dynamic as the US and USSR attempt to 

obtain an advantage over each other. The dynamics of nuclear deterrence is 

illustrated at Figure 3 below. 

Figure 3 

Nuclear Deterrence Dynamics 

USSR (NW,d) 

US (NW,d) 

Bitv r,^ °l9"",SnyderLD!^rrenCe ""* Def-nwfi- Princeton: Princeton Univer sity Press, 1961, pp. 16-23. 
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This figure illustrates the US and USSR (NW,d) as figures 1 and 2. 

If the ÖSSH (UD) la represented at point E and the US (UD) at point D, the 

US must increase its (N>/,d) by P and the USSR must increase its (NW,d) by Q 

to maintain mutual deterrence. If each nation increases its NW,d along line 

AL to point K, a condition of mutual deterrence is maintained (OD - OE). 

However, if the US should accelerate NW.d development along line AM 

to point M and the USSR continues NW,d development along line AL to point L, 

the US would achieve a numerical advantage since AM (US NW,d) is greater than 

AL (USSR NW.d * UD).  This can be numerically expressed as AM - (AL + UD) - X, 

The US now unilaterally deters the USSR.15 The USSR is faced with the choices 

of accepting the unilateral deterrence of the US or undertaking actions to 

either restore a condition of mutual deterrence or surpass the US in the number 

of deliverable strategic nuclear weapons. 

Actions that may be taken to offset the US advantage arej  (1) increase 

the UD by X, (2) strengthen defensive measures to neutralize X, (3) increase 

m,4  along line AN to offset X or {h)  a combination of these three options. 

Should the  USSR opt to increase its NW,d along line AN to point N, a condition 

of mutual deterrence, represented by Y, would be restored (AN * AM + US, UD), 

Thia phenomenon represents the danger of the inevitable upward spiral of nuclear 

weapons which appears to be virtually impossible to stop.16 

E-  Sg b'n'ect of Invulnerable NW.d and Defensive Measures.  Defensive measures 

against s nuclear threat can be divided into active and passive actions. Passive 

H 
Snyder, Op. Cit.. pp. 269-271,1. 

*n,       LK 
Albe,ri ^eg^uU ^ Georße ^"dsey. The Dynamics of the Nuclear tial- 

ance,  Ithaca and London:    Cornell University h-eas,   fiffit, pp.   17Ö-172.  
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actions involve reducing the vulnerability of a nation's  valued  things  (such 

as population,  industry,   cities,  etc.)  and its NW,d.     The US has done very 

little to reduce the nation's valued  things via passive defense to date.     Actions 

that could  be  taken toward this end might include dispersion,  early-warning 

and civil defense protection  shelters,   drills,  food stockage,  emergency plans, 

etc. 17 

Much more has been done to reduce the vulnerability of NW,d.  These 

actions have Included dispersion, site-hardening, deployment of the Polaris 

Submarine Launched Missile (SLBM) and camouflage. Active actions have included 

deployment of early warning radar and limited deployment of an Anti-Ballistic 

Missile (ABM) System.18 The effect of these measures are illustrated by 

Figure h. 

Figure h 

Effect of Defensive Measures on Nuclear Deterrence 

M 

USSR (NW,d) 

US (NW,d) 

17 
Snyder, Op. Cit.. pp. 36-37. 

Ibid.« pp. 5Ü-63. 
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j Figure k  depicts a condition of mutual deterrence as existing between 

the US and USSR within the area M,A,N,(Y). The line AM represents the limit 

lor the deterrence of the USSR by the US and the line Ah represents the limit 

for the deterrence of the US by the USSR. A very stable condition of mutual 

deterrence exists at point L. Now assume that the US begins a program to 

reduce the vulnerability of its valued things and NW,d.  In theory, as the 

effectivene.a of the program increases, it is neutralizing the ability of 

USSR (NW,d) to penetrate and inflict damage.19 

If the US program increases from point L through point P to point R, 

the USSR is in danger of losing mutual deterrence vis-a-vis the US. If the 

neutralizing effect of the US defensive measures (DM) reaches point i, the 

USSR is unilaterally deterred by the US. This can be numerically stated as 

US (KW,d ♦ !JD ♦ DM) i5 greater than USSR (NW,d * UD * DM).20 The USSR is now 

faceo with the choices described earlier to restore the mutual balance equation. 

It must be emphatically recognized that the situation described above is not 

unique for the US, but could very well involve the USSR assuming the initiative 

with the US responding. 

I        F.  The Effect of NW,d Acccrany ggj Reliability. Thus far, the discussion of 

m:clear deterrence has proceeded along the lines that a NW launched will indeed 

strike its designated target. This is not necessarily the case and it is time 

to incorporate this factor. 
'1 

Wherever a bomb is dropped or a missile is launched, the probability 

i.nat it will  hit its target is measured in Circular Error Probable (CEP). CEP 

10 
Snyder, Op. Cit.. pp. 30-33. 

Legault and Lindsey, Op. Cit.. pp. 173-17Ö. 
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may be expressed in any unit of measurement; e.g., miles, meters, feet, inches, 

etc.  A. weapon technology increases, CEP normally decreases and weapon effec 

tlvemna  increases.21  The CEP for nuclear weapons is clasaified, but lor the 

purposes of the illustration below, it is assumed to be such that 90% of  f%',ü 

launched will strike close enough to destroy the intended target. An additional 

factor which must be considered is the accuracy of target location.  If the 

target is not accurately located, it cannot be hit. This is particularly cri- 

tical for first-strike effectiveness. 

The purpose of a first strike (FS) capability is to strike the opponent 

and destroy enough of his NW,d to prevent him from retaliating with UD. This 

can be numerically expressed as: US (NW,d - UD) is greater than USSR (NW,d ♦ 

DM + UD - US FS). '  Assuming that the USSR NW,d - 2,000;   then the US NW,n 

must equal or be greater than 2,000 x 90^ (CEP) - US (UD) + USSR (UD + DM). 

That is, the US must be capable of destroying enough of the 2,000 USSR (NW,d) 

in a first strike to preclude the USSR from inflicting UD on the US and h^ve 

enough NW,d remaining to penetrate the USSR's JM  and inflict UD on the USSR. 

This discussion highlights the advantage of MIRV over single warhead 

armed delivery means. Figure 5 illustrates this: 

Figure 5 

Attack of Enemy's Siloa with 90^6 CEP 

NW,d that 
missed its 
target 

Hal an., llff I dif U;8io" 0' ^ C^'  «* ^«ard Luttwak, The Stratege 
Balance 1972. New York: Washington Papers, 1972, pp. 23-39.  

Snyder, Op. Cit.. pp. 63-68, 10U-110. 
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Figure 5 depicts the opponent as having nine missile silos (numbers 

enclosed  within the triangles). To attack these in an effective first strike 

and achieve HX)$ destruction, it is necessary to use ten nuclear warheads 

(10 x 90%  - 9; depicted by numbered circles). It would take ten missiles armed 

with single warheads to accomplish 100$ destruction. However, three missiles, 

each armed with three MIRV's, would destroy eight plus (9 x 90% •  8.1) of the 

enemy's missile silos. Three missiles each armed with three MIRV's and one 

armed with a single warhead would ftthieve almost ;00$ destruction; 9 x 90% * 

8.1 + 1 x $0%  - 9.9. 

Q*  ^e Effect of ABM's :n Nuclear Deterrence Stability. ABM's are active de- 

fensive measures designed to intarcept incoming enemy NW,d. The effect of 

defensive measures on nuclear deterrence was discussed above in paragraph E. 

Ihis paragraph addresses the effect of employing ABM's in defense of NW,d or 

valued tnings. 

Figure 6 

ABM in Defense of Valued Things 

USSR (NW,d) 

US (NW,d) 
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Figure 3 illustrated the dynamics of nuclear deterrence void of ABM 

"iefenne.  Figure 6 illustrates the effect of ABK's deployed in defense of valued 

things. 

Mutual deterrence has been defined as existing when both the US and USSR 

have the capability of inflicting unacceptable damage on each other's valued 

things after absorbing a surprise first strike.  Assuming that UD for the USSR 

and US equals 200, then as long as each nation NW,d is 200 greater than the 

opponent's first strike capability plus his defensive measures, a state of 

mutual deterrence exists. This is represented by the area M,A.N.  However, 

as ABM's are deployed around valued things, the number of NW.d required to 

inflict UD increases and the area of mutual deterrence decreases to the area 

oepicted as M1, A, N1. The area of mutual deterrence, under these conditions, 

is compressed by X which reduces the area of stability.23 By comparison, ABM's 

deployed to defend NW,d increases the area of mutual deterrence. Figure 7 

represents this deployment. 

Figure 7 

ABM in Defense of UM 

US {NW,d) 

w^z gault and Lindsay, Op. Cit.. pp. 188-191. 
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Assuming once aßaln that UD for the US and USSR equals 200 and that 

this numbor Is not increased by defensive measures to protect valued things, 

then the NW.d required to inflict UD may be expressed as: NW„d is equal to or 

greater than the opponent's first strike (FS) capability * DM *  UD.  ABM deploy 

mnl  to defnnd NW,d decreases the FS capability to penetrate and destroy NW,d 

which, therefore, increases the area of mutual deterrence to that depicted as 

H , k,  N or X. •    This functions to stabilize the area of mutual deterrence. 

H. Nuclear Deterrnnc. Nn^^.i g^^ Thig discussion has inustrattd the 

effect of NW,d as an active variable in the total nuclear deterrence equation. 

In a way of summary, this variable will now be incorporated in a series of 

mathematically expressed equations for nuclear deterrence. Letting NW,d - the 

number of deliverable strategic nuclear warheads, FS - the opponent's first 

strike capability, UD - level of unacceptable damage and DM - available defen- 

sive measures, then: 

(A) Mutual deterrence is defined as: 

US (NW,d) + UD + DM - USSR (FS) - USSR (NW,d) * UD + DM - US (FS). 

(B) Unilateral deterrence is defined as: 

- The US unilaterally deters the USSR when the 
US (NW,d) * UD + DM - USSR (FS) is greater than 
the USSR (!W,d) + UD + DM - US (FS). 

- The USSR unilaterally deters the US when the 
USSR (NW,d) ♦ UD ♦ DM - US (FS) is greater 
than the US (NW,d) * UD + DM - USSR (FS). 

Tu 
Legault and Lindsey,  Op.  Cit..  p.   19?. 
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Annex B 

The 19U6 Iranian Confrontation 

A. Background. The northern gector of Iran physically adjoins the southern 

boundary of the USSR. The geographical proximity of these nations would nor- 

mally serve as sufficient basis for mutual concern and a high degree of action 

and reaction interdependence. This has been true, but the USSR-Iranian relation- 

ship has been further complicated by the USSR's desires for access to wan. water 

ports and oil reaources, both of which Iran offers, and the inability of the 

Iranian Government to exert positive control over and consolidate the northern 

provinces under its influence. The« provinces are geographically separated 

from the southern half of Iran by distance and desert-like mountains and are 

inhabitated by tribal oriented populations who have an inclination to look 

north to the USSR for identity and trade. Under these conditions, Iranian 

relations with the USSR historically have involved political maneuvers from 

a position of weakness in an effort to maintain territorial sovereignty.1 

When WW II began in 1939. Iran proclaimed a position of neutrality in 

the conflict even though many of those in the government were pro-German. As 

the war progressed, the British Qovernwnt became concerned about possible 

German intentions to invade India through Iran. This concern was increased 

«s the number of German technicians in Iran steadily grew during 19U0 and 19M.2 

When Germany invaded the USSR in 191.1, the allies found that Iran 

r       1. T,
Gfor8e Lenciowaki, The Middle Eaat in World Aff^r« 3d ed  Ithac«. 

Cornell University Press, 19^, pp. I^-V/H, lB!>, 1B6. ' 

Ibid.. p. 188. 
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provided the only practical transit route to M**U for resupply operatlona. 

In view of the urgent requirement to resupply the USSR with war materiels and 

the potential  sabotage of these operations by the Germans present in Iran,  the 

British and Soviet Governments requested that Iran expel the Germans.    When 

Iran refused,   Soviet and British forces invaded Iran in August 1^1  and occupied 

the country with little resistance.    Great Britain and the USSR divided the 

country into two  zones of occupation with the USSR gaining control of the five 

northern provinces and the British receiving control over the rest of the 

nationj  except Teheran, which became a neutral enclave.3 

On January 29,  19U2,   Iran concluded a Tripartite Treaty of Alliance 

with the USSR and Great Britain.    This treaty confirmed that the foreign troops 

present in Iran did not constitute a military occupation,  gave the allies 

transit and communication facilities, reaffirmed Iran's independence and pro- 

vided  for the withdrawal of allied troops within six months after WW II was 

concluded.    The British and Soviet troops in Iran were augmented in late 191,2 

by some 30,000 American troops to operate the US-USSR lend lease program.U 

The USSR used its wartime position in northern Iran In order to in- 

crease its influence in the area.    Actions were taken to support the Communist 

Tudeh Party, agitate labor problems,  bring officials into office who were 

favorably disposed  toward the USSR and to develop and operate a propaganda 

machine.     In October 19^,   the USSR demanded that the Iranian government grant 

it oil  concessions in the northern provinces.     Iran refused and a series of 

communist rallies,  protected by the Soviet Amy,  took place in the northern 

3^ 
20.   No.   2rJ^Wm1!'   "Iran ^ a ^^ t0 RU88ia'" ^^ mm*   Vol. 

Lenczowski,  Op.  Cit.. p.  109. 

8? 
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provinces and the capital province of Teheran.     The Soviet supported pressure 

culminated with the resignation of the Iranian foreign minister,  Moha^ned 

Saed,  in November  \9kk^ 

Soviet activities in the internal affairs of Iran continued through 

WW II and were tolerated with minimum resistance from the US or Great Britain 

because of concern with the war effort and the need to maintain the USSR as an 

active ally.    Allied victory over the axia powers was completed on September ?, 

19U5 with the surrender of Japan and,  thus, marks the first day of the six month 

time limit for withdrawal of foreign troops from Iran as stipulated in the  19h2 

Iranian-British-Soviet Tripartite Agreement. 

US forces were reported withdrawn by December 31,  19U5 and British 

forces were withdrawn by the March 2,  1^6 deaoline established in the Tripar- 

tite Agreement.    The USSR, however,  openly supported an insurgent independence 

movement in the northern provinces by blocking the Iranian army's attempt  to 

restore order in the Azerbaijan and Kurdistan provinces and made no effort to 

evacuate its troops from Iran by the March 2 deadline.6    These actions were 

opposed by the US and Great Britain and resulted in the first post WW II US/USSR 

confrontation. 

B.    Crisis Development and Conduct 

(1) The atartinfi date for this crisis is established as September 2, 

191*5; the date of allied victory over the axis powers. While it is true that 

there was considerable concern about Soviet actions in Iran during the war years. 

 m  
Lenczowaki,  Op.  Cit.. pp.   190-191. 

v    u      t:v
United Nations, The New International Year Book;    Event» of 19li6    New 

York:     Punk & Wagnalla Company,   19ii7, pp.  30Ö-309.  *    ' 
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US Government officials were more intent on maintaining the USSR as an attive 

war ally  than on its activities in Iran.    Under these circumstances,  it was 

considered more prudent to play down the seriousness of USSR actions than to 

confront the Soviets and press for changes.    Once the war was concluded, these 

constraints were removed and the US began to openly question Soviet intentions 

and policies,     v 

A second possible starting date is the March 2nd,  19U6 deadline for 

withdrawal  of foreign troops from Iran.    It can be reasonably argued that the 

Soviet! had until this date to withdraw and, therefore,  a crisis could only 

develop afterwards if the deadline was not met.    This date is faulty for 

several  reasons.    First,  it became obvious that the USSR was not preparing 

to withdraw its troops,  but rather was attempting to establish a sphere of 

influence in northern Iran via military force during the fall of 191*5.    Second, 

the Iranian government appealed to the US, Great Britain and the United Nations 

for assistance before this date.    Third,  US efforts to develop diplomatic sup- 

port to challenge the USSR's actions began in September 19ü$ and were successful 

in obtaining a Soviet announcement on March 2h to complete withdrawal of all 

troops within five to six weeks.    Therefore, the confrontation was in existence 

well before March 2 and September 2 is more appropriate as a starting date if 

the events of confrontation escalation are to be examined. 

(2^    GhronoloKical Hating of confrontation events; 

(a)    September 19U5 

13th.     The Iranian Foreign Minister requested the immediate 
removal of foreign troops  from Iran.     (Gene Currivan,   "Soviet is Prepared to 
Push Demands^ NYT,  September 1U,  19itf, p.  1). rreparea to 

r^„      rmot.    <•<■   ^1^'    The US3R Provided 0P«» support to rebels in northern 
iran.    USSR effort to gain power seen by US government.     (A.  C.  Sedgwick. 
Soviet Autonomy Bedevils Iranians," MYT,  September 19,  W, p.  3) 
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T       ,     . 20th.    Great Britain warned the USSR against intervpni™ int, 
Iran's  internal affairs.     ("British to Cement Middle East Link.  "NYTot10 

ber 21,   )9kSI p.  11). maaxm maz Links,    NYT,  Septem- 

naT,,,.     A 
20th-    British and US intentions to abide by the  19li? Tri- 

partite Agreement were reaffirmed.     (A.   G.  Sedewick    «Iran Said * *  Z*y ZI    + 
to Russia," MT,  September 22,   19^,  p.   I]™*™***    Iran baid to  ^ek ^fwi 

(b) October ]9hS 

forces intn m^J+l^L ^ '"?*** f0rCe8 blocked entrance of Iranian armed 

("Xranl» Pr^., ^ ^oJÄ^ W^'l)^ ^ KUrdl'tan Pr0'i"Ce- 

T . 2^th,    US interests in Iran were linked to maintenanc« of 
Iraniaii Independence by US State Department.    (Herbert Matthew    "uT    Britain 
Draft a Palestine Policy,- NYT, October 26, 1^5,  p    h). ' " 

(c) November 191x5 

«*+« +u    n ?th*    Iranian government reported more Soviet troops movine 
I*    «e CrPiÄn ^d A*6^*1^ Provinces.    (C.L.   SulZberger,   "Iran  Says Svift oends New Troops," NYT,  November 9,  19U5, p.  1). B    .    iran  bays oovxet 

frnm ««+« 4       *      l^'    ^^ amed force» blocked the Iranian armed forces 

^TtheT^'T"1^,   (NotS fr™ the O"«™»«- o^hf Js tö t^lvern- 
p   MU. ' '"y"mb'T 2k- P1-1"'«" i" 0«P"tm«nt of State Bulletin. XUl, 

^•{ywf P?
1
".

10
 

30Tiet 0"Iran Ur,!es w"hd^^ SSI. i^'sas^- 

*.* »*d    n „  27t,h*    Us state Bepartment linked USSR motives to an attemnt 
to gain Dardanelles conceesions.    (Dana Schmidt    "SoviBt Rirf In T^n^    5 *P 

Straits,« NYT, November 20,  19^. ^  ,*)! ^ Keyed t0 

+„„«      «       T       L
29th'    The USSR rejected the US request to remove Soviet 

Äo Z ST ^^r i^^ ''  19U6-    (Note ^ ^ Goverment Tftll 
sui%^:^:9zTp:%itvSt Noveraber 29'i9a^printed in ^™l ** 
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(d) December 19W 

Tat, US State Department sent a miaaion to Iran to inree- 
tigate USSR activities in Iran's internal affairs. (Bertram Hulen, "3 US Men 
on Watch," NYT,  December 2,  19li5, p. 1). 

?th. US State Department pledged US guarantee of Iranian 
sovereignty. ("Byrnes Reiterates Pledge to Iran Assuring Her of Full Sover- 
eignty," NYT, December 9,  1915, p. 38). 

8th,    USSR rejection of US request to remove Soviet troops 
from Iran was made public by the US Government.    ("Soviet Note to U.S. on 
Iran Situation," NYT, December 9, 1916, p.  38). 

(e) January 19li6 

1st.    Last US troops reported to have evacuated Iran,     ("U.S. 
Troops out of Iran," NYT,  January 1,  19U6,  p.   17). 

18th.    US State Department publicly discussed the requirement 
for the USSR to withdraw its forces from Iran by March 2nd,  19li6.    (Bertram 
Hulen,   "U-S.  Sees No Delay in Iran Evacuation," NYT, January 19, 19U6, p, 6). 

19th.    Iran requested the UN Security Council provide assis- 
tance in removing Soviet troops from Iran.     (Year Book of the United Nations 
]MM»  WM, pp.  327-329).  —  

(f) March 19U6 

2nd. Senator Tom Connally, D., Texas urged US actions to 
force the USSR out of Iran. The US State Department stated that the US would 
bring the matter before the UN if the USSR did not comply with the Tripartite 
Agreement. (Facts on File. Vol. VI, No. 280, February 2li-March 2, I9I46, p. 65). 

1 

6th.    US State Department informed the USSR of the US inten- 
tions to bring the Iranian matter before the UN and restated its intention to 
preserve Iran's sovereignty.    Grave concern was expressed.    (Note from the 
Government of the US to the Government of the USSR Regarding the Retention 
of Soviet Troops in Iran dated March 6,  19li6,  printed in Department of State 
Bulletin,  XIII,  p.  1*35). 

12th.    US State Department announced that it had requested 
information from the USSR concerning the reported movement of Soviet forces and 
heavy equipment into Iran.     (Ibid.. p. ^63), 

12th.    US Senate began debate on Iranian confrontation. 
("Senator Connally's Speech to the Senate Foreign Relation's Committee". NYT. 
March 13,   19U6,  p.  3).   

liith.    President Truman discussed the confrontation with the 
US ambassador to Russia, W. Averell Harriman,  and expressed concern about Soviet 
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tentlnn* fo h«4« JK^* ^reau Britain and India announced support for US in- 

sf^ i^^Tirbefore the UN
* 

(HNehru ^^'- ^-t,i 
presence of SovliJt™™ ^ ^  8ta\ed that ^ appeal to the UN *m*8t  the 
(pLts on kS Jol  ??P M  oSoiauWOUid be «on8idered M «B unfriendly act. L^ct-s on me, Vol. VI, No. 282, March 10-16, 191*6, p. 82). 

conflict  (F^t*  If^NI USf, re^e8ied d«l«y of UN debate on the Soviet-Iranian 
«^iet U q S^f,?^\VS^ Vi' N0' m*  I4*"* 17-23» 1^6, p. 89 and ixmet,U.S. Note« to UNO," NYT. March 21, I9I46, p. 2). 

tha m«ft^ >>ar *l3t,m Pr?3id8nt T1*^"» restated the US intentions to bring 
the US in th« r ^ ^announced that Secretary Byrnes would represent 
X! P 89)! diSCUS3ion-  (^cts on File, Vol. VI, No. 283, March 17-23, 

22nd• ÜN Security Council vetoed the Soviet reaup«jt fn nnot 

„„^ +u *  .^^   2^th* The USSR announced that its troops were beine withdrawn 

T-ne united Nations: 19U6-li7, Op. Cit.. pp. 329-330). 

been wi thH.-wl^ /«^ !* l^6' .The la8t Sw4tt 80ldier was reported to have 
been withdrawn. ("Text of Iran's Statement to the UNO," NYT, May 7, 19U6, p. U). 

(3) The ending date for the confrontation is 2h March. Once the USSR 

announced ita intentions to withdraw its troops fron, Iran, disorder in the 

northern provinces subsided and the Iranian government was able to assert 

authority in the area. 

C* gg-nft-ontation Infinity Peak Level and R*t« of Escalation. The intensity 

levels of the confrontation's events are illustrated at figure 1. The inten- 

sity levels of confrontation •vents are plotted,in scatter diagram fashion with 
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the x plots representing US actions and y plots depicting USSR actions. The 

date that the event, or action, occurred is prlntsd and underlined adjacent 

to the plot. 

As illustrated, the actions of the USSR reached a peak intensity at 

rung ten on October 21, 19115 with the provocative act of using Soviet armed 

forces to prevent the constituted governirient of Iran from entering into the 

Kurdistan Province to restore order. The time required for USSR actions to 

peak is U9  days (September 2 - October 21, 19U6). Conversely, the US actions 

peaked at rung nine on March 6 with the Government's announcement of its inten- 

tions to bring the dispute before the United Nations, The time required for 

US actions to peak is 185 days (September 2, }9k5 - March 6, 19U6). 
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Annex C 

l 
The 19ii6 Berlin Blockt«. 

A.     Baoteund.    With the conclusion of WW II,  the allies divided Berlin into 

four occupation zones; US,  British,  ft-ench and So^t,  «* establiahed ^ 

Inter-Allied üo^ing Authority ^ representative8 ^ each ^ ^ 

gove^ the city through a Control Council.    The Geman nation was partitioned 

into Son.t and Me.tsrn occupation zone.- 1 .     ^,.» upauon aonea. I.e., what uaa to become the present 
nations of East and West Qemanjr.1 

USSR post-WW H policy toward Oe™^ was to unite the nation under 

Co^unlst rule .. a sateUlte county „.d If thl. .ere not posslhle, to «In- 

tain Oen™, as a divided nation.    Under the Utter condition. East 0«™* 

would h. „ade into a stron, aatelllte nation „d West Oe^an, should be kePt 

as weak a. pclhle.^    Thl. line of thought 1. u^ly attributed to the Soviet 

Inherent fear of a strong united Otnmy. 

Converaaiy, the „s poat-W II policy tcard Europe, to Include Oe^v. 

wa, e^ressed in the Har.h^l nm ^lch advocat«, rehuildlnE the economic and 

Pciitical stability of Waatam Europe,    m the „s view,  . nimn^ ^^ 

^rope wa. neccanr to InUrf«. ^ th. us .cono^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

expansion of Soviet .pon.or.d co^nlOT.    ahould th. plm .Ucc..d, It was hoped 

that ^rop, «aid d^dop into an effective count.r-w.lght to Soviet power on 

Waahlngtonf ^mK.^TTsT^'""' ^«-"t. on r.. fa  .„,,„ .„.„ 

ally Pr.!^58,' ^nf' ^ ^^ &&&   ^incton,    Princeton U^ver- 
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the continent.-^ 

The Marshall Plan was not directed against the USSR in the sense that 

any aggressive Intentions were iwrolred. However, if viewed from a Soviet 

perspective, it would naturally be considered aggressive in that, if success- 

ful, it would prevent further expansion of influence and possibly could break 

through the newly established boundaries of Eastern and Western Europej i.e., 

USSR and western spheres of influence. This fear was further increased by 

western statesmen who frequently referred to Europe in the pre-WW II sense 

with little regard for the Soviet position in Eastern Europe.1* 

In late 19a6, the western allied post-WW II policy toward Germany 

changed from strictly military occupation and perpetuating a weak state to a 

policy of rebuilding the nation as an active participating member of a strong 

united Europe. Accordingly, the British and American zones of occupation in 

Berlin were joined to form one economic unit, commonly referred to as the 

Bi-zone, on December 2, 191*6.5 The French zone of occupation was joined with 

the Bi-zone on June 3, 19U8. 

The Soviet attitude toward Berlin was consistent with its broader 

policy of maintaining and consolidating its influence in Eastern Europe. 

Accordingly, the USSR began to resist western efforts to develop the economic 

unity and strength of the western sectors and to establish a western strong 

York: 
John Campbell, The United States in World Affairs.  19li7-19U8. New 

Harper & Brothers, mö, p. UI42.     

Ibid.. p. UU3. 

York: 
Urs Schwarz, Confrontation and Intervention in the Modem World. New 

Oceana Publications, Inc., 19)0, p. 2h,  

Jlbid., p. 25. 
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point in  the city.     Soviet resistance  took the form of vocalism in late  19U6 

and early   )9k7t  active non-cooperation in late  19Ü? and early  19h8  and  finally 

in active opposition in the form of restrictions on land transportation into 

the city  in March 19U8 followed by a complete blockade of traffic  into and out 

of the city in June 19I48.    The western allies,  led by the US,  countered these 

actions with a massive «irlift of supplies along three air corridors from West 

Germany to Berlin.    These actions and counteractions are commonly referred to 

as the  I9I48 Berlin confrontation. 

B'    Crisis Development and Conduct. 

(1)    The stytinfi date for the crisis is established as December 2, 

19ii6:    the date of the US and British agreement to join their two zones of 

occupation into a single economic unity.    This action mark . the turning point 

of Soviet behavior from cne of vocalism to that of active opposition.    It is 

apparent that the USSR viewed this development as an extension of the then 

proposed Marshall Plan, which represented a perceived danger/threat to the 

Soviet position in Europe and,  in particular,  Eastern Europe.    Following this 

event,  US and USSR positions became increasingly divergent and culminated 

in the  19U8 Berlin confrontation.    It can be said that this marks the entrance 

of the two nations on the road toward confrontation. 

^    Chronological listing of confrontation events, 

(a)    December 19U6 

2nd.    US and British zones of occupation joined to form one 
economic unit;  referred to «a hhe Bi-zone.     (US Senale on Forei^ RelaSns 
Documents on Qermany.    ^1,-1050- Washington:    USGPO,  19^9, p. üS) 

«««h.^      r 4V. 5ih,
J  

USSR refused t0 recognize the official status of new 
members of the new Magistrat appointed by the October 20th elected Berlin City 
Assembly.    USSR prefers the 19Ü5 Soviet appointed Magistrat.    (Ibid., p. Ui3). 
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(b) February \9k1 

10th. The Soviet Military Administration (SMA) issued orders 
for the centralization of the administration of industry, trade, fuel and agri- 
culture In the east zone. (William Conlan, Berlin; Beset and Bedevilled. New 
York: Fountainhead Publishers, 1963, p. 239). 

25th. USSR protested against the merger of the US and British 
zones. (Facts on File. Vol. VII, No. 331, February 23 - March 1, 19U?, p. 65). 

(c) April )9hy 

11th.    The Berlin City Assembly,  elected on October 20,   19U6, 
repudiated Mayor Ostrowski»s February agreement to cooperate with the communist 
dominated Socialist Unity Party in city administration affairs  (US Senate on 
Foreign Relations, Op.  Git., p. Ui3). 

17th.    USSR refused to accept resignation of Mayor Ostrowski 
vhich he submitted following the April 11   repudiation of his actions by the 
city assembly.     (Ibid., p. WA. 

2kth.    Four power conference of foreign ministers meeting in 
Moscow adjourned without agreement on Germany.    USSR demanded control of the 
Ruhr, reparations from current West German production and recognition of the 
Oder-Neisse border.     (Facts on File. Vol.  VII,  No.  339,  April 10-26,  19h7, 
p.   126). * 

(d) November 19U7 

25th. Representatives of the US/British Bi-zone signed an 
economic agreement providing for the exchange of RM 15? million worth of goods 
between the zones in calendar year 19Ü8.  (US Senate on Foreign Relations, 
Op. Git., p. kkk)* 

(e) Decembfer 19U7 

15th,    Four power conference of forelgrl ministers meeting in 
London adjourned without agreement.    USSR repeated demands of April 19^7 con- 
ference and opposition of the Marshall Plan,     (Facts on File. Vol. VII, No. 
373,  December  \k*20t  19U7, p.  397).  

15th.    Marshall blmed USSR for impasse.    Molotov declared 
that the "three western powers have united into a single front against the 
Soviet Government's reparation demands."    (Ibid.. p.  397). 

15th.    SMA Irotituted requirements of automobile permits 
for travel between Berlin and the East zone of Germany.    (Conlan, Op.  Clt.. 
P. ?39). *r  * 

(f) January 19U8 

12th.    Marshall discussed the Marshall Plan with Congress 
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377,   January  I8.?a,   19^8,  p.  26). K-^~z2~läLJJ^l>   'Jo1'   VIII,   No. 

(g)    February I9U8 

iin" met in t** imll^'    * ^^ 8Pon8ored  "People's Congreaa of Greater Ber- 
ttrar    I        r^    SSR tOTm and p*89ed resolutions calling for an all-GprnL referendum on German unity and the est«hn «VH™ „♦>      «^ «    ail-German 
(US Senate on Foreign Relations! ^IS^'p^1)/    ^^ Pe0Ple,8 0oWCil'" 

cargo trucks betweffLl^ Ä*^ nUmber 0f truck Pemits l3SUed ^r 
(00^.^0"! 01^    ". ^nl" ^ ^ WeStern ZOne 0f Ge™^ ^ ^^ Per cent. 

(h)    March 19^8 

ang.^Bernn Ä ^Ä^ ^ LrÄ^H^^ 

Zone elected a Nation^ ÄÄ^J^^^f^TS 0f ^f*8* 
the whole German people.     (Conl^ Sp.  Cu'?^    2^'        ^ rePresentative ^ 

allied Control Cou^cU*    SÜL^w^ ^T*^ Gemany walked out ^ ^ 
the reason!    (US Snat; ofJSSÄf?! by ^ three p0wer3 was Kiv^ a8 

«ay«.     Vuo senate on foreign Relations, Op. Qit.. p. J^). 

rmrd the us ^^:^^ z ^LTof4Ä'Ä: Tä 

mental identlfi^LTof LfS Ln p^rL^r^P^ 11).   doCU- 
points of all military freight S'3)PIn3^cUoi if Alh™l f SOViet f6^ personal beloneincs of w««tLn Ziti        inspection of all baggage, except for 
PP. hhh mm? iUiry ^ OCCUPation Personnel.    (Ibid., 

or 30 March restricli'ons ^T^l^/r61,1101' in Berl±n r*<V**^ clarification 
request.    (I^fp    S!'). ^^ refUSed t0 COmply ^ the 

(i)    April 19W 

Council committees.^(Ibidf^^r representatives from eight of the Allied 
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3rd. USSR closed rail freight from Bavaria and Hamburg to 
7nc o  .   rail freieht «as required to pass over the HeLnstedt-Berlin route. 
(US Senate on Fo.relgn Relations, Op. Cit.. p. khS). 

,.„ .^,        t    
3rd' us a"51 Britain began the airlift of supplies to Berlin. 

US military barred Soviet officials from entering the control office for all 
rail traffic in Berlin. US restated intentions to remain in Berlin. (Facts 
onJH£» Vol. VIII, No. 38?, March 28 - April 3, 19U8, pp. 101 and 102.  

9th. 3MA announced requirement for clearance of all freight 
trains from Berlin to the Western 2one of Germany through the office of the 
Soviet Military Governor in Berlin. (US Senate on Foreign Relations, Op. Git.. 
p.   Uli?;. 

J2th*    SMA incorporated the East Berlin police force into 
that of the Soviet Zone of Germany.    (Ibid.. p. khS), 

liith.    100 Soviet tanks» with troops, are reported to have 
t^rl^f ^f«30^16^3!0101, of B€rlin-    (Facts on File. Vol. VIII, No.  38?, aprii   n-if,  i9uo,  p.  119). ———- 

f..    «,     rr«       tr^J^'     28 ^ B"29S lancied at Munich after a "»ass flight from the US.    (Ibid.. p.  119). 

16th.    All Western newspapers were confiscated in the Soviet 
sector of Berlin and Germany.     (Conlan, Op.  Cit..  p.  2ii0). 

K BMJ ?0th•    USSR i"1?086«1 a program of individual clearance of all 
barge traffic  to and from Berlin through the Soviet Zone.    (US Senate on Foreiim 
Relations, Op.  Git.,  p.  hh5). 

(j)    May 19U8 

,n _., w 
8th-     "Operation Assembly," a US military maneuver involving 

.0,000 «en began xn Kentucky with an airborne drop of 3,000 men.    The maneuver 
tne^ni0™P^ US Gover"me^,a intentions to  "build up the US military strength 
to ensure KRF's success."    (Facts on File. Vol.  VIII, No.  392, May 2-8,  19U8, 
p»   IUb) • 

13th.    USSR member of the Allied Council Public Safety Com- 
j^") 0Ut 0f the meetinK-    (us ^nate on Foreign Relations, Op. Cit.. 

«.^x      (*   * t2?,    lJS barred a11 0^E authorized publications in the US 
sector.     (I-acts on File.  Vol. VIII,  No. 39^, May 16-22,  19U8, p.  159). 

(k)    June 19U6 

thrn^.h ^ «    ,  .  ?th, .U3SR siiffened regulations for travel by Germans 
through the ooviet Zone to and from Berlin.    Special authorization required. 
(US Senate on Foreign Relations, Op.  Git., pp. kkS and W6). 
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.rar.ce^.e^cted the pi».     (faCt3 on F».,  Vol.   VIH,   No^^r^unl V-"f „"e, 

»»rvlce was 3ub,titut»d    ^l"^ ,u't^"lm brlde« over the Elbe River.    Ferry 
was substituted.     (US Senate on Foreign Relations, Up.  CH.. p. IM). 

Tor tbeir eectors TBeruC^.TVm).^^ ^^ C"™^ "f»" 

fi= to anb ^ AX%?Z ^f ai^^^lT" ""- 

of a,™^ „* m2^^/S.aSSty
iÄ^,

tS ieh:te^rinZOne 
sored currency as legal.     (ibid..  p.   ^6). ^-"gnize uie western spon- 

to Berlin,    i^^'iJu  ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ Zone 

.tn^oH    11 .   2h^'    USSR imP08ed total blockade on Berlin.    Western allies 
stopped all supply shipments from West to East Berlin.     (Ibid.,  p    UhT), 

(Ibid., p. hhl).    26th'    WeStern allleS began large 5Cale Berlin a^lift. 

.vlet^ector of ^^ ^X^ZtrVZiT.  tÄfo^^ 

•»        * .        26th.    Marshal Sokolovsky arrested and detained -in tho na 

?Z l^t^8^^^ ^*vjm on ^^T^Xm
m> 

additional B-.^s  (1^^^^^^^^ 
to^enr.any.    (Facts on File.  Vol.  VII.I, No. 1,00,  June 27 - July 3^^hsfp 

Berlin      hm a** ^0th\ Maf8ha11 reaffirmed th« US intent to remain firm in 
Berlin.    (Uo Senate on Foreign Affairs, Op. Cit.. p. UhJ). 

(1)    July I9I48 

Council a. «d^'dg.TSItf that " n0 a0ng'r COnBide" th« "^ 

continue „etn  .h.3""?,'.  'torshal ^olovaky ».clared that the blockade »ould 
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thm JWH„ m* u ^6th•    lfe8tern al;Lies sent Protest notea to USSR regarding 
the  Berlin Blockade,  restated their intentions to remain and announced a rfadi^ 

^l^^Tlm the bl0Ckade ^ lifted-     (US Senate 0n Ä Rel^s, 
Mo^u»  ♦> 8th•    USSR i88ued ^ order forbidding the use of East Qerman 
by susoLln^T^0"3 t0.the WeStern allieS-    The West«rn Ml** retaliUr by ^spending delivery of reparations to the USSR from West Germwy.    (^bid., 

S^.^Sn.^)!1" bl0Ckl,d' ^ ^ ^"^ to P^eotlhf Sit 

elieibilitv of tho1«^*    US
+
and Bl\itish 3iened «» agreement establishing the 

eligibility of the Bi-zone to receive Marshall Plan aid.     (Ibid.. p. kh9), 

16th.     Sixty US B-29,s arrived in England for nh-6 weeks 

Vol.   VIII, No.  hO},  July  l8-2li,   19li8,  p.  233). ' 

was tT^in. f„ M    ^r?;  n
Soviet Publication,  "Izvestia," stated that the US 

TiATl. 233)Uckmail Ru3Sia ^h war threats into yielding on Berlin. 

Soviet Znnp. ^ »«S^%   US f1?/1"1^10 h«lted all traffic between Western and 

(m)    August 19li8 

Allies agree that ^ Ä^Sr^ J^tt b^T^V^eTby 

Council.     (ConlanJop'-CiU? pf^)/-* ^ ^^ ^ "^ ^ ^ ^^ 

PI**«  *« hi  «v, a    f1!1'  -.f US Al!Wy battalion »as positioned at the Potsdamer 
Hau to block boviet police incursions into the Western sector of the citv to 
kidnap Geman.    (Facts on File,  Vol.  mi, No. 1,07,  August J^l!^^,^^). 
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retortrH that   ih« 11^'    ^^f ^J^ ot Staff,  General Carl  Spaatz 
^ /^f    the Ub WaS ^^oping a 5,000 mile supersonic atomic missile 

z^tz*m> P! So)?defense'(FActs -Fiie-vo1- ^«- s: 
biv  in the Citv H«?^^    ^'J0? ^r11"181 ri0terS St0med the Berlin City As^' 
of 10 000 n^L*^1 iOCfted ln ^e S0Viet SeCtor-     A counter-demonstration 

m^T^m^Tim"xn     Brltish sector' (üs ^on ForeigR 

in thm m      tw***  30th«-,SeC»n? P031-"1^1 dffi^ registration for the army bepan 
in the^US.     (facts on File,   Vol.  VIII,  No.  I4O9,  August 2? - September U,   I9I4Ö 

(n)    September I^Q 

RHt^h oa.+ >. A    64th' Berl
J
in City Assembly moved from the Soviet to the 

m!! p. L^)!   i0  COnimUnist riots-  CAS Senate on Foreign Affairs. 0^ 

stration. in tha J^'    300*?0@ West Berliners conducted anti-communist demon- 
strations in the Western sectors. (Ibid.. p. kS\U 

in a* Iiq nnrt R^^
1Kth^ A11A

3UPPlies ^ the western sectors of Berlin are flown 
lin  (|^!, p! i*?)  ^ atOPPage 0f: a11 SUpplies rrom their zon^ into Be" 

th«^ f-in.i ^ ^422nd* u^6 we8tern Powers (US, France and Britain) stated 
i!! /    positions and requested, in a note to the USSR, to know if the 
^oviets were prepared to enter into serious, realistic discussW (Ibid., 

(Ibid., p. ^52). 2Sthm    The USSR resPonded by restating its previous position. 

ÜSSP ^«Mno +w ltth' The
JJ
three astern powers sent identical notes to the 

r,fL^n ?? hfy Were discontinuing the fruitless negotiations and w«re 
referring the issue to the UN.  (US Senate on Foreign Affairs, Op. CiU. ^ 

/v  u ,  ., .,  29th, The western powers took the Berlin issue to the IIN 

"v°:t.ä^r^'"ti,""! v,'^9■ N
~
jork! ssÄÄ*..., 

(o) October 19U8 

p.  286). i4th,    ÜN began consideratlon of the Berlin issue.    (Ibid., 

lift Teak Pore« J^I* pS ^ ^^ air force units formed a Combined Air- 
xnt rcsk Force and West Germans met In Bonn to draft a constitution for Wo,+ 
Germany.    (Facts on File, Vol.  VIII, No. 1,16, October ^"^^PP    337-338). 
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t  ,  „        2?th' USSR vetoed UN resolution on the Berlin issue. (Year- 
book of the UN: 19liH-J.Q. Op, Cit.. p. 236). il£ä£ 

(p) November 19^8 

m , „. 13th-    UN appealed to the US, USÖfi,  France and Britain to 
make new efforts to solve the Berlin issue.    (US Son^e on Foreign Affairs* 

n .. „   ,,   ^th'    SMA decreed ^at all Germans in the Soviet zone of 
Germany and Berlin sector must have a new type of ID card.     (Conlan,  Op.  Cit.. 

sector 1„ Benin. 'uL.T H^"*"* ' S°!"r*t' ^lst»t ^ th« ***<* 

(q)    December 19U8 

EA«t  Rpr-i^ M» 4  Jr^\ USS? irif°rmed the western powers that it recognized the 
East Berlin Magistrat formsd on November 30 as the only legal organ of the 
city's government.    (Ibid..  p.  156). B 

« TrinB^ + 0 K    i  21S^.?estern
l^

ers anno'mc^ that they would function on a Tripartite basis.    (Ibid.. p. 1^6). 

(r)    January 19U9 

,.    .   lJ   1.     ^        5^ ^A cut the electrical power transmitted from East to 
West Berlin from 88 to  36 thousand kilowatt daily.     (Ibid., p. ^6). 

3Cth.    Stalin stated USSR readiness to end the blockade if 
^ *e

1
s
1
tern P0*erf would Postpone creation of a West German state and agree to 

lift all restrictions simultaneously.     (Ibid..  p. 1^7). agree to 

(s)    February 19I49 

1 ^^. 2nc,•    Secretary of State Acheson stated in a reply to Stalin's 
January  30th comment that if the Soviets lifted their imposed restrictions the 

wUh Zf^JZ LT ^ rfSiriCti0nS at the ^ t^e -d t^^r^ents „    j ^f8* Germany did not preclude agreements on Germany as a whole."    (Ibid. 
P»      UZ) I   I , ~~mmmm    * 

(t)    March 19li9 

Hav „o .   ..  , 1fth' /
U3SR repatriation mission left Frankfurt after a two 

5? 19U9^ yj)^ade-  (FaCta on Fil8- Vo]- ^ N°. ^35. February 2? - Sarch 

e,    . ^th» East Berlin Magistrat adopted a socialization law for 
the Soviet sector of Berlin.  (US Senate on Foreign Affairs, Sp. git!? p U5Ö). 
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(u) i^pril 19U9 

8th. France, Britain and the US agreed to mp™*. +h«-(^ *t, 
occupation .ones of Germany and sectors in Berlin. TMÜP? 1^8) 

Council th«i »n*^??^ ^e Wes1
fcern Powers informed the German Parliamentary 

»ÄÄ Z^TZtT^TcT^r. &rinitial orKa"i- 
(v) May I9k9 

UN Securitv Hnnn^^?* 2?* U,3™R, British ^ ^«noh representatives on the 

(Ibl(i.. p. ^oj^  
12th- The blockade of Berlin was lifted at 1201 hours. 

C'    ^ft^ation Intensity Peak Level and Rate of jggglatlon  The intensity 

level« of confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1. These levels are 

Plotted as described earlier in Annex B. As illustrated, the USSR actions 

reached an intensity peak level at rung twenty with the unusual, provocative 

act of imposing a total blockade against Berlin on June 2h,  I9J48. The time 

required for USSR actions to peak was 571 days (December 2, 19U6 - June 2h, 

19U8). US actions peaked at rung twenty-two on April 15, 19U8 with the deploy- 

ment of strategic, nuclear capable bombers to Germany. The time required for 

US actions to peak was 501 days (December 2, 19U6 - April 15, 1^8). 
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Annex D 

The Korean War 

A.  Background,  Korea, as a nation, has a recent history of being subjected 

to foreign occupation and rule. In annexing the Kingdom of Korea in 1910, 

Japan continued the role of foreign domination and rule of Korea. Early during 

WW 11, the question of Korea's post-war status surfaced with the allies' posi- 

tion being first officially expressed during the 191*3 Cairo Conference. At this 

conference, the US, England and the Republic of China stated their intentions; 

"that in due course Korea shall become free and independent.« This position 

ma  reaffirmed during the 1^5 Potsdam Declaration with the USSR concurring with 

the earlier agreement reached during the Cairo Conference.1 

Immediately following the August 10, W surrender offer of the Japan- 

ese Government, the US and the USSR agreed that the US would accept Japanese 

surrender in Korea south of the 38th parallel and the USSR would accept Japanese 

surrender north of this line. Accordingly, US and USSR armed forces positioned 

themselves south and north of the 38th parallel to accept and administer the 

Japanese surrender. The directive governing the surrender did not contemplate 

a political division of Korea into Soviet and American areas of influence, but 

it soon became apparent that this was the Soviet intentiona.2 

Efforts to prevent the division of Korea began in December 19U5 with 

U.S. Department of State, The Record on Korean Unification- IQli^lQ^n 
Washington} USGPO, I960, p. k.        **S$ti  aat&aSaaali lAJp^jy^j 

2 
Ibid.. p. 5. 
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agreement between the US, USSR, England and China to establish a joint US - 

USSR Conference to: 

. . . consider long range political and economic 
problems, including the making of recommendations 
on the formulation of a provisional Korean Govern- 
ment for all of Korea . . .3 

The US - USSR Conference conducted fifteen formal sessions during the period 

January 16 - February 5, 191*6, but was unable to reach an agreement because of 

differing approaches to Korea; i.e., the US desired to integrate the northern 

and southern sections of the country whereas the USSR wanted to maintain the 

division. 

A Joint US/USSR Commission met on March 20, I9I46 in yet another attempt 

to overcome the impasse reached during the joint conference meetings, but with- 

out results. A second meeting was conducted on May 21, 19U7, but also failed 

to obtain an agreement. The failure to reach a satisfactory agreement with the 

USSR convinced the US that further negotiations were futile and that the whole 

question of Korean independence should be referred to the United Nations. 

Accordingly, the US placed the issue before the General Assembly on September 

17, 19U7.U 

The UN passed a US sponsored resolution on November 1h}  19^7 which 

established a nine nation Temporary Commission on Korea to supervi.se elections 

for electing representatives to constitute a National Assembly and establish a 

National Government of Korea. Elections were to be conducted before March 31, 

19U8 and the UN commission was to be permitted the right to "travel, observe 

1 U.S. Department of State, Qp. Cit.. p. 5. 

*Ibl<L. p. 60. 
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and consult throughout Korea."5 However, the UN commission was rejected by 

the USSR and the Soviet commander in North Korea refused to receive or permit 

it to move north of the 38th parallel. Despite appeals by UN üecretary General 

Trygve Lie, the USSR  stood firm on its refusal to permit the commission access 

north of the 38th parallel. Blocked from carrying out its role north of the 

38th parallel, the UN decided to continue with supervised elections in South 

Korea during March 19i48.6 

Elections were conducted in South Korea during the period April 5 - 

May 11, 19U8 to elect representatives for "all the people of Korea." The UN 

adopted a resolution on June 25, 19a8 which declared that the elections con- 

ducted: 

. . . are a valid expression of the free will of 
the electorate in those parts of Korea which were 
accessible to the commission and in which the 
inhabitants constituted approximately two-thirds 
of the people of all Korea.7 

The newly elected National Assembly convened on May 31st with one-third 

of the seats being left vacant for the people of the north, and after consider- 

able debate adopted a constitution July 12, ]9h7.    Syngman Rhee was elected as 

President of the Republic of Korea on July 10th and the Government of the Re- 

public of Korea was established on August l5ih. The UN recognized the govem- 

mnl  on December 12, 19ii8 with the US extending recognition on January 1, 19^9. 

The government applied for UN membership on January 19, 19li9, but was vetoed 

by the Soviet Union. 

U.S. Department of State, Op. Cit.. pp. 69-71 

6 7 
Ibid., p. 10. 

p 

Ibid.. pp. ?7-78. 

Ibid.. pp. 71-72. 

fe 
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Tho USSR countered developments in South Korea by establishing the 

"Democratic People's Republic of Korea" on September 9, \9k9.    This government 

applied for admission to the UN on February 9, 1949, but was not considered 

in view of the December 12, 19U8 UN resolution recognizing the government in 

the south as the only lawful government in Korea.9 

These actions and counter-actions functioned to solidify the unnatural 

division of Korea at the 38th parallel. The problems normally associated with 

an artificial, imposed division of this type were exacerbated by the economic 

makeup of North and South Korea and Korean nationalism, in both the north and 

south, which has repeatedly expressed itself through various expressions of 

intent to re-unite the nation. These factors have resulted in continued hos- 

tilities and efforts at various levels of intensity by both governments to bring 

about the fall of the other. The intensity of these efforts peaked with the 

Soviet sponsored June 25, 1?50 North Korean invasion of South Korea and provided 

the setting for, yet, another US/USSR post-WW II confrontation. 

B' Crisis Development and Conduct. 

(1) The starting date for the crisis is established as June 25, 1950: 

the date of the North Korean, armed forces invasion of South Korea. Whereas the 

19a6 Iranian and the 19U8 Berlin blockade confrontations developed gradually 

to a peak level of intensity, the North Korean invasion was unexpected and 

resulted in a very rapid rate of escalation on both sides. 

(2) Chronological listing of confrontation events, 

(a) June 1950 

Korea  fPart* nn ^  u^v K°rea"rt«
rmed forces begin the invasion of South 

ROre«, ^Facta on Fl.ie. Vol. X, No. 50I4, June 23-29, 1950, p. 201). 

9 
U.S. Department cf State, Op. Git., p. 13. 
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25th.    UN Security Council issued a cease fire order and re- 
quested UN countries to enforce it.    (A. M.  Rosenthal.,   "U.N.  Calls for Cease 
Fire  In Korea," NTT,  June 26.  19$0, p.  1). 

+    .       ,                    25th'    President Trvunan informed newsmen at Kansas City not 
to be alamist,  it could be dangerous, but he hoped that it wasn't.    (Facts on 
me.   Vol.  X,   No.   50U,  June 23-29,   1950, p.   203). *  

25th.    Congress began debate on Korea.    (Ibid.. p. 203). 

203) 
26th-    us Press ^ged intervention of US armed forces.     (Ibid.. 

,   . , , 26th'    General MacArthur announced that US military aid was 

ÄTÄ TZtTT.-^.M ^^ 'ra"unltion' "**% ^ ^ 
in  ,, „„    P      . .  2^*    Prefident Truman received the South Korean ambassador 
tL ml rt' freside^ Triman issued a statement stating that  "nations supporting 
the U» Charter vould not tolerate North Korea's willful disregard of the obli" 
Ration to Keep  the peace."    (Ibid..  p.  203). 

. 27th.    USSR and North Korea rejected the UN cease fire reso- 
p!  203)!3     ^^ n0 (Facts on me.  Vol.  X, No.  50U,  June 23-29,   1950, 

nrn^do ..„ *  ^7th, u 
President Truman ordered the US air force and navy to 

provide cover and  support to South Korean troops.     (Ibid.. p.   20U). 

28th.    Britain,  Australia and New Zealand provided naval 
assistance to augment US efforts.     (Ibid., p.   201,). P™™«^ naval 

1 bjd.,  p.  20ii). 
28th.    Congress authorized a one year extension of the draft. 

28th.    The US Government sent a note to the USSR reauestine 
Soviet assistance in halting the invasion.    (Ibid., p. 20J4). recluestlng 

r^nln^nn      fTw ^^ onPf fomally ejected the June 25th UN cease fire resolution.     (.Ibid.,  p.   2OI4). 

.     ,. 30th-    Resident Truman authorized use of US ground forces 
ILZ^.      (I***01' thl.T6 &ir forCe ^ navy ^oughout all of the Korean 
Peninsula,    (hacts on File,  Vol.  X,  No. 505,  June 30 - July 6,   1950, p.  r09). 

aid hm  tn h«i     i.30^*    ^jTate ^^^^y Passed a $1,222,500,000 arms dia Dili to help Korea.     (Ibid..  p.  211). 

(b)     July 1950 

Ist.    First US ground troops landed in Korea.    (Ibid, p.  209). 
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,,, . ,   „,.,  u J™1; Js ^ound troops deployed to battle positions in Korea. 
^EmMjElU^   VO1- X, No. 505, June 30 - July 6, 1950, p. 209). 

(Ibid.. p. 211). 

(Ibid.. p.  209). 

iith.    idi members of UN went on record as supporting US action,-;. 

5th.    US ground troops engaged North Korean forces in battle. 

for Kor*«      (v*^  ^'^f a^hor^ed th* ^ ^ establish a UN unified command 
tor Korea.     (Facts on File.  Vol.  X,  No.  506,   July 7-13,   1950,   p.   217). 

7th.    President Truman authorized draft.    (Ibid.. p.  217). 

.     . Jth'    T™an asked Congress for $260 million for hydropen and 
atomic weapon development.     (Ibid.. p.  220). 

?H  Tnr™+      m   4   .8th%  Gfneral MacArthur named m UN Commander for Korea.     US 
2d Infantry Division alerted for deployment to Korea.    (Ibid.,  p.  317). 

Kn^o«    *      t*4       10t?*    US tanks entered thG battle and were defeated.    North 
Korean atrocities against US soldiers disclosed.     (Ibid.,  p.  218). 

P. 220). 
nth. Truman authorized a seventy group US air force.  (Ibid., 

..,,,    .     t2th. k'l  members of the UN went on record as supporting UN 
military actions in Korea.  (Ibid.. p. 219). supporting un 

im^n«^ #%.    .1 mh\ Charles  de Gaulle stated that an attack in Europe was 
imminent. The Alsops stated that Russia had plans to invade Iran. (Ibid!, 

«««»««,4-* rv.* 17t!1* ?talin offered to help negotiate peace for Korea if 
communist China was placed in the UN and nationalist China was removed.  (^iLi., 

, r ,  nj  ,  n
10th' us First Cavalry Division landed at Pokang. 25th 

?95T^ 225)! " ^^ ^ PUSan-  tFaOtB on me. Vol. X, No. 5$; J^ly 11.-20. 

tA v .     21st• ^^ UN nationSi in addition to the US. oledeed to nro- 
vide combat troops to the UN force in Korea.  (Ibid., p. 23U). 

P 

North Korean cause!'8'^!^.^^6)? br0adCaSt "^ ^ ** ^^ t0 the 

of atomic weapons in^rel^Ubid!! p^'^)^ ^ ^ ^ COnsid*^  the ™ 
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31st,    Four national guard divisions activated and Marine 
Corps divisions were expanded to full wartime strength.    US First Marine Division 
and Army 2d Infantry Division landed in Korea.    (Facts on File.  Vol. X, No.  509. 
July 28 - August 3,   1950, p.  2ii1).   

(c) August 1950 

7th.    US Army and Marine units stopped and counter-attacked 
North Korean forces.,   (Facts on File.   Vol. X,  No.   510,   August Ü-IO,   1950, p.   2h9). 

10th.    US accused the USSR in the UN of assisting and pro- 
viding weapons to North Korea.    Malik,  USSR representative to the UN,  admitted 
that the North Koreans were using Soviet equipment, but stated that it had been 
provided before the war began.     (Ibid.. p. 250). 

(d) September 1950 

5th,    US fighter planes shot down a Russian bomber.    A Soviet 
lieutenant was found dead in the wreckage.    (Facts on File,  Vol.  X,  No. Slli. 
September 1-7,  1950,  p.  ?8?).   

15th.    UN forces made an amphibious assault landing at Inchon, 
Korea-     (Facts on File.  Vol. X,  No.  515,  September 8-lli,  1950,  p.  289). 

21st.    Truman announced that it was up to the UN,  not the US, 
to decide if UN troops would pursue North Korean forces north of the 38th parallel. 
The US would abide by the UN decision.     (Facts on File.  Vol.  X,  No,  516, Septem- 
ber 15-21,   1950, p,   297).   

(e) October 1950 

.,. 1 st« MacArthur broadcasted a surrender message to North Korea. 
His broadcast was ignored. (Facts on File. Vol. X, No. 518, September 29 - 
October 5, 1950, p. 3lii). 

1st. South Korean forces crossed the 38th parallel in pursuit 
Oi retreating North Korean forces.  (Ibid., p. 3lU). 

■,st* Chou En-lal stated that Red China would not stand aside 
it |,ne imperialists invaded North Korea. (Ibid.. p. 31U), 

Uth, UN forces cro.jsed the 38th parallel moving into North 
Korea.  (Ibid.. p. 31h). 

26th' TJN forces reached the Manchurian border along the Yalu 
River.  (Facts on Pile. Vol. X, No. 521, October 20-26, 1950, p. 337). 

(f) November 1950 

Ist. Red Chinese armed forces attacked UN forces along the 
Manchurian border. Attack was supported by Soviet made jet fighter aircraft. 
(Facts on File.  Vol.   X,  No.  522, October 27 - November 2,  1950,  p.   3l;5). 
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(Pacts on Mia    Vof^  «UN Sf®« ^^ ßTra]   retreat frorn Yfau Riv^ area. ^iÄH-Sajäö*  Vo1'  x«  ^.  5?6,  November 2ii-30,   1950, p.   382). 

Aa „   ,    ^ .       "oth-    In response to increased congressional and newsnanpr 
tkewL 0: USi?g thG ■at0miC b0mb'   President Trum-  8SJ thft  "theTZL 
hat thts i^clude'r/T r,eCeSSary t0 meet the milita^ Sit^^ ^ ^rea     .d 
«therfh!«^^ K ^^ !Very weapon the US has-"    He furth^ ^ated that 
that   L H-fn    TS    f^ aCtiVe consid^tion for using the atomic weapon," but 
that he did not want to see it used.     (Ibid., p.   383). P    ' 

(g)    December 1950 

tneir in±m*±.i*n* J!^    S f ^int co^munlque,'  Britain and the US reaffirmed 
fcimr intentions to remain in Korea and the intent to limit the war tn fh«, 
Korea« Peninsula.     (Facts on File.  Vol. X. No. 528,  Leiber I^1950^.   mh 

(Ibid., p.   397). Ilith.    UN appealed to both sides to accept a cease fire. 

^u *   .u .     1J4th*    Winston Churchill argued that it was sillv to maintain 
that the west should not be the first to use Somic weapons!    (md.^P    3?6)! 

<-■ ,       ,      19th.    USSR and Red China rejected the December llith UN Gaan* 
fire appeal.    (Facts on File,  Vol.  X,  No. 529,  December ^tunSoTthoTh 

(h)    April  1951 

..      ^AU .. ^^ 11th'    Truman relieved Mac Arthur of UN command and ranlacad 

Tmu Ridgeway,  (Facts on Flle- Vo1- XI> No- 5a5rSrii li?'"'?. 
(i)    June 1951 

fn '*** 1st.    UN proposed a cease fire along the 38th DarHllPl 
iim&JäLm&> Vol.   U, No.  553,  June 1-7,  1951,  p.  177)! paralle1' 

nar«-noT     ?#   *    ^l*-,  "^ ProPOS8d a mm fire be effected along the 38th 
parallel^     (Facts on File,  Vol.  XI,  No.  553, June 22-29,  1951,  p.  20?) 

(j)    July 1951 

on File.  July 6.12^51/p!^.'™6 neeotiations began in Kaesong.    (Facts 

(k)    July 1953 

hours later     YT^f!^ ^Sf^«^e Sign8d with fight^g ceasing twelve hours^later.  1(Lindesay Parrott,   "Fighting Ends,  Troops Fall  Back," NYT,  July 
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r-    ConfrontEtion Intensity Peak Level and Hate of Escalation.    The intensity 

levels of confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1.    These levels are 

plotted as described earlier in Annex B.    As illustrated, the USSR actions 

reached a peak level  of intensity at rung fifteen on July 5,  1950 with the 

providing of support for North Korean forces engaged in a conventional MBT 

against US forces.    The time required for USSR actions to peak was eleven days 

(June 25 - July 5,  195'0).    US actions peaked at rung eighteen on June 30, 1950 

with the unusual, provocative act of conducting air  strikes against targets 

located in North Korea,  an acknowledged ally of and being supported by the 

USSR.    The time required for US action? to peak was 5 days {June 25 -  June 30, 

1950), 
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Annex E 

The  1959 Berlin Confrontation C 

A'     §g£^g£2^'     This confrontation can be viewed as a continuation of the 

Berlin issue which resulted in the earlier  19li8 blockade.     The lifting of  the 

blockade in May  1^9 did not signal  an end  to the issue,  but rather a return 

to  the pre-confrontation status quo.     In other words,   the issue moved  from a 

crisis intensity leva: to a problem level. 

After the unsuccessful  attempt to coerce the western allies out of 

Berlin during the  19W confrontation,   the USSR undertook  further actions  to 

strengthen East Germany as a military power and to consolidate  Soviet  influence. 

These actions included the rearming of East German armed  forces  in  1950 so  that 

by  the end of 1953,  East Germany had a military force of  tU0,OO0.     Another 

action included  the transferring of responsibility for border control along the 

East and West German boundaries and in Berlin to the East German Government.1 

The western allies,   led by the US,  countered Soviet actions by admit- 

ting West Gemany as a member of NATO in 195U and rearming the nation on a 

significant scale in 1955.     Efforts,  during this period,   to -each an agreeable 

formula for unifying East and West Germany have been totally unsuccessful.     The 

western allies have been unwilling to grant any concessions which would increase 

Soviet influence and the USSR has taken a similar position vis-a-vis the western 

a-lies.    The culminative result has been a series of conferences and statements, 

V 
%-i 

U3GP0.  196i^pp!Pn-Tr ^ StlLte' BaCkgr0Undi    BeTUn - 1Q^    Washington.- 
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but no progress as both sides have solidified their positions.2 

Berlin is located some 100 miles inside East Germany. The USSR argued 

that its geographical location makes it an integral part of East Germany and 

that the western sectors are an unnatural enclave which should be dissolved.3 

Berlin has presented real problems to Soviet leaders in that, as they have 

progressively increased communist control in East Germany, West Berlin has 

become a haven for refugees from the east. This development has not only been 

politically embarrassing, but has resulted in a significant drain of human re- 

sources. These actions and counter-actions led to the second Berlin confron- 

tation in November 195Ö when Khrushchev stated that the USSR considered null 

and void all agreements with the west on Berlin and demanded withdrawal of all 

western forces from the city. 

B.  Crisis Development and Conduct. 

(!) The starting date for the confrontation is established as Novem- 

bvjr 10, 1958: the date that Khrushchev presented his ultimatum to the western 

allies.' The announcement followed a series of routine position statements 

and proposals from both allied nations and the Soviet Union and set Into motion 

a series of events which quickly escalated to a crisis intensity level, whereas 

earlier announcements had resulted only in similar counter-statements from the 

9 
For a discussion of the issues, actions and counter-actions surrounding 

Berlin, see, William Conlan, Berlin; Beset and Bedevilled. New York: Fountain- 
head Publishers,  1963. '""  "'  

3 
ni.S,  Department of State,   Background;    Berlin - 1961.  Op.  Cit..  pp.   1-.?. 

3e@ the chronology contained in Conlan, Op.  Cit.. pp.  237-25? for a 
descriptive chronological review of the significant events surrounding the Berlin 
Issue during the 1915-1963 time frame, 

g 
U.S.  Department of State,  Background;    Berlin - 1961.  Op.  Cit..  p.   18. 
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other side, it was the escalating after-effects of the ultimatum that make« 

November lOth the appropriate starting date for the second Berlin confrontation. 

(2) Chronological liatinK of confrontation events, 

(a) November 19^8 

...   ^  iiuj  
10th«  Khrushchev presented the Soviet demand for the western 

alHeo bo withdraw their military forces from Berlin ahU^erminate their stay 
in Berlin.  (Fac^s on File. Vol. XVIII, No. 9141, November 6-12, 1958, p. 361). 

10th« US State Depai-tment restated the intentions of the 
US to remain in 3erlin.  (Ibid.. p, 361). 

Ilith. Khrushchev stated that the USSR was preparing "definite 
proposals" for terminating the allied administration in Berlin anTdenounced 
Tl I^^OCR   ^tfdations.« (Facts on File. Vol. XVIII, No. 9h2, November 
'-5-19, 1950, p. 373). 

Ilith. 3 US Army trucks and crews were detained by Soviet 
guards at the Babelsburg checkpoint outside of Berlin for 6 hours. The drivers 
had refused to permit their vehicles to be searched.  (Ibid., p. 373). 

~nH ^a + ^ *», * *w18^« Khrushchev renounced four power occupation of Berlin 
and stated that the USSR woulo solve the problem "radically" undeterred bv 
threats or blackmail attempts.  (Ibid.. p. 373). * 

or Wi0+ *,„„+<  
21ft\uUS?R and EaSt Germany heg8"1 discussion for the transfer 

or Soviet functions in the four power administration of Berlin to East Germanv 
(FjC^onl^e, Vol. XVIII, No. 9U3, November 20-26, 1958, p. 381 ) y 

_ ...     4l  22nd' Eisenhower reaffirmed US intentions to maintain its 
position and the integrity of West Berlin. (Ibid., p. 381 ). 

in Berlin. (Ibid.f ^•383V)!e'PreSident ^ reammed US intentions to remain 

.   ....  .     J^h. Secretary of State Dulles announced that the US would 
be willing to permit East Germany to act as a Soviet agent in administerinr 
western communications to Berlin if the USSR would reaffirm its intentlois'of 
ruimiing its obligations in the four power administration of Berlin. (Ibid. 
P« Jo 1 j. : 1. iiiiinr * 

2'i'th, USSR proposed to make Berlin a "free citv." united and 

Zt^t  C0?Hr01 0f neith!r the eaSt 0r West- The V™^  contanera wiring 
^ tn i f fe m*\  accePted» the USSR would turn over all occupation duties 

ääIT ^zfixt r^;,(Facts on m9> vo1- xviii> Nü
- 

firm in Berlin.    ^, pf f^* ^^ reatated US intenUons ^ ^ 
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30th. Eisenhower refuted Dulles' November 26th statement con- 
cerning Ü3 willingness to accept East Germany as a .Soviet agent and reaffirmed 
US intentions to remain firm in Berlin.  (Facts on File. Vol. XVIII, No. 9li. 
November 27 - December 3, 1958, p. 389).     '  

(b) December 1958 
r.... 

2nd.    Senator Huinphrey  stated that,  after a personal  inter- 
view with Khrushchev, he was convinced that the Soviets' move in Berlin was 
designed  to get the western powers out and there was no room for compromise. 
(Facts on  File.   Vol.   XVIII,  No.  9U5,   December Ü-IO,   1950, p.   397). 

7th.    West Berlin elections resulted in a crushing defeat 
(?öj to 2% of the votes) for the Socialist Unity (communist) Party and was seen 
as an expression of West Berliners against Soviet proposals for a "free citv  " 
(Ibid., p.  398), 

10th.    Eisenhower publicly reaffirmed US intentions to remain 
Urm in Berlin.     (Ibid., p.  397). 

11th.    USSR warned the US that any western attempt to force 
entry  into an isolated Berlin with military forces would be considered an attack 
on East Germany and the Warsaw Pact and would mean war.    (Facts on File    Vol 
XVIII,   No.   9I46,   December 11-17,   1958,  p.  ^05).  ' 

ri    ,. 
1^th«    US,  Britain and France formally rejected USSR proposals 

for  Berlin and reaffirmed their intentions to remain firm.     (Ibid.,  p.  U05). 

25th.    USSR stated that the west's determination to maintain 
troops in Berlin by force could lead to a general war fought with nuclear mis- 
siles and that the American continent would be hit.    (Facts on File,  Vol.  XVIII 
No.  9/48,  December 25-31,  1958, p.  U21).   * 

31st.    US,  Britain and France,  in a counter proposal,  pro- 
posed  that the Berlin issue be settled as part of broad negotiations for a re- 
unified Germany,  a German peace treaty and a European security settlement. 
ilbid..  p.  1^21). 

I 

(c) January 1959 

10th. USSR rejected the December 31, 1958 western proposal 
and propose! that immediate negotiations be held to create a unified, demili- 
tarized German state.  (Facts on File. Vol. XIX, No. 950, January 8*1 k, 1959 
pp. 9-10j, .———_-__-_> ,      .7   m /jjt 

12th. US rejected the January 10th Soviet proposal. (Ibid.. 

_ ^h- USSR demanded high-level East-West talks on Berlin. 
(Facts on File. Vol. XJX, No. 952, January 22-28, 1959, p. 25). 
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.     .,     ,             t.   
27lh-     KhrU3l1ch«v stat-<«i that the USSR had an lnteT^.mUm.ntid 

li«,   vol.   XIX,  No.  yi.2,  January 22-28,   1939,  p.   2b). '  

27th'     ^ües announced US willingnesa  to partirioate in n 
foreign minister conference on Berlin.     (Ibid.,  p.  25). ^^P^c  m a 

(d)    Feb^Aiary 1959 

2rid-ath.    USSR detained a US military truck convov at the 

^'Fobrua^^^^p^B)!'     (Facts 0" FiIe>   ^'  ^IX,  No.  953,   January j 
I 

tl   ,      , 
3rd'    Dulles met ^^ British,   French and West German leaders 

to develop a common western policy on Berlin,     (ibid.,  p.   33). 

„o „,,., ,       ,   ,tth•    Eisenhower publicly denounced the USSR detention of the 
üo mUtary truck convoy.     (Ibid.,  p.   33). 0    T"e 

5th'    US State Department made public a tape recording of 
a radio conversation between Soviet fighter pilots on September 2,   195« as thev 
mrlol^fl ^.^ -^^ OSAF C-.130 over Sovie^Armenla^   (Fa tfon    " 
file,  Vol.   XIX,  No.  95Ii,  February 5-11,   1959, p.  ^1).  ~ 

(Ibidt| y,        5th*    Kh^shchev invited Eisenhower to visit the USSR. 

^he ^nrv^n   ^ +
7ih:    Sf^Jf^60 authenticity of the tape and charged that 

p    hf) y ^ ViSit t0 the US had been de^royed.     (Ibid.. 

the USSR.     (Ibid./rio)!18"'0^ reJeCted Khrushchev,s Citation to visit 

16th.    US,  British,   French and West German conference ad- 
journed and  suggested a four power foreign minister conference, with Easfand 
West German observers,  to  "deal with the problem of Germany in aU  its asp^ts 
^implxcations.H    (Facts on File,  Vol.  XIX,  No.  955,  FebruaryllI«;   19I" 

.   .   . 0        ^th-    Khrushchev rejected the allied request for a foreign 
mani»ters conlerence on Berlin and suggested that a meeting of heads of eoiern- 

t us'rias ^rr? to.di3cus3 and
+
soive the Beriin is'ue- ** ^LTZZ 

i Lrfh    m^p P !? Sign a ^P^^6 ««cement with East Germany and ter- 
minate the USSR occupation functions in Berlin.     (Facts on File.  Vol    XIX 
No.  956,   February 19-25,   1959,  p.   57). ■*   V -L*   XiX' 

fnr B h^oH      ♦•       25th, i
El3enhower publicly rejected Khrushchev's proposal 

fiL in  «f if g0J^ent T^ng ^ r«ffi™ed ^e US intentions to  remain firm in Berlin,    (Jbid., p.  58). *w«w.ii 
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(e)    March 1959 

2nd. USSR agreed to the west proposal for a foreign ministers 
conference on Berlin. (Facts on File. Vol. XIX, No. 957, February 26 - March h, 
i959$  p. 65). ' 

6th- Khrushchev stated USSR willingness to postpone the May 
27th deadline for terminating USSR Berlin occupation responsibilities if real 
progress couid be made in the foreign -inisterc conference. He further stated 

Äa?chl!u W°959 n0t 73)a ^ ^^ Berlin'  ^acts on Fi]-e- Vol. XIX, No. 95Ö, 

onuo^  .   ,    9th\   Khrushchev stated a willingness to permit the western 
powers to maintain minimum military forces in West Berlin. (Ibid., p. 73). 

in r„^D   K . J]^- Eisenhower ruled out ground war to face USSR threats 
^f any, but stated that nuclear war was not an "impossibility.« (Facts 

on^File, Vol. XIX, No. 959, March 12-18, 1959, p. 81). ilä£H 

m ..        j  
l6th» Eisenhower stated a willingness to engage in a summit 

meeting concerning Berlin if there was a real prospect for succefs and noS 
that the .«viet acceptance of a foreign ministers conference was an improve- 
ment. He restated US intentions to remain firm. (Ibid.. p. 8l). 

r^nr.™^  * r        <;Oth-22nd. British Prime Minister Macmillan and Eisenhower 
conferred at Gamp David on the Berlin issue. Eisenhower agreed to participate 
in a summit conference on Berlin provided progress was made during the foreign 
ministers conference.  (Facts on File. Vol. XIX, No. 960, March 19-25, 1959 

31st. USSR and the US, Britain and France agreed on the 
TrTnt*       (t?\*&y  ^ aS the convening da^ for the foreign ministers con- 
Terence.  (Facts on File. Vol. XIX, No. 961, March 26 - April 1, 1959, p. 97). 

(f) April 1959 

nort  *i™r.*r*   n   .3rd;    S^f ^ fiehter aircraft buzzed US military trans- 
vul IZlfl [lyine in ^e B61"11" ^r corridor in an effort to force compliance 
m!  ^MS?^,0^)!' 10^ ^^  (FaCtS 0n mib  Vol. XIX. lo, j 

nio «oeB A      « ht:h:    US Protested the buzzing of its aircraft in a no-e to 
the Uook and refused to recognize an imposed ceiling restriction.  (Ibid.. p. 113). 

.      f. 
ljth-    USSR charged the US with sabotaging the foreign minis- ters conference.  (Ibid., p. 113). B    Liexgn minis 

.  , 6th. US protest note to the USSR concerning the air corridor 
buzzing was made public.  (Ibid., p. 113). e       corridor 
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„„„„-,   ,   ,                    30th'    US»   B^tain.  France and West German  foreign ministers 
Sfl^ff th Stri^ ™eiing and axmounced complete agreement on Berlin.   1Z 
affirmed  the west xntentions to remain firm in Berlin.     (Fact, on File.   *>? 
«X,  No.  966,  April   30 - May 6,  1959,  p.   t^),   

(g)    May 1959 

fern« .nn c ♦ , ?J:h: Eisenhower cammed US intentions to remain firm In 
Beilin and stated that a summit conference was not possible.  (Ibid.. p. lj4l ), 

m Nn 0A7 M  ;1^. Foreign ministers met in Geneva.  (Facts on File. Vo] . 
XIX, No. 961,  May NU, 1959, p. 11*9). This marks the end of the 10^9 Berlin 
confrontation In that US/USSR relations returned to the normal colder inten- 
sity level with the convening of the conference. 

(h)  July 1959 

hh«  am****.*    u +-   2'\rd; JJ^^öSld^at Nixon began a tour in  the USSR to open 
the Wacan National  Mbition and to talk with Khrushchev.     (Facts on File 
Vol.   Ul,  No.  976,   July 9-1.5,   1959, p.  226).   —' 

(i)     August  1959 

3rd.    Eisenhower announced that he and Khrushchev would ax~ 
charge visits.     (Facts on File,  Vol.  XIX,  No.  979,  July  30 - Augu" S    4™ 
y *  ^H,"? /« ' 

(Ibid., P. 2h6)„     5th* ^ f0reign ministers meeting on Berlin adjourned. 

C.  C^nfrgntation Intensity Peak Level and Rate of Escalation. The intensity 

levels of confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1. These levels are 

Plotted as described earlier in Annex B. As illustrated, the USSR actions 

reached a pea* intensity level at rung ten with the direct diplomatic confron- 

'ation resulting from Khrushchev's ultimatum to the US, on November 10, 1958. 

^ince this is the date selected as the starting date for the confrontation, the 

time required for the USSR's action to reach a peak level of intensity is zero 

days. The US actions reached a peak level of intensity at rung eight on December 

Ik, 1958 with the US, Britain and FVance formal rejection of the USSR Berlin 

proposal and declaration of their intentions to remain firm in Berlin. The time 

required for US actions to reach a peak level of intensity is thirty-five days 

(November 10 - December 1U, 1958). 
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Annex F 

The 1961   Berlin Confrontation 

A-    J&lm&M?     This confrontation can be viewed as a further continuation of 

the post-WW TI  Berlin issue which gave rise to  the 19J+8 and  1959 confrontations. 

The June 19ci9 Foreign Ministers Conference meeting in Geneva to negotiate  a 

settlement to the   issue was adjourned on August  S,  1959 without reaching an 

agreement.     Premier  Khrushchev did tour  the US during the period September 

15-27,   1959 and,   after lengthy discussions with  President Elsenhower,   agreed 

to  suspend his  threat to sign a  separate peace  treaty with the East Germans. 

.•'. Big Four summit meeting was to be held at Geneva on May   15,   i960,  but Khrush- 

chev used the U-2  incident to break it up before  any progress could be made,1 

There appeared a pause in discussions with the USSR during the period 

following the U~2  incident and the I960 presidential elections.     Shortly  after 

the  1960 elections,  US and USSR discussions on the Berlin issue were resumed, 

but It soon became evident that Khrushchev did not intend to permit the Berlin 

status-quo to continue unchallenged.    The USSR did not accept the post-WW II 

Potsdam Agreement providing four power occupation of Berlin following the war 

and,   in the spring of 1961, began to raise  the  intensity level of statements 

and actions concerning the issue.2 

As the issue began to surface once again.  President Kennedy suggested 

U3GP0    196i3'   De^tm0nt 0f State'  Berlin;     Background - 1961. Washington: 

Robert Slusser, The Berlin Crisis of 1961.  Baltimore: The John Hopkins 
University Press,   1973, chapter 1.           *— wpxxm 
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that he and KhrushchRv meet for a direct exchange of views without attempting 

negotiations.    Khrushchev concurred and the two met in Vienna during the period 

June 3-ij, 1961.    The meeting did not resolve the issue and was used by Khrush- 

chev to restate the unacceptable 1958 Soviet demands.    During a post conference 

interview,  Kennedy described the talks as ,,sombe^,, and atated that,  "we are 

in for a long winter."3 

B.    Crisis Development and Conduct. 

^)    The starting date  for the crisis is established as June h,  1961: 

the date that Premier Khrusnchev and President Kennedy adjourned the June 3-h 

conference  In Vienna.    At the conclusion of the meeting,  Khrushchev handed 

Kennedy a note which reiterated the 1959 Soviet position that Berlin be de- 

clared a "demilitarized free city" and the occupation regime be terminated. 

This note was to set into motion a series of actions and counter-actions which 

would culminate in a direct confrontation of Soviet and American military 

forces in Berlin and is,  thus,   selected as the  starting date for the crisis. 

(2)    Chronological listing of confrontation events. 

(a)    June 1961 \ 

3rd-iith. Kennedy and Khrushchev conducted biiWral talks 
in Vienna. During the meeting, the US and USSR positions on Berlin were re- 
'f;™0*,   (U'S*   apartment of State,  Berlin:     Background -  1961. W^tdngton; 
öSGPü, 1961, p. ?3).  B »—*       X ^ 

hth.    USSR note stating the 1959 Soviet position on Berlin 
handed to Kennedy by Khrushchev.     (Ibid.,  pp.  23 and 26.     See pp.  30 and 31 
for the official US translation of the Khrushchev note). 

10th.     "Tass" printed the June hth Khrushchev note for public 
consumption.     (Facts on File.   Vol.  XXI, No.   1076,   June 8-lU,   1961, p.  ?]3). 

1 
U.S.  Department of State, Op.  Cit.. p.  23. 
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12th. US newspapers printed the note.  (Facts on Kile, VoJ, 
XII, ho,  1076, June S-Ilt, 1961, p. 213).  

13th. The first of a aeries of National Security Council 
meetjncs convened to develop * US strategy for the Berlin problem.  (Facts on 
MJe., Vol. XXI, No. 1079, June ?9  - July $,  1961, p. 237),   

^th.  In a television and radio report to the Russian people, 
Khrushchev discussed the Vienna conference and stated that "a peacefu] settle- ' 
ment in Europe must be obtained this year or the USSR will solve the problem 
unilaterally," (Text published in Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1077 June 
15-21, 1961, p. 221). '         '       * 

,.    ,        J9^.  Kennedy rejected the June kth  Soviet proposals on Ber- 
lin and restated the US intentions to remain firm in Berlin.  (Text published 
in U... Department of State, Berlin; Backfiround > 1961. Op. Cit.. pp. 36 and 

21st. Khrushchev restated the Soviet demands for a demilita- 
nzed  free city in Berlin and reiterated the December 31, 1961 deadline for 
J,*?« J-SL^ the B!rlin q^stion. (Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1078. June 
22-2D, 1961, p, 229). 

, .    _        25th, Kennedy made a television and radio report to the na- 
tion. During the report, he discussed the USSR's position in Berlin, the US 
position and linked Berlin to US national interests.  (Text published in n.3 
Department of State, Berlin:  Background - I96I. Op. Git., p. 38). 

B ,. 28th' Kennedy rejected the Soviet's Berlin proposal and linked 
Berlin to peace in Europe.  (Ibid., p. 230). 

(b) July 1961 

3rd.    Newsweek magazine reported the result of a Joint Chiefs 
01  otalf proposal  to Kennedy.    The proposal recommended:     evacuation of US 
military dependents from Europe, movement of at least one additional US division 
I ^m^'  declfration of th«* i^ent to use nuclear weapons,  combat deployment 

Jo    f      i0LCeS 1" Western ^OP6 ««a mobilization of resources.    (Lloyd Norman, 
"Pentagon Plan," Newsweek,  July 10,  1961). «orraaa, 

8th. Khrushchev announced the cancellation of a planned re- 
ouctlon in Soviet armed forces because of tensions in Berlin. (Facts on File, 
Vol.   XXI,   No.   1080,   July 6-12,   1961,   p.   2ii5).   

«+™«»+i, K A    ?t^*    te™1*6* ordered that a general review of US military 
strength be conducted.    (Ibid., p. 2hS), 

11th.    US administration announced that a study of a possible 
mobilization of some national guard and reserve units had begun.     (Ibid.. p.  216). 
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1?th. U3, Britain and France informed the USSR that Khrush- 
chev's terms for settling the Berlin issue were unacceptable and that the three 
allies were prepared to defend their rights in Berlin with force, if necessary. 
(Text published in Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1081, July 13-19, 1961, p. 253). 

25th. Kennedy described US plans and intentions to remain 
in Berlin during a nationally televised address. He stated that the US would 
protect its post-WW II rights in Berlin by force, if necessary, and disclosed 
preparations being taken for strengthening US armed forces. Linked Berlin to 
US national interests. (Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1002, July 20-26, 1961, 
p, 261 ). ' ^-,....^-.,- 

26th. Kennedy requested congressional approval for extending 
current armed forces enlistments and authority to activate the Ready Reserve. 
(Tbid.. pp. 261 and 262). 

(c) August 1961 

Uth. Khrushchev responded to Kennedy's July 25th speech with 
a televised address to the Russian people. During the address, he repeated the 
Soviet demands made during the June hth  note and warned that any western military 
move in Berlin would result in an appropriate counter-Soviet move. (Facts on 
File, Vol. XXI, No, IO8I4, August 3-9, 1961, p. 278).   

5th. Soviet notes reiterating the Soviet position were deli- 
vered to the US, Britain and France. The note warned that the West German people 
would not survive "even a few hours of the 3d world war if it is unleashed" 
over the Berlin crisis. (Text published in Ibid.. pp. 278-279). 

5th-7th. NATO foreign ministers met and announced agreement 
on a common strategy for the Berlin question. The strategy included the use 
of force, if necessary, to maintain western post-W II rights in Berlin.  (Ibid.. 
p. 279). — 

8th. US administration announced plans to transform three 
training divisions into combat divisions, call-up 185,000 reserves, cancel plans 
to close four air force bases and reactivate forty ships from the mothball fleet. 
(Ibid., p. 279). 

13th. East German police and soldiers closed the border be- 
tween Soviet and western sectors of Berlin. (Facts on File. Vol. XXI. No. 1065. 
August 10-16, 1961, p. 285).   

t    ' 15th.    US,  Britain and France formally protested the border 
closing and charged the USSR for responsibility of violating the international 
agreement on Berlin.     (Ibid..  p.  286). 

17th.    France moved an undisclosed number of troops from Al- 
geria to France.     (Facts on File. Vol.  XXI, No.  1086, August 17-23,  1961,  p. 295). 
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a    T, - ^       18th,    Vice-Pre3ident Johnson flew to  Berlin to reassure WP-+ 

SS^n 0f ^r J^intef t0 remain in Berlin-    Johnso- ™* accomplni^d by Oeneral   Lucius C.   Clay,   former US commander in Berlin durinp  the  191,8/1.9 blockad« 
bpor. arriving,   Johnson reafflrm.ed US intentions  to remain  in Berlin by force 
if necessary.     (Fact, on File,  Vol.  XXI,  No.   ^86, August  17-23,   196?! p    293). 

* v  u       r. .    ]Qih'    Kermedy ordered the movement of a US battlerroun    via 
autobahn,   from West Germany to Berlin.     (Ibid.,  p.  293). Da^iegro^P.   v™ 

(Ibid.,  p.   29,3).     20th*    US battlegroup a^ri^ed in Berlin without  incident. 

23rd.    USSR charged that the western allies were abusing th« 

cVrZTcT: n
aCCeS?.t0

+
Berli^ ^ dCmanded that the allies c-"- to a s rU of restrictions.     (Facts on File,  Vol.   XXI,  No.   1087,  August 21,-30,   1Q61,   p.  301). 

14„awa M      , .2J
3rd*     In resPor»se to an East German directive that West Ber- 

French ^rlä^^ 0f ^ f^ü ^ the border'  US ta"ks -d BritLh Ld 
westerned  Wnfl3 **? ^fj^mi positioned on the border dividing the 
western and  Soviet sectors of Berlin,     (ibid..  p.  302). 

M,WI   r. .?5th^ US ^P^^ent cf Defense announced activation of addi- 

6, 196-rpü'o) '^ 0n Flle^ V01- m' N0- 108^ Aueust 31  " ^^ 

^ .  , ,. ^    K    26th'    Western allies rejected USSR demands  for restricting 

irom West Germany to Berlxn unannounced,   a clear violation of the established 
agreement.     (Facts on File,   Vol.  XXI,  No.   108?,  August 21.-30,   196^ p! 301)! 

t-stinr nr m,^w    31St; .ÜSSS,««»»^eed that it would resume nuclear weapon 
V^l    Si    No P10flr!        +

n^le^ b0mb3 in.the 100 KT yield-     (^ts on File. vol.  All,  No.   1088,  August  31   - September 6,   1961, p.   325).        '  

(d)    September 1961 

(Ibid.,  p.  325)      5th*    Kennedy aTmounc^ US resumption of nuclear testing. 

nolle« „ft^ +ho »!!?•« US 3oldJ-ers threw tear gas grenades at East German 
UMd!.  p!  W "^ ^    " ^ Sprayed the soldiers with water hoses. 

an ftt + «n,nf  ♦« o i   7t>:    ^ffeell6v stated ^s readiness to me-t with Kennedy in 
!Ld !Tn +v     ^1Ve ihf Berlin ^Won ^ that he was confident that the USSR 
Vol    m    No    mS 0Lir0ViliS" >'lth^t reao^ing to war.     (Facts on File, vol. XXI, No.  1089,  September 7-13, 1961, p.  333), ^ 

f«™^ ^+v,        -   öth*J  
lJS,  Britaln and France notified the USSR that any Inter- 

Ltion!^^!^? f3J)!raffiC t0 Berlin WOuld be Consid-ed - "aggressive 
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9th. US Department of Defense announced that an additional 
iuO.OOO army troops were being sent to Europe to bring the units there to full 
combat strength, movement of four F-100 jet squadrons from the US to Europe 
and that additional US military dependents were not being sent to Europe. 
(Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1089, September 7-13, 1961, p. 338). 

21st. Secretary of State Rusk and Foreign Minister Gromyko 
met in New York in the first formal attempt, since the August 13th sealing of 
the border, to solve the Berlin issue» (Facts on File. Vol. XXI. No. 1092. 
September 28 - October U, 1961, p. 3$8).   

25th. Kennedy, in a speech before the UN General Assembly, 
reaffirmed the US intent to maintain its position and uphold its responsi- 
bilities in Berlin.  (Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1091, September 21-27, 1961. 
PP.  3U9-350). "'    '* ' 

(e)    October 1961 

10th.    $0,000 new Soviet and 10,000 Polish troops were re- 
ported  to have moved into East Germany for maneuvers.     (Facts on File.  Vol. 
XXI,  No.  1095, October 19-25,  1961, p. 338).  * 

17th.    Khrushchev announced that the USSR was willing to ex- 
tend  the year end deadline for signing a separate peace treaty with East Germany. 
Uacts on File.  Vol.  XJCI,  No.  1091^  October 12-18,   1961, p.  377). 

l8+h-20th.    2 US battlegroups conducted manuevers in the 
?nUorWa|o/orest ^a in Berlin-    (Facts on File. Vol. XXI, No.  1095, October 
19-25»   1961, p.  386). 

20th.    Khrushchev appealed to "common sense" to avert a nuclear 
MuLOWeT ^Berlin issue-    (^cts on File. Vol. XXI, No. 109U, October 12-18, lyoi, p. 370), 

,,, 20th« Czechoslovakia began mobilization of its armed forces. 
(Facta. on File. Vol. XXI, No. 1095, October 19-25, 1961, p. 386). 

20th' US Department of Defense announced reactivation of 
our air bases in France and movement of additional army and air force units 

to Europe. (Ibid.. p. 388). 

22nd. Armed US military police entered East Germany to 
retrieve a US Government official who was being detained by East German police. 
(Ibid., p. 385). 

26th. Thirty-three Soviet tanks were moved into East Berlin 
to counter the US show of force. Crews were Russian speaking and the tanks 
were reported to belong to the USSR's 20th Guard Division. (Facts on File 
Vol. XXI, No. 1097, November 2-8, 1961, p. i|08).  * 

_ , ^th. US and Soviet tanks confronted each other at the 
medrichstrasse crossing point in Berlin for sixteen hours. (Ibid.. p. i;09). 
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(f)    November 1961 

,'  ,. 7th*    Kh™3hchev announced that the USSR was nrenarpH tn «04 + 
on a  sol.tion to the Berlin problem;   stating that,   "It  tfnol.ZöZrlle 
time  Deang  to press one another."    (Facts on file    Vol     im     wf   ino7    «        . 2-8,   1961,  p. üo?). yr^us on gUgBj,   voi,   XXI,   No.   1097,  November 

j , 1^th•    MaCTTiiilan informed the British Parliament that  +h«t.0 
had been ar  easing of positions in Berlin and that he was^op^\r renewed 
negotiations.    (Facts on File    Vni    YYT    K„    IAöA    J       ! aoPeiuJ- j0r renewed ^aaaag on fixe,  vol. XXI, No.  1098, November 9-13,  1961, p. klh). 

"•^th.    East Germsin authorities began fortifvine the WAIT 

r&T$,?t S6)we8t Berun- ,Facts on nie- «• ™. »^ ^: rLber 

D ,. ,     , 29th' Kennedy stated his support for neerotiationq on the 
Berlin issue.  (Facts on File_, Vol. XXI, No. U02,  December T-a^l" p W 

(g) December 1961 

o ne      u    1t'th* fore±%n  ministers of the fifteen NATO countries annrovprl 

llr>7ZTu%oTe™nVhe^U£ altltUdf t0«ard negotiation" or, Lr^r V£.aca? ™ ,pig,>  vol.  XXI, No.   1103,  December 1[t-20,  1961,  p.  1|67). 

declined that a thirf^i^""^ state?4
that although cold war tensions had not 

: .. . jr.f a tnat a third world war was unlikely.      Facts on File    Voi    XXI    No 
M03,  December ?ö,   I96I  - January 3,  1962,  p.  US?). *lle'  Voi'  m'  No- 

January  1962 

Berlin      (Facts on?m. "Lr^^^rl™3 for 0pfning "^gotiations on riin'     ^i^iS^oLLlile,  Vol.   XXII,  No.   1106,  January li-10,   1962, p.   1). 

lin    «nd if^tm-*      ^^    G«nfral  Clay>  Kennedy's personal representative in Ber- 
i« k f o   y ^onferred in Washington concerning tactics for dealing with on-tne-spci  .Soviet  nr*><»<»m-.p      7+  ^,nr, ^„-J J x . ,   ,. «caj-xiig WJ-I-H 
(Ibid      n    ,;    iei Pr-ssure-     It was decided to avoid direct clash when possible. 

border .r«. ^ a^t^'o/^nlT US tanks Poaitioned in the east-west Berlin 
tv/l i:?^ ?S f6^ ' 1^1 rere withdrawi to Tempelhof Airport, located 
196P?'j! 10) (Facts on File.   Vol.  mi,  No.   1107,  January  11-17, 

14 , 17th*    fvelve> iaoviet tanks positioned near the east-west Rpr- 

C^SlTmrvS^r^ "f"-"hd-" t° *•* ^ in SLt 0em4 ^iäl^l-£LiLii£»  vol.  XXII,  No.   1108,  January l8-2ii,  1962, p.   17). 

(i)    April 1962 

HatB  who had bi.«nV«i
h^/?nned^ann^U,1Ced his ^«n^ons to release all Reser- 

vist, ^ho had been called to active duty during the Berlin crisis. The release 

• 
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would be effocted In August unless the international situation became worse. 
(Facia on File-, Vol.'.Uli, No, 1120, April 12-18, 196?, p. 125). 

„_ ^ ■,6th- Secretary of State Rusk and the Soviet Ambassador to the 
Uo, Dobrynin, began talks to settle the Berlin problem. (Ibid., p. 121). 

Wh. Red Army Commander in Berlin, Marshal Ivan Konev, a 
Loading Soviet tank commander and strategist, was recalled from East Berlin. 
He had assumed the East German command on August 10, 1961 and his recall was 
!?feti^ a further softening of the Soviet position in Berlin.  (Facts on File, 
Vol. mi. No. 1121, April 19-2^, 1962, p. 1,31).   

23rd. Rusk and Dobrynin announce plans for full negotiations 
on Berlin.  (IMd^, p. 131). The Berlin issue was not settled by these talks 
before the Cuban Missile Crisis occurred in October 1962.  However, it can be 
said that the events surrounding the Berlin issue during the remainder of 1962 
can be included in normal US/USSR cold war diplomacy. Therefore, this date is 
selected as the crisis termination point for purposes of this paper. 

C*  Co"^ontation Intensity Peak Level and Rate of Escalation. The intensity 

levels of confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1.  These levels are 

plotted as described earlier in Annex B. As illustrated the USSR and US actions 

both reached a peak level of intensity at rung nineteen with the deployment 

of conventional tank forces in direct opposition on October 27, I96I. The time 

required for both nations' actions to peak is 1U6 days (June i* - October 27, 

1961). 

/ 
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Annex G 

The 1^6? Cuban Missile Confrontation 

A,  Background.  yU.mo3t from the day that Fidel Castro assumed control of the 

Cuban Government on January 6, ^S9,  US and Cuban relations have steadily deter- 

iorated.  Conversely, USSR and Cuban relations have progressively improved as 

Castro has turned to the Soviet Union for assistance and trade.  Despite the 

troublesome situation developing in Cuba and the unquestionable military power 

to invade the island and replace Castro, the US has been content to take a hands 

off approach toward Cuba until the events of 1962 forced a reversal of this 

policy. 

The Soviet decision to chance the risks associated with emplacing nu- 

clear armed  missiles and nuclear capable bombers in Cuba has been the subject 

of numerous debates and there are several theories regarding it. tjrs Schwar2 

advances one of the more palatable arguments in his book. Confrontation and 

intervention in the Modem World. Mr. Schwarz argues that the confrontation 

can be viewed as a spin-off or continuation of the Berlin criBes and Khrushchev's 

political troubles at home which demanded that he achieve a remarkable victory 

vis-a-vis the US to quieten his growing opposition in the Communist Party.2 

~— 

Rav nf tvThe-US did pr°Vide limited supPort for the APril  1?,   1961  ill-fated 

coaL:mnedgLdinSklv0withSraaS ^ ^^  bUt the ^^ Was Whetted, =««   T^K    c      .q      . y withdravm'    For a more detailed discussion of this affair 

^ .b£A0-Uf '4* iW'  ■-■■■■■■■■-■■:■,/..:,,,.. ■.;:^-^W""*W»W. 



The massive tHreats against the people of Europe had failed to he effec- 

tive when opposed by the western allies, led by the US, because the Soviet Union 

did not have the capability to threaten, on a decisive scale, the US homeland. 

Therefore, "Wall Street" felt protected by the superior US nuclear strength and 

was willing to project US military strengtn abroad to contain the Soviet Union. 

The alternatives to giving-in were to either increase the size and capability of 

available nuclear missile forces or to emplace the more numerous medium range 

missiles within striking range of the US.  Since it would require considerable 

time and resources to increase the missile fleet to the level required for 

threatening the US with missiles launched from the USSR and Castro made Cuba 

available, and Cuba met the prerequisites for the second course of action, 

Khrushchev elected to pursue the second alternative.3 The pursuit of this 

alternative gave rise to the US/USSR Cuban Missile Confrontation as the US chal- 

lenged and demanded the withdrawal of Soviet missiles and strategic aircraft 

from Cuba. 

B'     Crisis Development and Conduct. 

in    The starting date for the crisis is established as August 22, 

1962: the date President Kennedy informed the nation that Cuba was receiving 

large quantities of equipment and an increased number of technicians from the 

Soviet bloc, but there was no evidence of military aid being provided.^ This 

_ 

Schwara, Cp., cit.. pp. 60-61. 

ntatoment Fo? mifÄ! ^ ^ U3 POSiUon 0n the misf!iles  in Cuba>  ***  the 
y-rb o^o? thf ui-.;^ M i     '  ,j3M

rePf se^tive  to the UN published In the 
If^bofof Uui ljnilGd SäMags.  New York:    Columbia University Press,  196h, 

"Facts on File,   Vol.   XXII,  No.  1139,   August 23-29,   1962,  p.  28?. 

IM 
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event smm8   to have set into motion a number of critical statements from US 

congressional circles demanding strong US action vis-a-vis Soviet activities 

in Cuba. These statements placed the administration on the defensive and were 

viewed by the USSR and Cuba as being hostile.  As a consequence, Kennedy wa,s i 

forced to publicly admit the presence of Soviet military in Cuba and this, in 

turn, spumed counter-actions from the USSR and started a rapid escalation of 

events upward on the intensity scale.  For these reasons, this date is selected 

as the appropriate starting point for this confrontation. 
■ 

^?'    Chronological listing of confrontation events. 

(a) August 196,? 

that Cuh« Mfl« M»^«??Ii 
DUrin? f "T conference in  Washington, Kennedy stated 

that Cuba was "definitely receiving large quantities of equipment and an in- 
creased number 01 technicians from the Soviet bloc." He further stated that 
there were no reports to support Cuban exile reports that Soviet troops and 

23-29^96^ p!32B?)!ring ^^  (FaCt3 on File- Vo1- XXII, No. 1139, August 

...-,.     , 2^th'    Us state Department announced that the tempo of Soviet 
aid to Cuba was increasing.  (Joseph Loftus, -Russians Step Up Flow" of Arms 
Aid to Castro Regime," NYT, August 25, 1962, p, 1). 

„* ri,K  * +.  *u2I^ ?^ft0r CaPehart (»♦* Ind.) called for a US invasion 
mlH Lv'^n 'r. ^ the f^Vf^ians being sent to Cuba were really 
m2,7 292).   (£ä£i-S-^-^^ Vo1- XXI1' No- 1^0> tom*  30 - September 5, 

A A 4 x  
29th• Senat01, Wiley (R., Wis.) proposed that Cuba be block- 

(MäÜ r™*) m0Vement 0f ^^ military SU™lieS  ^ -n into CubÜ 

fln ^4*. ^tu  ^ennedy ejected a US invasion of Cuba because 
(Ibid.', .292)?        ... can lead to very serious consequences." 

(b) September 1962 

UA  u iu    „eor, -, ?nd, 4 Joint USSR-Cuban communique was issued in Moscow in 
which the USSR pledged increased military and industrial assistance to ^ba. 

l^il  q^,t0r8,ln regard t0 Cuba the US3R has ««reed to Cuba's request for 
help by dellmring armaments and sending technical specialists for training Cuban 
servicemen." (Ibid.. p. 292). *mA*>y« mr  training ouban 

1U2 
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iith.    Kennedy announced that evidence supported, without a 
doubt,  that the USSR had provided Cuba with defensive missiles and motor tor- 
pedo boats armed with ship-to-ship missiles.    He reaffirmed US intentions to 
prevent Cuba  from exporting aggression in the western hemisphere,    (Facts on 
Fila.  Vol.  mi.  No.  1140,  August 30 - September 5,  1962, p.  291). 

7th.    Kennedy requested congressional approval for stand-by 
authority to order 150,000 Ready Reserve members to active duty for one year 
in view of the increased tensions in regard to Cuba.    (Ibid.. p. 303). 

7th.    New York Times reported that there were h,000 Soviet 
soldiers in Cuba.     (Tad Szulc,   "Soviet Troops Take Dual Role in Cuba " NYT. 
September ?,   1962,  p.  1).   

Iith.    USSR warned the US that any US attack on Cuba or on 
Soviet ships carrying supplies to Cuba would result in a nuclear war.     (State- 
ment quoted in  Facts on File.  Vol.  XXII,  No.   llUl,  September 6-12,  1962,  p.   306). 

11th.    US Secretary of State Dean Rusk replied to the USSR's 
warning that the US would proceed as it found necessary.     (Ibid.. p.  306). 

Iith.    Senators Mansfield  (D., Mont.),  Tower (R., Tex.)  and 
Humphrey (D.,  Minn.) urged a US get tough policy toward the Soviet military 
build-up in Cuba.     (Ibid.. p.  3O6). 

13th.    Kennedy announced that the US would do whatever neces- 
sary to protect US interests regardless of the presence of Soviet personnel 
and equipment in Cuba.    (Facts on File.  Vol.   XXII, No.   11U2,  September 13-19, 
1962, p. 31?). "*" " ~" ""■* 

17th. Rusk testified before congress that the US would use 
its military forces to intercept Soviet arms shipments to Cuba.  (Ibid.. p. 32I4). 

19th. Congress passed a joint resolution (No. 230) reaffirming 
US intentions to prevent Cuba from creating or using an externally supported 
military capability endangering the security of the US. (»Text of Cuba Reso- 
lution," NYT, .September 20, 1962, p. 1I4). 

20th. Administration sources announced that during the May- 
August 1962 time frame 65-?5 shiploads of Soviet military items and personnel 
had arrived in Cuba. Military aid included anti-aircraft missiles, 8 torpedo 
patrol boats and sixty-one MIGa.  (Facts on File. Vbl. XXII, No. 11U3, September 
20-26, 1962, p. 32ij). 

i 

2hth.    Congress approved a .joint resolution  (No.  22ii)  autho- 
rizing ügnnedy to activate 150,000 Ready-Reservists.     (Jack Raymond,   "President 
Gets   Power to Call  Up 150,000 Reserves," NYT,   September 25',   1962,  p.   1). 

?5th.    Cuba announced that the USSR had agreed to assist in 
building a port in Havana Bay as headquarters for a Cuban-Soviet fishing fleet. 
(I'Victs on File,   Vol.  XG1,  No.   1lli3,  September 20-26,   1962,  p.   327). 

11*3 
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(c)     October 1962 

tarv  of State    tinJ^t^l    u^'u" An,erican ^reign ministers  and the US Serre- ^txs j  uj   o^dte,   Kusk, met m Washington tn H.T,W«I«. ut-^x K 

a Joint comrnunique^ffiLw OAS^inanHnn  'f ^^ ?-3 meetinR (see  abovf^ 
arns  build-up wL  issued!     J^ "^J)!"3  ^  0PP0Se  Cuba  ^  the ^^ 

p.   31.3). Uth'     ^"^ imp0Sed a fo^-POint embargo on Cuba.     (ibid,. 

Gromyko assurred  K^'edy A'Sa^^n?** ^^Washi^ton to discuss Cuba. 
f.nsive armaments.     (Zufr FUe lol    XX?f V^nf? t0 aSSiSt in Cuba de- 
p.   161). ■■ -'    o1,   U11*   No-   n^^.  October 1Ö-2l4,   196?, 

turned to Washington^'(M^wX'Z/ *S&?.%rip> cancelled plans and re- 
to Capital;SSfoc;ober"lJr"62P!^,).PreSident CUtS H3 S ToUr Short'  ^ 

and  south-eastern Us'^ Jafk^nnH  f"vCeS ^f^ maneuve^ in the Caribbean 
Off Puerto Rit™ H, Ootber ?2    ?962!7 ^^^ ^-e Heads  lor Zeroise 

televised address,'tha^ theTsSR hadlnltSleTm^d^ ZT'^   '* * ^^ 
and i:>oSitio.ned  strategic bombers in Puhf    H      T ge nuclear missiles 
an armed blockade of Sba      US milit^ forct TT*** the ^^ of 

to the highest state of lierl.    U^Z Ä  thT t ^ T" ?fe br0Ught 

any nuclear missile launched from Cnlf^Tnlt ^nllilnil^ll^K^ 
sphere would be regarded as an attack  by th.    o^et UnJon on the ^Stern.hemj- 
a full  retaliatory  response upon the Soviet Untnn       (vJ Sf.ÜS retluirine 
No.   Uk7t October  lö^,  1962^?.  361)! (^aCts on Fil^  Vo1-  ^1, 

to include atrategffnicleffforcef'If' block^e'  ^«^ed its armed forces, 

unanimcusly approved ~£^^^ 

of inetalllng offens^; weLonf ^"rt 'V3^ in the UN'  accused ^e USSR 
deal vdth the dangerous threat to th«      SJ rTeated the ^ity Council  Ho 
book of the M^Soni!^ York? TnlLT ne?Urity 0f the W0^1d•,,    ^^  Ä "     wax<lons»  «ew lork:    Columbia Univeraity Press,   196^, p."f7^). 
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2Uth.    Kennedy ordered the US armed blockade of Cuba impoaed, 
effective at   10 n.m.   m,     (Facts on File.  Vol..   XXII,  No.   Ilitf.  October ]Q~2k, 
196?, p,   363), 

2i»th. US Strategic Mr Command canceled all leaves and or- 
dered  the nturn of all   personnel   on leave.     (Ibid..  p.   36I4). 

25th.    US naval units halted the Soviet tanker  "Bucharest" 
fmrnute  to Havana,  but permitted to pass through the US blockade after ascer- 
taining  thai   n carried no prohibited material.     (Facts on File.  Vol. XXII. 
No.   me,  October 25-31,  196?,  p.  373). *  

?6t,h.    Personnel  from the US destroyer "Joseph F.  Kennedy" 
hatted and boarded the Lebanese-registered freighter  "Marucla's" enroute to 
Havana from the Soviet Union.     (Ibid..  p.  373), 

26th, US Administration announced Umt construction of the 
missile sitfjs in Cuba were continuing and warned of further US actions if the 
constructiof   was not halted.     (Ibid.. p.  37li). 

27th.    Khrushchev offered to withdraw all missiles from Cuba 
II   the US would withdraw its missiles from Turkey.     (Ibid.. p.   31k). 

27th.    Kennedy rejected Khrushchev's off«? to withdraw the 
_.nviet missiles from Cuba in exchange for US withdrawal of missiles   from 
Turkey and 1eaffirmed US intentions to stand by its earlier statements, (ibid, 
p.   37ii). '  * 

27th.    US Ambassador to the UN,  Adlal  Stevenson,   stated that 
.he OS was frepared  to take military action against the Cuban missiles  in a 
urTe?   space of time unless the bases were rendered  inoperable quickly.    (Ibid,, 
p.   Jr;>j.  —■• 

2?th.    Department of Defense activated twenty-four Air Force 
Heserve troop carrier  squadrons,  eight troop carrier winf. headquarters tod six 
aerial port squadrons.     (Ibid..  p.  375). 

20th.    Khrushchev informed Kennedy that the USSR would dimautl© 
-ne bases ard return the weapons to the Soviet Union.     (Ibid.. p.   375). 

28th.    Kennedy announced the US acceptance of Khrushcbov'3 
statement regarding the removal 01 mit^iles from Cuba.     (Ibid..  p.   175). 

30th.    US lifted the naval blockade and suspended overflights 
01   Cuba  foj   forty-eight hours to facilitate UN Secretary General  U-Thant's 
negotiations with Castro regarding UN on~the-site  inspection of the Soviet 
missile withdrawal,.     (Ibid..  p.   377). 

(d)    November 1962 

MS 



.    1sU  ^S resumes the naval blockade one   overflights of Cuba 
alter r^tro rejected li-Thaht's request  for UN on-the-spot Inspection,    (Pacts 
SHiUliLr  Vol.   mi,  No.   11)49,  November 1-7,  196?    p    385) ^Sl1 

,4     0 , .     „    ^nd'     Ke"nedy «bounced  tha^ the USSR had begun difimanUinr 
its Cunan massile bases.     (Ibid., p.  365). r 

st..    +v Jnd,    US and  USSR agreed to permit the Red  Cross  inspect, and 
■/enfy the contents of Soviet ships bound for Cuba.     (ibid..   p.   W>), 

7th.    US and USSR agreed for procedures permitting  the UG 
to verity,  by count,   the number of missiles removed  from Cuba.     (luid., p.  386). 

.., , „        „    'Ith',   Khrushchev announced that  all   Soviet missives had been 
withdrawn from Cuba.     (Ibid..  p.   387). 

, .     „ ,     ,       8th*     Apartment of Defense announced that all known missile 

bertlh,  mafp.^")^3inantled'    iFaCtS 0n Flle-  Vo1'  XXJI-  No-  1150, Novell 
8th-mh*    ^S shiPS intercepted Soviet ships carrying mis- 

siles trom Cuba and counted forty-two medium range ballistic missiles being 
evacuated.     (Ibid., p.   397). ^ 

?Oth.     Khrushchev agreed  to remove the Soviet strategic bom- 

iS^p!1^)     Cuba*        on ^ Voi, mI, No* 11I;1J Novembe"v^' 

of tMh*      (r^*      ^Ao/T!^ £mnounced the lining of tbe armed nav^U  blockade 
01  uxba.     (Ibid., p.  i409).    This event marks the end of the  1962 US/USSR Cuban 
missile confrontation,  as subsequent events took the form of normal  cold war 
y 1 pi, OfTiacy • 

C* ^'^^ation Intensity P3ak Level and Rate of Escalation.  The intensity 

level of confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1. These levels are 

plotted as described earlier in Annex B. As illustrated, the USSR actions 

reached a peak intensity level at rung twenty-two on October ?3, 196? with the 

alert and deployment of strategic nuclear forces. The time required for USSR 

actions to peak is 72 days (August 2 - October 23,1962). US actions peaked 

at rung twenty-two October 22, 1962 with the alert and deployment of strategic 

nuclear forces. The time required for US actions to peak is 71 days (August 

2 - October 22, 1962). 
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Annex H 

The  VjhJ  Arab-Iaraeli War 

A.    Background.    This war can be viewed as a continuation of  the  Arab-Israeli 

conflict and its eruption was caused by many,   complex  factors which have never 

fully  been explained.    One school  of thought attributes the war  to  an effort 

by Syria and Egypt,   to divert attention  from their deteriorating domestic sit- 

uations.     Another contends that it was a natural  outgrowth of Arab nationalism 

personified in the  Palestinian freedom fighter.     A third  asserts  that Zionist 

expansionism,  supported  by US imperialism,  is the cause of the  Arab-Israeli 

dilemma, 

The root cause of the war is not germane  to this  study,   but   the fact 

that as  a result of the conflict  the US and USSR have found  themselves commit- 

ted to  support enemy nations is.    US support for the Israeli position dates 

back to creation of the State in 19Ü8,  whereas,   Soviet overt support for the 

Arab nations began with the  1955 Soviet agreement with Egypt to provide that 

nation with military and economic  assistance.2    As a result of these commit- 

ments,   the US and USSR have found it difficult to prevent a superpower confron- 

tation during the  interim between middle east wars  and impossible   to prevent 

during  the wars.     Efforts during actual hostilities have generally  focused on 

in is     l,
Walter Laquer,  The Road to War.  Baltimore:    Penguin Books,   1969,  pp. 

196? war      U3SeS views as a prelude to hia more comprehensive study of-the 

2 Ibid.. pp.  21  and 33. 
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keeping the intensity level as low as possible.' 

B.  Crisis Development and Conduct 

(1) The starting date for the crisis is established as May 16, 1967: 

the date that the US ambassador to the UN reported US concern about the increased 

tensions and military build-up in the middle-east.  There has been continued 

superpower concern over the Arab-Israeli conflict, but this announcement seems 

to have set the stage for a series of events which were to quickly accelerate 

in intensity as the middle east nations prepared for war and other nations 

increased their efforts to prevent it. Prior to this announcement, concern 

was directed toward the conflict issues that were smoldering beneath the sur- 

face. Subsequent events, however, indicated that the issues were surfacing 

and war was inevitable unless immediate actions were taken to reverse the pro- 

cess. For these reasons, May 16, 196? is selected as the appropriate starting 

date for the confrontation. 

(2) Chronological listing of confrontation events. 

(a) Hay  196? 

I6U1. Cairo newspaper "Al Ahram" reported that Egypt was on 
"war footing" because of Israeli-Syrian border tension with large movements 
of troops in and around Cairo. The US sealed off its embassy. ("U.A.R. Said 
to Put Forces on Alert," tfYT, May 16, 196?, p. 1). 

16th. US ambassador to the UN, Goldberg, reported US concern 
over the increased tensions and military build-up in the middle east and urged 
diplomatic actions to curb tensions.  ("U.N. Warned on Mideast," NYT, May 16, 
196?, p. 16). ■"" 

George Lenczowski, The Middle East in World Affairs. Ithaca: Cornell 
University Press, 1969, pp. 661-680 discusses the superpower dilemma In the 
middle east and efforts to contain the conflict within self serving limits. 

'"U.N. Warned on Mideast," NYT, May 19, 196?, p. 1. 

Iks 
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4  ^ ,   ._,,   t6th:  Bot^ the U2  ^d the USSR were providing military aid 
to their mdcbe oast allies (Israel and the Arab Nations respectively) as of 
June 16, 196/.  For a discussion of US and USSR military expenditure see 
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, S1PRI Yearbook of World Arma- 
ments and Disarmament. I96Q/70, New York:  HumanitJe:; Pre^, I9?(i, ^Tl^TT 

„      ,      l8th«  Israel conducted a partial mobilization of Its reserve 

„wv  .      , ^'l9th'     U-Thant agreed to Nasser's request for removine the 
INLh located in the Sinai desert.  (Sani Brewer, "U.N. to Withdraw Its Mideast 
Force as Asked by Cairo," NYT, May 19, 196?, p. 1). 

19thk USSR newspaper "Krasnaya Zvezda" charged the US of 

men urge U.N. Forces be Kept," NYT, May 20, 196?, p. 6). ingress 

.„ .  B    ttoj  20th.  Egypt moved 12,000 troops into the Sinai desert, 
{Eric  Face, "Smai Build-lip Continues," NYT. May ?1, 1967, p. 1). 

21st. President Johnson requested that Premier Kosypin assist 
in  easing the crisis.  (Sam Brewer, "Johnson Plea to Soviet Reported," NYT, ' 
way en, 1967, p. 1).  ' 

2?nd E^pt mobilized its reserve forces. ("Cairo Calling 
up 100,000 Reserves," NYT, May 22, 1967, p. 1). 

23rd, »asser closed the Gulf of Aqaba at the Tiran Straits 
to Israeli shipping. (Eric Pace, "Cairo Acts to Bar Israeli Shippinp in Gulf 
of Aqaba,"NTT, Hay 23, 1967, p. 1K 

23rd. USSR stated that the Soviet Union had a direct interest 
lift f^ ^f «arnedDi

thl't the USSR and all Arabs would resist aggression. 
(Peter Grose, "Moscow Blames Israelis in Crisis," NYT, May 2h,   1967, p. 1). 

23rd. Johnson announced that the Gulf of Aqaba blockade was 
illegal and asserted a firm US commitment to the territorial inteKrity of all 

Z^/^ZTki w: p!")!2' "Johnson Calls on Cairo t0 Ahandon Blockade 

23rd.    96 members of the House of Represem-atives pledged US 
support to defend Israel and charged the USSR as being responsible for the 
crisis,     (E. W.   Kenworthy,   "Senators Demand  U.N. Role in Crisis,  NYT,  May 2ii 
1967, p.   16). —— * 

i 
i 
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23rd. USSR rejected a US proposal for a four power commis- 
sion for negotiating the crisis.  (Peter Qroae, "Soviets Reported to Opposed 
Talks by Big h  on Crisis," NYT, May 26, 1967, p. 1). 

:-■:■.■    ■.': .;.,V~.«J-."    - ■ 

1 "..■.■, 

25th,    US directed the dependents of American officials in 
Egypt and Israel to leave and announced support for Israel.     ("U.S.  Aides' 
Families Ordered to Leav^ Israel  and U.A.R.," NYT,  May 26,  196?,  p.  17). 

25th, US 6th Fleet task force departed Naples for the west- 
ern Mediterranean. ("Task Force Leaves Italy on Exercise," NYT, Kay 26, 1967, 
P«   ' ')» 

25th.    US and Britain announced common opposition to the 
closing of the uilf of Aqaba and support for Israel,     ("Avon,  Recalling  '56 
Crisis,  Backs Present Allied Stand," NYT, May 26,  1967, p.  3I4). 

26th.    USSR blamed Israel for the crisis and announced sup- 
port  for Egypt.     ("Moscow Studying Call for Parley," NYT, May 27,   1967,  p.   1). 

28th.    USSR reported to have cautioned Egypt against starting 
a war and informed Nasser that the USSR did not fully support the Gulf of Aqaba 
blockade.     (Hedrick  Staith,   "Washington Sees Respite in Crisis.« NYT, May ?9, 
1967,   p.  2).   * 

29th.     Senator Fullbright urged that the UN Security Council 
should solve the crisis and stated that the USSR was backing Egypt.    (Roy 
Reed,   "Fullbright Favors Putting Issues in Mideast Before World Court," NYT, 
May 29,  1967,  p.  6). —' 

30th.    USSR moved ten warships through the Turkish straits 
into the Mediterranean.     US State Department viewed this as posing diplomatic 
problems,  but not representing a serious challenge to the US 6th fleet.     ("So- 
viets are Sending Ten Warships to Middle East," NYT.  May 31,   1967, p.  1). 

31st.    USSR warships are reported to be shadowing ships of 
the US 6th fleet.     (Neil   Sheehan,   "Admiral   Says Soviet Shadowing Often Imperils 
Ships m 6th Fleet," NYT,   June  1,   1967, p.   18), 

■ 

(b)    June  1967 

1st. US aircraft carrier "Intrepid" is moved through the 
Suez Canal to a position in the vicinity of the Aqaba Gulf.  (John Finney, 
"Backing Reported for Plan to Test Aqaba Blockade," NYT, June 1, 1967, p. 1). 

Ist.  Secretary of State Rusk discussed the draft text of US 
declaration in congress asserting the right of free passage through the Tiran 
Strait for all nations.  (John Finney, "U.S. Drafts Plan to Assert Rights of 
Aqaba Passage," NYT, June 1, I967, p. 1), 

1st.  Pravada claimed that the real issue in the middle east 
crisis was not the Aqaba Gulf blockade, but rather imperialist aggression. 
(Reuters, "Soviet Commentator Calls Blockade a Minor Issue," NYT, June 2. 1967 
p. 18).  '     *    '   '' 
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the territorial int^Hf  ? ? glared US determination to preserve peace and 
tne territo!ial integrity of Israel and Araba.  Richard Witkin, "Johnson Vows 
to Maintain Peace in Mid East," NYT, June k>  1967, p. 1 ).       ^nn.on  ;owo 

u,,       .   6th" Arab-Israeli war broke out and USSR denounced Israel 
while announcing full support of the Arab nations.  ( "Fighting 13^^^^ 
Gaza find Sinai," NYT, June 6, 1967, p. 1 ). ^«"^g is «aging m 

r.nir.« r^        ■     l^\   ? ?ecurity Council adopts a cease-fire resolution 
calling for an immediate halt of military activities.  (Drew Middleton "SPP,, 
nty Council Asks a Cease Fire," NYT, June 7, 1967, p. 1 ^  M:iddleto^  -ecu- 

Israel unl^c, T.rJ^* "^^^"ed to break diplomatic relations with 
Israel unless Israel accepted the cease-fire. USSR seen as being fearful that 
the Arab armies will be completely destroyed.  (Peter Grose "Soviet^LtZ 
to Cut Israel Tie," NYT, June 8, 1967, p. 20). '       Threaten 

8th. USSR sponsored a cease-fire resolution which was unani- 

S LTeÄ T™Security Council- {drev Middleton' ~:es ThZ>" 
(Drew Middleton, ^s  ^Msl^^l?^^^!^ ^ ended' 

C'  PS"frontation Intensity Peak Level and Rate of Escalation.  The intensity 

levels confrontation events are illustrated in figure 1.  These levels are 

Plotted as described earlier in Annex B. As illustrated, the USSR reached a 

peak level of intensity at rung ten on May 30, 1967 with the movement of ten 

Soviet warships through the Turkish straits into the general area of the con- 

fllct. The time required for Soviet actions to peak was fifteen days (May 16- 

30, 1967). The US actions attained a peak level of intensity at rung ten on 

May 25, 1967 with the movement of elements of the 6th fleet from Naples to the 

conflict area.  3 actions reached a peak intensity level in ten days (May 16- 

?5, 1967). 

i: 
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Annex I 

The 1973 Arab-Israeli War 

A.     Background.    The 1973 Arab-Israeli War can be seen as a continuation of 

the  same  struggle that resulted in   the  19W,   1955 and  1967 wars.     During each 

of these previous wars,   Israel was  able to decisively defeat  the  Arab armies 

and occupy additional Arab territories.    The Arab defeat in   1967  and  Israeli 

occupation of lands were particularly  significant in scale.     The Arab armies 

were  thoroughly defeated in six days and Israel occupied additional  territories 

in Jerusalem,  the Sinai Desert area and the Golan Heights.1 

Following the 196? War,  Israel  continued its refusal   to return occupied 

areas,   despite numerous UN resolutions and extensive diplomatic  efforts,   and 

began extensive efforts  to develop and incorporate the areas  into  the State 

of Israel.     Egypt and Syria,  in the interim,  rebuilt their armies with Soviet 

assistance and made preparations to  engage Israel in war once again,   if neces- 

sary,   to regain the territories lost in 1967.    Their efforts culminated with 

the September 12,  1973 agreement of Egyptian President Sadat and Syrian Presi- 

dent Assad on war strategy.    The agreed strategy represented a compromise. 

Sadat agreed to accelerate Egypt's preparations for war and,  in return,  Assad 

moderated Syria's position of total war against Israel and accepted the more 

limited Egyptian objective of recovering the Israeli occupied territories 

The Egyptian and Syrian armies attack of Israel began on October 6,   1973 and 

07.  ,?^Wr Ia^ueur» The Road to War.  Baltimore:  Pelican Books,   1967, 
pp. 

: 
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was joined on October 13th by Jordonian armed forces.2 

The renewed hostilities once again placed the US and USSR in the posi- 

tion of providing military support for declared allies engaged in war. The 

US has stated its support for Israeli independence and right to exist and the 

Soviet 'Inion has pledged its support of Egypt and Syria in their struggle 

against Israel.  The common role of providing support to enemies engaged 

in combat was to lead to a series of events that were to escalate into a US/ 

USSR confrontation during the 1973 Arab-Israeli war. 

B. Crisis Development and Conduct 

(1 5  The starting date for the confrontation is established as October 

U, 1973:  the date that the US observed and infomed the Israeli Government 

of a large build-up of Egyptian troops west of the Suez Canal. This informa- 

tion was followed by increased concern about the possibility of another middle 

east war, pleas by Kissinger to Israel not to launch a pre-emptive attack and 

evacuation of personnel from Egypt and Syria by the Soviet Union.  For these 

reasons, October hth is selected as the appropriate beginning date for the 

confrontation. 

' 2)    Chronological listing of confrontation events. 

iith. US informed Israel of large Egyptian troop movements on the 
west, side of the Suez canal. (Facts on File. Vol. 33, No. 1719, October 7-13, 
iy73j p. 037). 

See Riad El-Rayyes and Dunia Nahas, ed.. The October War. Beiruo: 
An-Nahar Press Services, 1973, pp. 3-6 for a more detailed discussion of this 
subject area. 

■> 

'Ibrabirn Abu-Lughad, ed., The Arab-Israeli Confrontation of 1967: An 
Arab Fcrnpectiye. Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1970, pp. 122-13? 
discusses the interim war years and efforts made to resolve the conflict. 
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and Emmt       (t^l     ^^i   ^j;50""61 were reported being evacuated  from  Syria 
ana t-gypt.     (Facts on File, Op. Git., p.  837). 

pj   83?)> 
6th*     ^STPtian and Syrian military forces attacked Israel.     (Ibid., 

837) ^     Shore leaves  for the US 6th Fleet were canceled.     (ibj.J.. 

IsraeJ.     {ibJ^p.^")?'3 ^ ^ ^ ^ '^ ^"^ t0 ViCinit-y 0f 

+ 0vt     *■ *v.      1^*    lJ3SR annomiced ML1 support of the Arab nations.     (The  full 
text of the  statement published in Moscow is printed in Riad El-Rawes  and 
Dunia^Nahas,   ed.,  The October War,   Beirut:   ^-Nahar Press Service^hTpp. 

with Soviet    ^'rfofr!!10181'^1'!88^ that he hoped the war would nüt interfere 
W.T 837). (Facts on File, Vol. 33, No.  1719, October 7-13, 

Mw        A ®th'    US S«"^6 Passed a resolution calling for an immediate cpa^e 
fire and  a return to pre-war positions.     (Ibid.,  p.  838). ^eaiate cease 

c    •     ■ 8th*    Brezhnev urged the other Arab nations to assist Epvnf   and 
oyrxa^n a message to the President of Algeria.     (Riad a^a! Qpfcitü 

ments via air^d'.J^^^f ^ST® ^^^ of Egyptian and.'Syrian ax-ma- 
p    Ö59K (Facts on File,  Vol.   33, No.   1720, October  li^O,   1973, 

th.^h  fv     n10^* ^A S0Viet cruiser and -wo guided-missile destroyers passed 

Fa t    on Fne^S11^ ^ ^S^ the ^^ fleet in the ^diterr^eS {L^y* S§ F^le,  Vol.  33,  No.  1719, October 7-13,  1973,  p.  83?.). 

t«    •     4-,       1?th:    A Boeing 707 with Israell markings was loaded with air-to- 
p.  837)! IeS ^ ^ 0Ceana NaVal Air Stati0n'  ^^^ Beach;,  Virginia.     [iSd., 

+ h    HQ        •,.  1Uh*    Kissinger «arned the USSR that if the conflict was escalate 

eLnty "TRLTITI 
& ^n^l    ** ^^^ ™ -PPO-t of IsraS's    ovlr-    ' exgnty.     (Riad El-Rayyes,  Op.  Cit.. p.  23), 

1Uh.    Israel  halted the Syrian advance in tie Golan Heiehts and 
counter-attacked against the Syrian forces.     (Ibid.,  p.  £>). g        ^ 

(Ibid..  P.   ?9]h,th'    l8rael halted  ^ ^yP113" advance ?n the si"ai Desert. 
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»5th. Nixon announced support of Israel's right to maintain "its 
independence tod security." (Fact« on File. Vol. 33, No. 1720, October II4-2O, 
I?73J p. 859)« " * 

P. 859). 
15th. US began massive airlift of supplies to Israel. (Ibid.. 

l5th- USSR Pledged to provide the Arabs with assistance "in everv 
way" to recover their lands lost to Israel in 1967. (Ibid., p. 860). 

.,„ . +.  . 17t^ US Senat,e approved the continued support of Israel by the 
US m the form of arms aid.  (Ibid.. p. 859). 

„ Pp    , ^th-lSth. Kosygin and Sadat discussed the conflict in Cairo in 
.in effort to agree on a strategy for ending the war. (Ibid.. j*. 860). 

17th. US Defense Department asked Congress for $2 billion SUD- 
plemental appropriation to aid Israel. (Ibid., p. 859). 

18th. Defense Secretary Schlesinger stated «that the US djd not 
VP^H +r

n^grOUJ?^ tT00pS  int0 the confl^t, but if the Soviet Union inter- 
vened, the US would have to reconsider its position." (Ibid., p. 860). 

r-   ^- ,  2?nd• UN Passed a cease-fire resolution urging a stop in the 
fh! i^f^ .^ f  negotiations to establish a "just and durable peace in 
the Middle East." (UN Resolution printed in Facts on File Vol 33 No 17?1 
October 21-27, 1973, p. 879). * ' 

(Ond.    87?^' EgyPt and ISrael aCCepted the m  cease-fire resolution. 

■^«incH w.  « +
23rd; Israe1' in Elation of the cease-fire, continued the attack 

against Egyptian forces. (Ibid.. p. 877). 

-irea tn ror./i^' ^^  1
re^uested that the "S and USSR commit troops in the 

area to force Israeli compliance with the UN cease-fire.  (Ibid.. p. 87?). 

staging areas!5t?ibil?fipf a^K ^ P-P-^ioned U0,000 airborne troops in 

response to thetvi"? ^T.  ^^ ^  0n Ve-cautionary alert" in 

25th, Kissinger stated that he did not consider the US to he  en- 
gageo xn a confrontation with the Soviet Union and that botrsuperpowers were 

S! p! 878)/ U    R C0nfr0ntati0n from occurri"g i" the Middle Sst 

(Ibid., p. 878Kh* UN PeaCe keeping force authorized/established by the UN. 
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31st. US and the USSR terminated the alert status of their mili- 
tary iorces.  (Facts on File, Vol. 33, No. 1722, October 28 - November >.,   1973, 
p. 099). ■"' •' 

C*    Confrontation Intensity Peak Level and Rate of Escalation.    The  Intensity 

levels of the confrontation events are illustrated at  figure 1.    The intensity 

levels are plotted as described earlier in Annex B.    As  illustrated,   both the 

US and USSR actions reached a peak level of intensity at rung fourteen with 

the alerting of military forces on October  25,   1973.    The time for US and USSR 

actions to peak was twenty-two days  (October U-25,  1973), 
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Annex J 

The Viet Nsm War 

A.  Background.  In discussing the origins of this conflict, Urs Schwarz stated 

that: 

The Vietnam war, the origins of which go back 
to the compromise reached in the conference of Geneva 
in ItiSh,  provides an example of how technical, economic 
and military aid, combined with political advice, all 
relatively peaceful forms of intervention directed at 
establishing a friendly regime, may degenerate into 
military intervention . . .1 

This accurately describes the method by which the US became militarily 

involved in South Viet Nam (RVN).  The US began efforts to replace the dimin- 

ishing French influence in RVN in October 195k  when President Eisenhower pro- 

mised aid to RVN Premier Ngo Dinh Diem to assist "in developing and maintaining 

a strong, viable state capable of resisting aggression or subversion through 

military means."2 This pledge resulted in US military advisors being sent to 

train RVN'a array in February 1955.-^ 

The original US intent was not to commit thousands of US troops in 

combat, but rather it was to prevent a communist oriented government from as- 

suming control of the area In South Viet Nam. In this sense, US efforts can 

be viewed as a further extension of "containment" and spurned by the assumption 

of power in China by a communist oriented government.^ 

k 

York; 
Urs Schwarz,  Confrontation and Intervention in the Modern WnHH,  New 

Oceana Publications,  Inc.,   1970, p.  1^0.  

2Fact3 on File,  Vol.  XIV,  No.  730, October 22-23,  1958,  p.   355. 

3Facts on File.  Vol.  XIV,  No.  7h6,  February  10-16,  1955,  p.  50. 

Schwarz, Op.  Cit.. p. llO. 
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The US actions were to become less and less effective as the politi- 

cal stability of the RVN governments proved less than desired and insurgent 

strength and support increased during the period of 1955-196U. The US re- 

peatedly found itself being faced with the choices of either increasing its 

commitment or withdrawing its support which would almost certainly result in 

the fall of the western oriented government in South Viet Nam and its being 

replaced by one oriented toward the communist bloc.  Since it was feared "that 

an American retreat in Asia might upset the whole world balance" and the US was 

being confronted in other areas by the USSR, the only viable alternative, as 

viewed by the US administration, was to increase the US commitment In the hope 

that just a little more would be sufficient. 

Schwarz draws the analogy that US aid to RVN was "like building a house 

6 
in quicksand."  As increased aid was provided', it was quickly absorbed, the 

situation deteriorated and additional aid increases were required to cope with 

the events occurring. These little-by-little increases in US aid were to cul- 

minate in the US commitment of more than 500,000 men in RVN, mining of harbors 

and large scale bombing in North Viet Nam and limited expansion of combat into 

the neighboring countries of Cambodia and Laos. A US/USSR confrontation de- 

veloped when the Soviet Union declared its support ui North Viet Nam and began 

to provide military assistance to that nation. 

B. Crisis Development and Conduct 

(1) The starting date. When compared to the other confrontations being 

examined, the Viet Nam war is an extended affair in which several intensity 

Schwarz, Op. Cit.. p. lUu 

6 
Ibid., p. 1^3. 
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increasing events occurred. For these reasons, it would not be appropriate 

to examine the war as a single confrontation and determine the peaK intensity 

level ;ind escalation rate of US/UÜSR actions. A more correct procedure is 

to identify events that resulted in significant escalation and measure the 

intensity peak level and escalation rate of U3 and USSR actions subsequent 

to these events. 

A careful study  of the war has revealed'two events that resulted in 

significant rates of escalation and increased intensity peak levels. The first 

of these was the initial bombing in m$  of North Viet Nam with the subsequent 

commitment of US ground forces to combat in RVN, A second event, the April 

1970 US limited invasion of oases in Cambodia was an escalation in the sense 

'-hat it expanded the «official« ground war to other countries, but it was an- 

nounced by the US as a limited operation, quickly terminated and did not solicit 

a significant escalating response from the USSR.7 Also, the action was limited 

to an area along th-: Cambodia-RVN border and did not represent an armed invasion 

of a Soviet oriented nation in an attempt to replace its government with one 

oriented toward the west. For these reasona, this event is not considered to 

represent a US/USSR confrontation and is not included in the study.  The third 

event waa the North Vietnamese invasion of RVN on March 30, 1972 with the sub- 

sequent mining of the Haiphong Harbor and mass B-52 bombing of North Viet Nam. 

The starting date for the commitment of US military combat forces in 

RVN is established as May S,  1961: the date of President Kennedy's announcement 

that Vice-President Johnson was roing to visit RVN on a fact finding trip and 

that he would discuss the commitment of US troops in RVN with the South Vietnamese 

John Stoessinger, Why Nations Qo to War. New York: 
Press, 19714, p. 137.         ~ 
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1
si?erit,s News Conference on World and Domestic 

'Facts on File. Vol. XXV, No. 1287, June 2^30, 1965, p. 333. 

ICL 
fads on File. Vol. XXXII, No. 1639, March 26 - April 1, 10??, p. 221 

11 Facts on File, Vol. mil, No. 16Ü5, May 7-13, 1972, p. 239. 
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8 
Governinent.-     This announcement and Johnson's trip set into motion a series 

of events which were to lead  to  the commitment of US ground  forces in offensive 

combat operations on June 28,   1965.9    Therefore,  this event is considered as 

the appropriate starting point for examining and measuring the intensity peak 

level and escalation rate for this confrontation. 

The   starting date for the mininc of the Haiphong Harbor and mass B-52 

bombing of North Viet Nam is established as March 30,   1972:     the date that 

North Vietnamese forces,  armed with tanks and supported by artillery and anti- 

aircraft units began a large scale invasion of RVN across the demilitarized 

zone  (DMZ)  into Quang Tri Province.10    This event threatened the US capability 

to continue the ordfirly withdrawal of its forces from RVN while maintaining 

the  South Vietnamese capability to defend themselves via the  "Vietnamization 

Program."    The  introduction of tanks and  artillery on the battlefield by  the 

North Vietnamese dramatized  the support being provided  from outside sources 

and  led to increased US efforts  to interdict the supply of war materials 

being provided  to North Viet Nam.    These actions culminated with the mining 

of the Haiphong Harbor on May 9,  1972.11 

The mining of the harbor was augmented in December,   1972 with mass 

I B-S? bonbing of North Viet Nam in an effort to convince the North Vietnamese 

to negotiate a settlement to the war and release US prisoners of war being 

held in captivity.    The mass bombing and mining of the Haiphong Harbor are 
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related events in that they both are efforts by the US to extract itself from 

the HVN "quicksand" with honor.12 Therefore, these events will be examined as 

one confrontation. 

(2) Chronoj^ieal listine of confrontation eventR leadlng to the cmm 

mitment of US military combat forces in RVN. 

(a) May 1961 

i.. i   „.  „   , !?t'h* ^»Sident Kennedy announced, during a news conference 
that Vice-president Johnson would discuss the dispatch of Loops to Sie N^' 

f^ra^f*fT Sr Grrrnt {im) duri^ ^ ^ ^^ ^l 
kl^May 6!   1961^.^) S NGWS COnferenCe 0n World ^ ^^ Affairs." 

(b) October 1961 

Tavlor to RTO tn MI™,    ^^ an"ou"ced that he ***  sending General Maxwell 
he ?hr^ ^ .  dif USS/ays i» which ™  can better assist Vietnam in meeting 
the threat to its independence." In rssponding to queries as to whether L 
was considering sending US troops, Kennedy stafed tLt  he would have Jo wait 
until the return of General Taylor before coming to any final conclusions 
(Faetg on File, Vol. XXI, No. 109^ October 12.T8, 1961, p! 378). 

«f fw« »«1 «   1 1?th* Iladi0 Moscow charged that the Taylor mission was proof 
Of tee US« "openly aggressive plans to send troops into Vietnam." (ibid!, 
p . JUU / , mm 11 11 -um 

MW  ,      .. 26th< Ke'^edy informed RVN President Diem that the US was 
"detemlned to help Vietnam preserve its independence, protect its people 
against Communist assassins and build a better way of life " (Factson PilP 
Vol. XXI, No. 1096, November 9-1^, 1961, p. U15). (Facts on me, 

(c) November 1961 

"airimma l«* ^  /eV0rk
i
Timea rePorted that the US Air Force was 

airlifting large amounts oi  equipment to South Vietnam." Equipment was 

F2«     . 
M * m V reVleW 0f the nati0"aily televised address delivered by Pres- 
ident Nixon, during which he presented his rationale for his Viet Nam policv 
see. "Transcript of President Nixon's Address to Nation on his Policv in VW 
n^n War," NYT, May 9, 1972, p. 18. y   Viet" 

: 
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reported to have Included B-26 bombers, propeller-driven fighters and helicop- 
ters.  Some "200 air and ground crew instructors" were reported to be accom- 
panying the equipment. ("U.S. is Bolstering Vietnam's Air Arm to Combat Rebels " 
NYT. November 10, 1961, p. 1). 

(d) December t96l 

8th. Secretary of State Dean Rusk announced that the US was 
consulting with its allies on the provisions for providing joint technical and 
technical defense support for Vietnam. ("Transcript of Rusk's News Conference 
on Congo, Vietnam and Other Foreign Issues," NYT. December 9, 1961, p. 6). 

nth. The US aircraft carrier "Core" arrived in Saigon with 
33 US Army helicopters and U00 air and ground crewmen assigned to operate them 
for the Army of the RVN (ARVN). (Facts on File. Vol. XXII, No. 110$, December 
28, 1961 - January 3, 1962, p. UQlT. 

20th.    New York Times reported that "U.S. unifonned troops 
and specialists were oparating in battle areas with South Vietnamese forces." 
(Jack Raymond, "G.I.'s in War Zone in South Vietnam," NYT, December 20, 1961 , 
p.  1 ).   

(e)    February  1962 

8th.    US Department of Defense announced the formation of 
the US Military Assistance Command,  Vietnam (MACV)  to coordinate US military 
support of Vietnam.     (Facts on File.   Vol    XXII,  No.   1113,   February 22-28,   1962. 
p. 63). 

8th. New York Times reported that US military strength in 
Wm  was estimated to be 5,000 men.  (E. W. Kenworth, "Pentagon Sets Up Vietnam 
Command Under a General," NYT, February 9, 1962, p. 1). 

13th. General Paul Harkins arrived in RVN to command MACV. 
(Facts on File. Vol. XXII, No. 111,3, February 22-28, 1962, p. 63). 

lüth.  Kennedy stated during a news conference that the US 
involvement in RVN did not include "combat troops in (the) generally understood 
sense of the word," He went on to state that "the training missions that we 
have there have been instructed that if they are fired upon, they are, of course. 
to fire hack." (Ibid.. p. 63). 

26th. Soviet Deputy Foreign Minister Valerin Zorin warned 
the US, during a UN press conference that continued involvement in Vietnam 
"could ?ntail very unpleasant consequences." (Ibid.. p. 63). 

it)    March 1962 

9th.    The US State Department confirmed that US pilots were 
actively  involved in combat missions  in RVN.     (Facts on File,  Vol.   XXII.  No 
Ml?,  March 8-1)4,   1962,  p.  8l),   ' 
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17th. USSR Foreign Ministry, in a diplomatic note circulated 
to member nations of the 1951.i Geneva conference on Indochina, charged the US 
with waging an undeclared war against the «national liberation movement" led 

the Viet Cong. The note demanded immediate withdrawal of US military per- 
sonnel and equipment from the country, removal of the US military command in 
Vietnam and discontinuation of US arms delivery to RVN.  (Facts on File Vol 
Kill, No. 1!i48, October 25-31, 1962, p. 380). '  —" 

(g) May 196? 

9th. Australia, New Zealand and the US issued a joint commu- 
nique which supported US assistance to RVN and in which, Australia agreed to 
provide technical, experts to augment US efforts.  (Facts on File, Vol. mi. 
Mo, nlid, October 25-31, 1962, p. 380). ~~  

. 

Ijth. In response to an increase insurgent threat to the 
Government of Laos, Kennedy directed that 5,000 US military personnel be sta- 
tioned in Thailand and the US 7th Fleet be positioned in the Gulf of Siam 
(Zacifi.on File, Vol. XXII, No. 112Ü, May 10-16, 1962, p. 15I4). 

any observed enemy formations. There had been earlier reports of this occur- 

(h) June 1962 

li-ith. Britain, in a note to the USSR, charged North Viet- 
nam with sending troops and supplies into South Vietnam for the purpose of ae- 
gression.  (Ibid., p. 381 ). ^ .-  ■  - & 

(i) July 1962 

3rd.  In response to Britain's June 1^, 1962 note (see above) 
tne USSR rejected the charge that North Vietnam had intervened in the civil 
war rsn South Vietnam and repeated its earlier demands concerning US activities 
in BW  (See March 1?, 1962 above).  (Ibid., p. 302). 

22nd. McNamara stated that "it will take years, rather than 
months, but the communists will eventually be defeated." (Ibid., p. 382). 

(j) October 1962 

15th. US helicopter crews were permitted to "fire first" on 
rvea enemy formations. There had been earlißr rfmnrt.« «f fM« «»^.-_ 

ring, but it was acknowledged as official, policy on this date',  (ibid., p. 383). 

(k) November 1963 

22nd, President Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas, Texas 
and Vice-president Johnson was sworn in as President.  (Facts on File, Vol 
XXIII, No. 1201t, November 21-27, 1963, p. U09).       ' ~"  

I 
2^th« Johnson pledged his administration to continue the 

policies established by Kennedy for RVN.  (Ibid.. p. ijl8). 
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25th.    US military force in RVN was established as 16,700 
men by McNamara and plans were announced to withdraw 1,300 men by January 1, 
196a.     (Facts on Kile.  Vol.  XXIII,  No.  120U,  November 21-27,   1963,  p. kl8). 

I 

(I) January 196ii 

1st. Johnson pledged continued US material and personnel sup- 
port to RVN in its war against North Viet Nam. (Facts on File. Vol. XXIV, No. 
1210, January 2-8, 196Ü, p. M.   

?7th. During testimony before the House Armed Services Com- 
mittee, McNamara stated that the US hoped to withdraw most of the 15,000 US 
troops from RVN by the end of 1965.  (Facts on File. Vol. XXIV, No. 1216, 
February 13-19, I96Ü, p. 53).' 

(m) February 19614 

21st. During a speech on the UCLA campus, Johnson warned 
North Viet Nam that the type of aggression being waged by the north was "a 
deeply dangerous game." (Facts on File. Vol, XXIV, No. 1217, February 20-26. 
196U, p. 56).   

23rd. New York Times announced that the US was preparing 
plans to extend the war to North Viet Nam and to increase the size of its 
military involvement in RVN to end the successes of the Viet Cong on the 
battlefield.  (Ibid.. p. 58). 

2hth.    The Department of Defense announced that McNamara 
would go to RVN to review the ARVN capabilities md  hear suggestions abcut ex- 
tending the war to the north. (Ibid.. p. 58). 

2hth.    U3 State Department announced the establishing of an 
inter-agency to coordinate the activities of the CIA, USIA, State Department 
and Department of Defense in RVN.  (Ibid., p. 58). 

25th. The USSR warned the US that it would provide "what- 
ever support was necessary to support the national liberation movement in 
South Vietnam" and called for the US to halt its aggression in Southeast Asia. 
(Ibid., pa 58). 

29th, Johnson denied that the US was planning to extend the 
war to North Viet Nam and indicated that the US strategy in RVN would be re- 
viewed when McNamara returned.  (Facts on File. Vol. XXIV, No. 1218, February 
2? - March ii, 196h, p. 65). 

(n) March 19614 

5th.    McNamara departed the US for a fact finding tour of RVN, 
(Facts on File,   Vol.   XXIV,  No.   1219,  March 5-11,   196U,  p.  ?5). 

17th.    McNamara announced increased US military and economic 
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aid to KVW  to  support the new plan of RVN Premier Nguyen Khanh      The  statin* 
expressed US intentions  to withdraw US personnel  as'tL ASÄCJe c^T 

%  r     ^)   '      «i1; 1UnCti0ns-     (Facts on File,   Vol.  XXIV,  No.   1220,  March' 
it,-i',),   iyou,  p» oj/« 

K v   ^        ..?6t;h•    McNarnara reaffirmed US intentions to  support   RVN duHnp 
a speech before the National  Security Industrial Association.     (Ibi^,  p    9^! 

(o)    April 196I4 

... . „    _ 1       
15tfa. Richard Nixon recommended extending the war to North 

he taS Z    ?  a.HPeeCh Jf01,6 the ArneriCan S0Cie^ of N^spaper ^xtorsf e .tated  'to win the war there, the initiative must be carried into North 
Vietnam." (Facts on File, Vol. XXIV, No. 122$, April 16-22, W, p! 122). 

.   „  mh•  ^^ Rusk visited RVN to review the military situation and to review US strategy,  (ibid., p. 122). ix^ary situation 

of the US «Hi P. .f!»% ^f ^ated ^ RVN was Planning to request several 01 tnt, Ub allies to assist in the war.  (Ibid.. p. 122). 

its olan. tn wi-th^1^' ^Nf^* stated that the Administration had "amended" 
its plans to withdraw most, US military personnel from RVN by the end of 1965 
He further stated that new US personnel were being sent to RVN "for new trai^inr 
missions not previously carried on." (Facts on File Vol XXIV No 1?57    ^ 
April 30 - May 6, 1961;, p. 1.37). ' ^ ^^ ho-   1f:27' 

(p)    May 196U 

ma pfTj")     ■   (Fact3 °n me- Vo1- w' N°- 122''. »mi 30 - *lyT 

•     m*r» liith.    McNamara,  upon completion of a fifth fa^t   finHin« f^,.v. 

support the war in RVN.     (Ibid.. p.   15U). 

(q)    June 196ii 

Poc.0+   „ 22nd•    lJ3 State Apartment reiterated US determination  to 

yracLs on i-iie.  Vol.  AXIV,  No.   123I4,  June l8-2ii,  I96J4,  p.  201). 

+  n . 213t•    US TePor^d to be constructing a huge Air Force baa«! 
at Danang,   South Vietnam.    When completed,   the base would be c ^«hl!, r 
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(r) July 1961J 
•, 

8th. UN Secretary General U-Thar.t proposed that the 19$U 
Geneva conference be reconvened as a way to settle the civil war.  (Facts on 
FUej. Vol. XX.IV, No. 1237, July 9-15, 196Ü, p. 225).  ^ 

(s) August 196U 

,ni   .      „                    2nd'    North Vietnamese torpedo boats attacked US destroyers 
'Maddox" and  "C.  Turner Joy" in the Gulf of Tonkin.    (Facts on File.  Vol.  XXIV 

No.   mo,   July  30 - August 5,   196U,  p.  21*8).  "^ 

hth. US Navy planes bombed North Vietnamese coastal bases, 
patrol boats and an oil installation in retaliation for the August 2nd attack 
(see above),     (ibid.. p.  2J48). 

5th.    McNamara announced that the US was reinforcing its 
position in southeast Asia in the event of more trouble.     He further stated 
that    selected Army and Marine units had been alerted for movement."    (Ibid., 
p.    cut) j , —^— 

5th. US Ambassador to the UN, Adlai Stevenson, presented 
the Uo position to the UN Security Council. The Soviet Ambassador, Planton 
Morozor, condemned the US actions as aggressive and dangerous. (Ibid., p. 2ij8). 

5th. Soviet press agency "Tass" called the US raid "agpres- 
sive actions" and warned that further US "rash steps or provocations" could 

.lead to a broad armed conflict." (Henry Tanner, "Moscow Assails US Rash Steps," 
NIT, August 6, 196I4, p. 6). *  ' 

7th" Congress approved the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution which 
aifirmed congressional support of "all necessary measures to repel any armed 
attack against the forces of the US." (Facts on File. Vol. XXIV, No. 12M. 
August 6-12,  196h, p. 256).   ' 

8th« Khrushchev denounced the US attack against North Viet 
Nam and warned that the USSR would "stand up for other socialist countries if 
the imperialists impose war on them."    (Ibid.. p. 259). 

OC(.. 
10th-    Johnson signed the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution.     (Ibid., 

(t)    November 1961; 

26th. "Tass" reported that the USSR had pledged to "provide 
Kn- If ?S^h n?^Sary assista"ce to combat US air attacks." (Facts on 
jjle,  Vol.  XXIV,  No.  1257,  November 26 - December 2,  I96U,  p.  Ul6).        

(u)    January 1965 

,„,,       .      6th'    MACV reported that 136 Americans had been killed in RVN 
during 196h.     (Facts on File.  Vol. XXV,  No.   1262,  December 31,  196U - January 
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6,  1965, p.  3). 

v.nH -v   •-,   .     T       
n!th'    IJS Air Force ^6^ large scale bombing of the Ho Chi 

.unn   xraxl in Laos in an attempt to interdict the shipment of supplies from 
North  Vxet Nam to PM.     (Facts on File.  Vol.  OV,  No.   iW,  J^uary  'lloT 

*«    21st•    The USSR deno"^ced the US bombing in Laos,  reaffirmed 

^£ä££gJgS gj^i   Vol.   XXV,  No.   1266,  January 28 - February 3,   1965,   p.   33). 

(v)    February 1965 

Hn rhi   M^h      Ti      6th%   F0^1®! P1,61"161" Kosygin arrived in Hanoi to confer with 
rnr?fn^ w    +K S0". V1^"^ he reaffi™ed the USSR intentions to provide sup- 
port   for North Viet Nam in its war with the US.     (Facts on File    Vol    OV 
No.   126?,   February Ü-IO,   1965, p.  51 ).   ' ' *   ^ 

^rh.«« Q+  sn^ii,    7mm    nn retaliation for an attack on the US Camp Holloway 
airbase at Pleiku,  RVN,  US carrier base planea bombed and strafed the North 
Vietnamese military base of Donghoi.     (Ibid.. p. k9), 

Saigon.     (Ibid.,     ^hh  JOhnSOn directed the evacuation of US dependents from 

If**    A US Hawk surface-to-air guided missile battalion was 
alerted for movement to RVN.     (Ibid.,  p.  h9). 

I 
7th» Johnson stated that "it has become clear that Hanoi 

has undertaken a more aggressive course of action. We have no choice but to 
wJ me*T   ^  r

n
nakfT

absolute^ clear our continued determination to back 
South Viet Nam. . ." (Ibid.. p. U9). 

i 

„a ä4,.X     X.    
9th* The USSR issued a statement stating that "in view of 

Uo military actions against North Viet Nam and the massing of armed forces and 
weapons in South Viet Nam, the Soviet Union, together with its friends ^S 

«ni f *  +
SKn0 S0i!e.bUt t0 take tW*** measures to safeguard the security 

and strengthen the defense capability of North Viet Nam.« (Ibid., p. 50). 

n-qp ri   A    A *      J0th:. In a Joint Soviet-North Vietnamese communique, the 
UoSR pledged to strengthen the defense potential of North Viet Nam.  (Ibid! 

1 I 
Nam fnr   . +M^ ^^^ 21 ^^^f8 bombed ^d strafed targes in North Viet 
IZ ffl?    ^        e.^ February-    (Facts on File.  Vol.  XXV, No.   1268,  Febru- 
<"/  lt■~l/,,   tyco, p.  57;. 

„„ .  ,       ,    „ ^th.    Soviet air defense missiles were reported to have bepun 
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17th.    During a speech before the National Industrial Confer- 
ence Board in Washington,  Johnson reaffirmed US intentions to support RVN. 
(Ibid.. p. 58). 

27th. A US white paper issued by the State Department de- 
nounced North Viet Nam as the aggressor attempting to conquer RVN. (Facts on 
File, Vol. XXV, No. -1270, February ?5 - March 3, 1965, p. 73).      ~" 

(w) March 1965 

8th.    Two US Marine battalions landed in RVN with the  "limited 
mssion of providing protection" for the DaNang airbase.     (Facts on File,  Vol. 
XXV,  No.   1271,  March h-10,  1965, p. 81).   

8th.    Tass described the landing as a "new phase in the US 
expansion of the war in Indochina."    (Ibid..  p.  82). 

12th.    First fire fight between the Marine units at DaNang 
and Viet Cong was reported with no known casualties resulting,     (Facts on 
File,  Vol.   XXV,  No.  1272, March 11-17,  1965,  p.  89). '         ~ 

30th.    US embassy in Saigon was bombed killing two Americans. 
(Facts on File.   Vol.   XXV,  No.   12714, March 25-31,   1965,  p.   105). 

(x)    April  1965 

2nd.    Maxwell Taylor, US Ambassador to RVN,   stated that the 
Joimson Administration had decided to commit several thousand US troops in RVN 
to augment the 27,500 presently there, to continue the air attacks against North 
Viet Nam and to help RVN to increase the 557,000 man armed  force by 160,000 
ra»iu     (Facts on  File.  Vol.  XXV,  No.  1275,   April  1-7,   1965,  p.   Ilü). 

10th.    USSR rejected Johnson's offer of unconditional  talks 
on RVN as  "noisy propaganda" and reaffirmed the Soviet support of North Viet 
Nam.     (Facts on File.  Vol.  XXV,  No.  1276,   April 8-15,   1965,  p.   129). 

29th.    Australia announced that the Australian Government 
had agreed to send one 800-man battalion to RVN to fight the Viet Jong.     (Facts 
2n_FUe,  Vol.   XXV,  No.   1280, May 6-12,  1965,  p.   172). '   

(y)    May 1965 

3rd. Elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade began to arrive 
in RVN.  (Facts on File. Vol. XXV, No. 1280, May 6-12, 1965, p. 171). 

p.   171). 
5th-9th.    8,000 additional US Marines arrived in RVN.     (Ibid.. 

20th.    Kosygin warned the US that the USSR was in the process 
of settling  its ideological, dispute with China and that China and Russia would 
pool   their resources to hit back at the US unless Washington reversed its 
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aggrPssiye policies in Viet Nam.     (Facts on File.  Vol.   XXV,  No.   l?e3J  May 27 ■ 
June l,  lyoSj  P«  1x5)« ——- 

(z)    June 1965 

3rd.    US State Department announced that North Viet Nam had 

S5    M      loPi rl^et ?"?8 b?mberS fr0rn the Soviet Union-     (Facts on File.   Vol. XXV,  No.   1?8iij!June  3-9,   1965,  p.  203), 

•,   .     r.««,    7th•    ^ administration spokesman announced that US military 
personnel in RVN totaled 51,000 of which 20.000 were combat troops.     (Ibid. 

9th.    US State Department announced that President Johnson bad 
authored General Westmoreland, MACV Commander,  to commit US ground  troops in 
direct combat operations against the Viet Cong.     (Ibid.,  p.  203). 

,    .    ,   ,.      ...     28th'    Us A™^ droops,  elements of the 173d Airborne Brigade 
conducted the first US ground operation against the Viet Cong in War Lne D 
(Facts on File,   Vol.  XXV,   No.   1287,  June 2Ü-30,   1965,  p.   233). 

Author's note.    This event is selected as terminating the escalation 

associated with committing US ground combat forces in RVN.     As this event occur- 

red,  the US was conducting aerial bombing in North Viet Nam,   interdiction bombing 

in Lao. and  Cambodia and patrolling the North Viet Nam coast with naval   forces. 

Jhe USSR was providing military aid and diplomatic assistance to North Viet 

Nam.    This  situation was to continue, within varying levels of intensity,  until 

the mass bombing of Hanoi and mining of the Haiphong Harbor in 1972;  the next 

confrontation selected for study. 

(3)    Chronological listing of confrontation events leading to the US 

mining of the Haiphong Harbor and mass bombing of North Viet Nam. 

(a) March 1972 

lery and anti-aircr^nnlT^ VietTese *f® (NVA)>   supported by tanks,   artil- 
QuILm^rn^n^      n.    H ! launcned a maJor g™^ attack across the DAZ in 
T f f   K    TK    M^t*    US advisors stated that they believed the city of Quang 

Ipril0^6,?^,  p    221)f ^"^     (FaCtS 0n File'  Vo1-  mi1'  No-  ^39, MSchg26 - 

(b) April  1972 

3rd.    Nixon ordered air strikes against North Viet Nam in 
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retaliation for the NVA invasion of RVN.    (Facta on File.  Vol.  XXXII, No.  161*0. 
April  ?-8,   1972,  p.   21*1),   

6th.    Hanoi requested that the US resume the Paris peace talks. 
(Ibid., p.  ?)43). 

8th.    NVA soldiers had captured the cities of Locninh,  Anloc 
and were threatening Quang Tri.     (Facts on File.   Vol.  XXXII,  No.   161*1,  April 
9-13,  1972, p.  261), 

10th'    R-52s attacked targets 1i*5 miles north of the DMZ in 
the Vinh,  North Viet Nam area.     (Ibid.. p. 262). 

12th.    Nixon warned North Viet Nam that unless the offensive 
was halted,   the US might have to cancel plans to conduct further troop with- 
drawals.     Similar views were expressed by Congressmen Gerald Ford and Hugh 
Scott.     (Ibid.,  p.   262). 

15th,    US Air Forre and Navy planes resumed large scale 
bombing of the Hanoi-Haiphong area.     (Facts on File.  Vol.  XXXII,  No.  161*2. 
April  16-22,  1972,  p.   281 ).  ' 

16th.    Tass denounced the renewed bombings and charged that 
four Soviet ships at harbor had been damaged.     (Ibid.. p.  281). 

17th.    US ships and North Vietnamese shore boats engaged in 
a small   battle in the Gulf of Tonkin.    The US reported no losses and two North 
Vietnamese vessels  sunk.    (Ibid., p.  282). 

18th.    Laird criticized the USSR for showing no restraints 
^ PL0Ilding North Viet Nam with war mat'erials and stated that the invasion of 

oR-n  COUld n0t haVe occurred without Soviet assistance to the north.    (Ibid., 
p.   £03 j. r '''- 

?(>th'    Nixon announced the withdrawal of 20,000 more US troops 
irom KVh and that the Paris peace talks would resume on April 27.  1972.    (Facts 
2!i *:£*> Vol. XXXII, No. 161*3. April 23-29, 1972, p. 297).   

(c)    May  197? 

1st.    NVA forces captured Quang Tri City and threatened Kon- 
tum and Hue.     (Facts  on File.  Vol.  XXXII, No.   161*1*,   April  30 - May 6,  1972, 
p.    3f r / • 

i*th.    Viet Cong established a provisional  revolutionary ad- 
ministration in Quang Tri City.     (Ibid.. p.  317). 

i*th.    Paris peace talks suspended.     (Ibid..  p.   317). 
■ 

8th.    Nixon ordered the mining of North Vietnamese ports and 
interdiction of land and sea routes to North Viet Nam to cut off supplier 
^yt- %kM*> Vo1-  XXXII, No.  161.5, May 7-13,  1972, p. 339). 
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,, l ^   9th-    Us Navy Planes dropped mines into the Haiphong and six 
other ports to  block exit and entrance.     (Ibid..  p.   3U1). 

mh'    Tass denounced the US blockade of North  Viet Um and 
called  for the immediate withdrawal  of US forces  from Indochina and lifting 
of the  blockade.     (Ibid.,  p.   3U1), xxiwng 

T2th.    US claimed that the harbor mining was Ji00% effective 
and  that land routes were being shut off.     (Facts on File.   Vol.   XXXII,  No.   I6J46, 
nay Ui-^u,  i9f?, p.  357). ' 

of tfW   M.™ .rt >,   •l5tt1
i:    

US alrcraft carrier  -Saratoga" arrived off of the coast 
ol   Viet Nam to bring the number of US aircraft carriers in the area to six. 
\ itnu. t p.  339;. 

,!C,f,P   . .     „1Ö^*„.USSR and China reached an agreement permitting the 
USSR to resupply North Viet Nam via rail thru China.     (Ibid.,  p.   359). 

aid  ^ H    ^ u-       M1St;    China began diverting drains to carry  increased war 

miT^fuliT^n^m.     *Uniori*  (Facts on File- Vo1- mn' N°. 

the Soviet leadership*  (S/ÜITI}"
030

" ^ ' SerieS 0f Ccnf—s ^ 

Th«n^H * •   # ^^^ U?^ ForCe m0Ved Sixty additional B-S2 bombers  to 
1?S    „    t00o

rB1IlrOrCt the 150 ^r6^ there-     (Facts on File.   Vol.   XXXII,  No. lotto, May gfl - June 3,  1972, p.  hOI). """"""■  

(d) June 1972 

with Chinp.. offM J9^'    ^ss^er ^f1^ ^ China to begin a series of talks 
Vm C|;in^)

officials-     (Facts on me. Vol.  XXXII, No.  1651,  June 18-2U, 

North v^f H ^19
+

th:   J
S?!iet President Podgorny ended a four day visit to 

North Viet Nam and stated that the Soviet Union would "continue to render all 
the necessary assistance to Hanoi  in the fight against imperialism."    (Ibid., 

(e) July  1972 

No.   165I4,  July 9-l5f W^S^r talk8 ^eSUIT,ed,     (FaCtS 0n ni*'  V01-   Xmi» 

(f) October 1972 

pn+Vl      w .- , J0tJ-    US announced that a3.1 of North Viet Nam above the 
AJth parallel was to be considered a bomb free area in recognition of North 

^pir^^rp!6!^")60910"3*    (FaCts Qn me-  Vo1- mi1»  No.  1677,  December 

1714 
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f 

?6th.    Kissinger announced that "peace la at hand" and specu- 
lated  that, an agreement would be reached within "three or four days  "    (Facts 
onJi^ile,   Vol.   mil,   No.   1669,  October 22-28,  1972,  p.  837) '   

(g)    December 197? 

nth.     Paris peace talks were recessed without an agreement 
hemp reached due to  RVN's demand  that all of the North Vietnamese troops be 
withdrawn from its territory.     (Facts on file. Vol.  XXXII,  No.  16?6,  December 
10-16,  1972,  p. 989).   

18th.    US renewed bombing north of the 20th parallel in the 
heaviest bombing ever in the Hanoi-Haiphong area.     The Haiphong Harbor was also 
remlned-     (Facts on File.  Vol.  XXXII,  No.   1677,  December 17-23,   1972,  p.   1013). 

19th.    Tass denounced  the US actions, warned the US against 
further aggression and reaffirmed Soviet  support of North Viet Nam.     (Ibid., 
p.   101 3).   

21st.     Brezhnev warned that his government "angrily and reso- 
lutely condemned" the US bombings and that Soviet-American detente  "will depend 
on the course of events in the immediate future.   .   ."    (Facts on File,  Vol 
XXXII,  No.   1673,  December 21-31,   1972,  p.   1035).   

22nd.    Nixon announced his intentions to continue the mass 
bombing until peace talks were resumed.     (Ibid.. p.   IO3I4), 

30th.    Nixon halted air strikes north of the 20th parallel 
to prepare the way for a resumption of the Paris peace talks.     (Ibid..  p.  1033). 

(h)    January 1973 

8th.     Kissinger and Le Due Tho began negotiations at Paris 
as the US-North Vietnamese peace talks resumed.    (Facts on Pile.  Vol.   XXXIII. 
No.   1680,  January 7-13,   1973, p.  9).   

15th.     Citing progress in the Paris peace talks,  Nixon 
ordered a halt to all  US offensive military action against North Viet Nam. 
(i^2t£_orLme,   Vol.   XXXIII,  No.   1681,  January 1^20,   1973,  p.  21).     This event 
marks the termination of US bombing of North Viet Nam and a return  to US/USSR 
cold war diplomacy. 

C-     ^ni'mniution  Intensity Peak Level  and  Rate of Escalation.    The  intensity 

peak levels are plotted  si figures  1   and 2 as described earlier in Annex B. 

d)     Kvents leading to  the coinmitment of US military combat forces in 

HW.     A;., illustrated at  figure 1,  the USSR's actions peaked at rung fifteen 

on June ?8,   1965 with  the providing of open support for an ally  (North Viet 

173' 
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Nam) involved in a war with tne United States. The time required for Soviet, 

actions to peak was 1 ^ days (May 5, 1961 - June 28, 1965).  'US acijnnc; peaked 

at rung eighteen on August h,   196ii with US military aircraft attacking targets 

in North Viet Nam; an ally of the USSR.  The time required for US actions to 

peak was 118? days (May S,   1961 - August h,  I96I4). 

(2) ^ents leading to the mining of the Haiphong Harbor and mass B-5? 

bombing of North Viet Nam. As illustrated at figure 2,  the USSR's actions 

peaked at rung fifteen on March 30, 197?. The USSR had continued to provide 

open military support for North Viet Nam since early I96J4 and had not discon- 

tinued such assistance when the North Vietnamese began their large invasion 

of RW  on March 30th.  Therefore, Soviet actions are at rung fifteen when the 

invasion began and the time required for the USSR's actions to peak is zero 

days. 

Conversely, the US had discontinued bombing in North Viet Nam when the 

invasion began on March .30, 1972, therefore US actions were at rung seventeen; 

US conventional forces were militarily engaging NVA forces in RVN. US actions 

peaked at rung eighteen on April 3, 1972 with the resumption of the bombing in 

North Viet Nam. The time required for US actions to peak is five days (March 

30 - April 3, 197?). 

I 
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Annex K 

US/USSR Nuclear Relatlonshlu 

A' Introduction. This chapter examines the number of intercontinental nu- 

clear weapon delivery systems and deliverable nuclear warheads available to 

the US and USSR at the time of each confrontation being studied. 

B' The Iranian and 19U8 Berlin Blockade Confrontations. The USSR did not 

detonate its first nuclear device until August 19k9,  therefore, at the time 

of these confrontations, the US possessed a nuclear monopoly in relation to 

t,he USSR. Not only did the US possess a monopoly of available nuclear weapons, 

but the US had clearly demonstrated its ability to deliver these weapons on 

distance targets at Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the US Air Force had in its 

inventory a number of B-29s and B-36s during these confrontations.1 Therefore, 

for the reasons discussed above, the nuclear relationship for these confron- 

tations is a monopoly in favor of the US. 

c* The Korean War. The Soviet Union detonated its first atomic device, as 

mentioned earlier, in August 19i49, therefore, a nuclear capability was avail- 

bility was present, the delivery means was not available and the US maintained 

a monopoly on the capability to deliver a nuclear weapon on the homeland of 
p 

the other superpower. 
V 

H  
For a discussion of the US and USSR strategic nuclear relationship 

see, Edward Luttwak, The Strategic Nuclear Balance 1972. Washington: The 
Center for Strategic and International Studies, 1972, pp. 7-1 h. 

2Ibid.. pp. 10-22. 

18? 
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able to the USSR during the Korean confrontation.    Although a nuclear capa- 
1 



The USSR introduced the nuclear capable TU-Ii (Bull) bomber with a range 

of 1,^0 miles in 1951.  Because of its limited range, this aircraft did not, 

however, provide a capability to deliver a nuclear weapon on the continental 

US from airfields available to the USSR. 

D. The 1959 Berlin Confrontation. In 1959 and during this confrontation, the 

US possessed a 9.62 to 1 nuclear advantage in relation to the USSR. Subpara- 

graphs 1 j 2 and 3 contain the computations used to develop this relationship. 

(1) The US strategic nuclear delivery system consisted of 500 B-52 

Stratofortress bombers, each capable of carrying five nuclear weapons.  There- 

fore, the number of nuclear bombs that the US could deliver onto Soviet soil 

from the US is 2,500 (500 x 5 « 2,500). 

(2) The Soviet strategic nuclear delivery system consisted of: 

Type system 

TU 20 (Bear) 
M h    (Bison) 

# of deliverable   Total # of 
| of systems   warheads/system    deliverable warheads 

70 
120 

2 
1 

xko 
120 

USSR totals 190 260 

 -»  

Janes. All the World's Aircraft. 1952-1953, London: The Trade Press 
Association, p. 181. 

The distance from Moscow to New York is recorded in the 1972 edition 
of the Hand McNally Cosmopolitan World Atlas (p. 150) as being ii,662 miles. 
The USSR could" have conceivably launched the TUk bomber from Leningrad; however 
this would not have placed it within range of the continental US, nor did the 
USSR possess any airfields that would place the continental US within the range 
of the TUI4 bomber, 

5 
Department of Defense, Annual Report of the Secretary of Defense. 

July 1. 1959 to June 30. 1960. Washington: USGPO, 1961, p. 321. 

The Military Balance. 1961-1962. London:  IISS, 1962. 
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(3)    US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals 2,500 f 260 or 

a 9.62:1  advantage for the US. 

E'    The 1961   Berlin Confrontation.    The US enjoyed a 10.19 to 1  strategic 

wclear advantage over the USSR during this confrontation.    Computations used 

to arrive at this nuclear relationship are described below in subparagraphs 

1,  2 and 3.7 

(1)    Available US strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable Total # of 
Type system        | of systems warheads/system deliverable warheads 

ICBM 63 1 63 
SLBM 96 i d 

Strategic  Bombers    600 5 3 QOO 

US totals 759 
3,159 

(2)    Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems                     # of deliverable Total | of 
■te^fstem        I of systems         warheads/system deliverable warheads 

ICBM                         50                                     1 50 

SLBM                           0o 0 
Strategic Bombers 
- TU 20 (Bear)            70                                    2 1|$ 

M h    (Bison)       J20 

USSR totals     ' 2i40 

120 

310 

(3)    US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals 3,159 7 310 or 

a 10.19:1  advantage for the US. 

7 
The Military Balance. 196l>1962.  London:    IISS,  1962. 
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F-    The 1962 Cuban Missile Crlala.    The US possessed a 10.26 to 1  stritegic 

nuclear advantage in relation to the USSR during this confrontation.    This 

relationship was developed from the computations contained in subparagraphs 

1, 2 and 3 below.8 

(1)    Available US strategic nuclear delivery ay stems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable Total § of 
Type system       # of systems warheads/system       deliverable warheads 

ICBM 
- Atlas                         90 1 QQ 
- Titan 1                     % 1 ^ 
- Minuteman               150 1 150 
SLBM 
- Polaris A1                96 1 05 
- Polaris A2               U8 1 1^8 
Strategic Bombers    600 5 ^,000 

US totals                1,038 3^38 

(2) Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable Total § of 
Type system       | of systems warheads/systwn       deliverable warheads 

ICBM                                75 ! 7< 
S7.BM                                   0 0 0 
Strategic Bombers 
- TU 20 (Bear)            70 2 litO 
- K U  1 Bison)          Jj^O 1 120 

USSR totals                265 335 

(3) US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals 3,U38 7 335 or 

10,26:1  in favor of the US. 

The Military Balance. 1962-1963. London:    IISS,  1963. 
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G-    If2iL»itn»ent of us ground military force in offensive combat operatinn. 

xn^o^th Viet Nm.    The US possessed a 7.23 to 1   strategic nuclear advantage 

vis-a-vis the USSR when this event occurred.    The computations used to develop 

this relationship are contained in subparagraphs 1,  2 and 3 below.9 

(1)    Available US strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable Total i of 
Type system       g of systems warheads/system        deliverable warheads 

ICBM 
- Minuteman      800 i 
- Titan 5^ 1 
SLBM 
- Polaris Al      80 1 
- Polaris A2 208 1 
~ Polaris A3 208 3 
Strategic Bombers 

" B-52        m S 3.150 

800 
Sh 

80 
208 
62U 

US totals      1,980 ^916 

(2) Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons, 

Delivery systema # of deliverable Total # of 
Type system   | of systems warheads/system deliverable warheads 
ICBM            270 1 P70 
3LBM            130 ! J^ 
Strategic Bombers 
~ TU y5 (Bear)  ,80 2 160 
- M U (Bison)   220 1 125 

USSR totals      600 

(3) US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals ^,916 T 680 or 

7.23:1 in fusvor of the US. 

TTqq ioiigU£8 tr* •Sr!cttd from Th« Military Balance. 196^1?66. London: 
lllll  I9 hv. ^'u^f 23 for • diacuaaion of thi number if warheids to be carried with each Polarla A3 miaail«. 
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H- The 1967 Arab-Israeli War. During thia confrontation, the US possessed 

a 5.69 to 1 strategic nuclear advantage over the USSR. Subparagraphs 1, 2 

and 3 below contain the detailed computations used to develop this nuclear 

10 
relationship. 

(1) Available US strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems        # of deliverable       Total §  of 
Type system  # of systems    warheads/system   deliverable warheads 

ICBM 
- Minuteman 1 750 1 750 
- Minuteman 2 250 1 250 
- Titan 2 Sk 1 $k 
SLBM 
- Polaris A2 208 1 208 
- Polaris A3 khft 3 1,3^ 
Strategic Bombers   ^UO 5 2]700 

US totals 2,250 5,306 

(2) Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable Total # of 
Type system       I of systems warheads/system       deliverable warheads 

ICBM U60 1 1,60 
SLBM 130 1 130 
Strategic Bombers 
- TU 20 (Bear) 100 2 200 
- M 14    (Bison)        m 1 no 

USSR totals      800 900 

(3) US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals 5,306 J 900 or 

5.89:1 in favor of the US. 

I» The 1972 blockade of the Haiphong Harbor in North Viet Nam. At the time 

of this event, the US possessed a 3.14? to 1 strategic nuclear advantage over 

.      ^__ „, 

The Military Balance.  1967-1968.  London:    IISS,  1967, provides these 
figures except for the number of SLBMs available to the USSR.    This figure is 
taken from Tho Military Balance.  1973-197U. London:    IISS,  1973. 
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the USSR. The computations to support this figure are contained in subpara- 

graphs 1, 2 and 3 below.11 

(1) Available US strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems §  of deliverable       Total §  of 
g£§ astern   | of systems    warheads/system   deliverable warheads 

ICBM 
- Minuteman 1 300 i 
- Minuteman 2 500 1 
- Minuteman 3 200 3 

300 
500 
600 

Titan 2        Sh 1                L-L 
SLBM ^ 
- Poseidon       160 10             1 600 
- Polaris A2     128 1               IPg 
- Polaris A3     368 3             « JS. 
Strategic Bombers12 '         * U 

- B-52 C/F       172 5               o-, 
» B-52 G/H       283 20              Sjlo 

US totals      2.165 ^,806 
■f 

(2) Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 
■J 

Delivery systems §  of deliverable        Total # of 
r&t-EIstem   'Tof systems warheads/system   deliverable warheads 

ICÖM          1,527 1              1 527 
SLBM            560 %                                     '560 
Strategic Bombers 
- TU 20 (Bear)    100 2               ?nn 
- M k    (Bison)   JtO i               ^ 

USSR totals    2,227 2 327 

(3) US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals 10,806 » 2,327 or 

ii.6ii:l in favor of the US. 

—   fj  
„    1£SLM£S£1 Balance.  1972-1^1, London;    IISS, 1972.    See page 1 

.or a discussion of the number of warheads to be carried by the Minuteman 3 
missile and page 2 for a discussion of the Poseidon missile and the Short- 
Range Attack Missile (SRAM) carrying capability of the B-52. 

10A0      Tw.Thif doeLnot i^luda the 76 FB-111  aircraft deployed by the US in 
h! QAJP T? 

aipcr8ft was not clMsified as strategic and thus not included in 
wll^ r f^r"^ r?ached at ^«divostok.    For a discussion of this, see 
BeAlX W^P    Sr ^ ^ PaCt ^ COntrOVerS^M I** Washington Post, 
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J 
J' The 1973 Arab-Israeli War. At the time of this war, the US possessed a 

14.78 to i strategic nuclear advantage over the USSF,, Once again, the compu- 

tations to support this figure are contained in subparagrapha 1, 2 and 3 below.^ 

(1) Available US strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery systems # of deliverable      Total # of 
Type system   j ofTystems warheads/system   deliverable warheads 

ICBM 
- Minuteman 1            1U0 1                                     litO 
- Minuteman 2            510 1                                      £10 
- Minuteman 3            350 3                                   1,050 
- Titan 2                       5U 1                                          5U 
3LBM 
- Poseidon                  320 10                                 3,200 
- Polaris A2             160 1                                     160 
- Polaris A3             176 3                                    528 
Strategic Bombers1^ 
- B-52 C/F                   202 5                                   1,010 
- B-52 G/H                   2^0 20                                   ii.800 

US totals                2,152 11,il52 

(2) Available USSR strategic nuclear delivery systems and weapons. 

Delivery system | of deliverable                 Total # of 
Type system       | of systems warheads/system       deliverable warheads 

ICBM                            1,527 1                                     1,527 
SLBM                                628 1                                          628 
Strategic Bombers 
- TU 95 (Bear)           100 2                                       200 
- M ii    (Bison)       J^O 1                                       UQ 

USSR totals            2,295 2,395 

(3) US/USSR strategic nuclear relationship equals  11 ,U52 f 2,395 or 

b%70l1   in favor of the US. 

1 3 
Data is extracted from The Military Balance. 1973-197U, London: 

IISS, 1973. ^  

4See footnote #12 above. 
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K'    gffigg*    Ir' a «ay of graphical summary,  figures 1  «nd 2,  depieted on the 

following Wo pages,  illustrate the number of deliverable strategic nuclear 

weapons and strategic nuclear weapon delivery systems available to the US and 

USSR during each confrontation.    The year of each confrontation is plotted 

along the horizontal axes and the number of weapons and delivery systems are 

plotted on the vertical axes. 
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Figur« 1 
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Figure 2 

Number of Strategic Nur^r Delivery ^ggg 

Available to the US and IlfiSB 
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Annex L 

Coroputer Computations 

A. Introduction. This annex contain3 the computer computations used to deter- 

mine the coefficients of determination for each of the dependent (y values) 

and independent (x values; the US/USSR deliverable strategic nuclear relation- 

ship) variables being tested. As discussed earlier in chapter four, the com- 

puter system available to the Comnand and General Staff College is being used.! 

This computer system uses a computer program designated "LINPLOT" to 

determine arid express x and y values in the fonn of a regression line formula, 

lin* correlation and coefficients of determination. LINPLOT will also graphi- 

cally print a regression plot of the x and y values, but the program does not 

possess tne capability to print a scatter-diagram. However, a scatter-diagram 

iM  not necessary for computer operations and the lack of one does not interfere 

with this study.2 

The regression plots of x and y values are attached as appendices Uh, 

fhme  plots are constructed with the x values (independent variables) along 

the horizontal axis and the y values (dependent variables) on the vertical 

axis. In reviewing these plots, it should be noted that the LINPLOT program 

does not provide for a capability of fitting the regression line to the x and y 

TZ 
■ ■   . JZJ^^T  dis™ssio" of the U3e "*  regression analysis to determine 

the relationship of x and y values, see paragraph D in chapter four of this 

He*  York: Thomas Crowell Co., 1971. "     — 

miW «vJ™ f+Hther ^f1^0? on the Command and General Staff College com- 

ZZtZToi ZlZT:*is advised t0 contact ^^^2 of the Colle^'s 
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valyes. The regreasion line is printed as a constant in each case and the x 

and y  vslues are fitted to match the regression line. This explains the apparent 

inconsistency in the printing of the x and y values; i.e., the US values printed 

on the y axis increase from the bottom to the top and from left to right on 

the x axis.  Conversely, USSR values increase f-om top to bottom on the y axis 

mA  from right to left on the x axis. This is perfectly acceptable and does 

not detract from the accuracy of the plot.3 

B- .The effect of strategic nuclear weapons on the intensity peak level of 

US_actions during US/USSR post-WW II confrnntat.w,, 

(1) Data entered into the computer: 

(a) x values: 9.62, 10.19, 10.26, 7.23, 5.89, h.6h,  h.78. 

(b) | values (intensity peak level): d, 19, 22, 18, 10, 18, 1U. 

(2) Regression line formula computed is: y - 12,261 + .hhOlh  (x). 

(3) Computed results are: 

THE CORRELATION (R)-(FIT OF LINE TO DATA)- IS .216416 
THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R**2) IS U.683S7E-2 
WHICH MR4NS THAT h.663S7%  OF THE VARIATION OF THE 
Y'S CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE DIFFERENCES IN X, 
NAMELY, TO THE RELATIONSHIP WITH X. 

(h) The regression plot of the x and y values, with the line of re- 

gression, is attached at appendix 1. 

C* LhA.effect of strategic nuclear weapons on the intensity rate of US actions 

<&£$£&  US/USSR post-WW II confrontationH. 

(1) Data entered into the computer: 

,1  ir^r- Pew «onv»r8*tion with Major D. G. Moore of Committee 2 on February 
iU, 1975. Major Moore is the author of the LINPLOT program. 
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(a) x values.: 9.62, 10.19, 10.26, 7.23, 5.89, 1^, l^.yö. 

(b) y values (intenaity rate): 35, 1ii6, 71, 1187, 11, 5, 22, 

(2) Regression line formula coaputed la; y - 165.5U3 ♦ 6.0^825 (x). 

(3) Computed results arei 

THE GORKELATION (R).-(FIT OF LINE TO DATA)-IS 3.il9^9E-2 
THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R«*2) IS 1.22170E13 
WHICH MEMS THAT .12217 ^ OF THE VARIATION OF THE 
PS CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE DIFFERENCES IN X 
NAMELY, TO THE RELATIONSHIP WITH X.        ' 

ik)    The regression plots of the x and y values, with the line of re- 

gression, is attached at appendix 2. 

Dt The eff^t of strategic nuclear weapons on the intenaity peak level of 

^SL^cUong during US/USSR post-WW II confrontations 

(1) Data entered into the computer: 

(a) x values. Since US x values have been expressed as a numer- 

ical relationship to a unit of 1 (9.62:1, 10.19:1, etc.), to arrive at USSR 

X  values it is necessary to divide the US value into 1. Therefore USSR x values 

are:  H 9.62 = JO^, 1*10.19=^098, 1 f 10.26 » ,.057. 1*7.23^.138, 

] t 5.89 * J69, 1 i k.bh *  .216. 1 i  a.78 - .209. 

(b) y values (intensity peak level): 10, 19, 22, 15, 10, 15, lU. 

(2) Regression line formula computed ias y - 19.6537 ♦ 31.5966 (x), 

(3) Computed results are: 

THE CORRELATION (R)-(FIT OF LINE TO DATA)-IS .37011i8. 
THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R**2) IS .137009 
WHICH MEANS THAT 13.7009 %  OF THE VARIATION OF THE 
Y'S CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE DIFFERENCES IN X 
NAMELY, IT THE RELATIONSHIP WITH X.        ' 

ik)    The regression plot of the x and y values, with the regression ' 

line, is attached at appendix 3, 
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K- The effect of strategic nuclear veapons on the lnten3lty rate of USSR 

actions during US/USSR post-WW II confrontation«. 

(1) Data entered into the computer; 

(a) x values: .10li, .093, .097, .136, .169, .216, .209. 

(b) y values (intensity rate); 0, 1^6, 72, }S'i5,   16, 1, 22. 

(2) Rfigression line formula computed is: y - hblM   *  (-1U56.02) (x), 

(3) Goaputed results ara: 

THE CORRELATION (R)-(FIT OF LINE TO DATA)-IS -.naiöli 
THE COEFFICIENT OF DETERMINATION (R**2) IS 1.80053E-2 
WHICH MEANS THAT 1.80053 %  OF THE VARIATION OF THE 
Y»S CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO THE DIFFERENCES IN X 
NAMELY, TO THE RELATIONSHIP TO X. 

(M The regression plot of the x and y values, with the regression 

line, is attached at appendix I4. 
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Appendix 1 

MW.d Ei'fect on the US Intensity Peak Levels 
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